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ABSTRACT 

Lexical knowledge is an essential component of language knowledge. Vocabulary size 

has consistently been found to be correlated with other measures of language proficiency and to 

predict functional language ability. Assessment formats designed to measure lexical knowledge 

have been influenced by the rich description of lexical patterns made possible by recent advances 

in corpus linguistics; in particular, these assessments have incorporated word frequency statistics 

as an organizing structural principle. This dissertation details the development of three 

frequency-based, web-delivered assessments, modelled on established English as a Foreign 

Language formats, designed to measure the vocabulary knowledge of non-native learners of 

Arabic. Word frequency data for these assessments was taken from Buckwalter and Parkinson’s 

Frequency Dictionary of Arabic. This study represents the first empirical, frequency-based 

investigation of learner vocabulary knowledge carried out for Arabic.  

This dissertation discusses the test development process and identifies challenges 

inherent to the development of Arabic pseudowords and limitations of both space-delimited 

strings and raw lemmas as Arabic word units. Following test piloting, 161 non-native learners of 

Arabic of varying proficiency and experience levels completed the assessments and a learner 

history questionnaire. Reliability and item performance metrics indicate that these assessments 

are able to successfully distinguish between learners with varying amounts of vocabulary 
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knowledge. 

Other questions investigated in the study include (1) the effect of word frequency ranking 

on item performance, (2) the ability of learner independent variables to predict assessment 

performance, and (3) the internal correlation of the three assessment measures. Results indicate 

that word frequency was significantly correlated with item facility ratings. Learner years of study 

and self-reported proficiency were both effective predictors of performance on the assessments. 

Results on the two measures of vocabulary size were highly correlated with each other and with 

the results of the third format, designed to measure depth of vocabulary knowledge. Aggregate 

group performance by years of study indicates an acquisition rate of 800 to 1000 words per year, 

although some caution may be necessary in generalizing the results of this population to the 

larger population of L2 Arabic learners.  
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 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Over the past three decades, lexis-focused research has advanced from having 

“Cinderella subject” status to being a central area of investigation in the field of applied 

linguistics (Daller, Milton, & Treffers-Daller, 2007; Meara, 2002). The impetus for this 

increased attention has come from a variety of sources, including (1) technological 

breakthroughs that have permitted more precise and comprehensive descriptions of language 

than were previously possible, (2) advances in assessment design and measurement techniques, 

and (3) proponents of new research methodologies and instructional approaches. 

Applied linguists and second language acquisition (SLA) researchers have, in the past 

two decades, given sustained and focused attention to issues surrounding L2 vocabulary learning, 

instruction, and assessment. Nation (2001) has synthesized much of the research on L2 

vocabulary learning over the past few decades—although this research, and his synthesis of it, 

are primarily focused on English as a second language (ESL) contexts and studies. In recent 

volumes, Nation and Webb (2011) and Schmitt (2010) summarize the current state of the field of 

vocabulary research and discuss key issues in methodology. SLA and applied linguistics research 

on vocabulary has, in turn, informed the views of those advocating a “lexical approach” to L2 

teaching, an approach that insists that vocabulary (lexis) has been given inadequate attention in 

both grammar-driven, and communicative or “natural” pedagogical approaches (Lewis, 1993). 

Their mantra may take the form of Wilkins’ (1972) maxim that “while without grammar little 

can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed” (p. 111). 

The push for better models and methodologies has been matched by a desire for valid, 
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reliable, and efficient instruments by which to obtain data on how vocabulary is learned and 

used, whether in L1 or L2. Significant attention has been paid to how best to model the construct 

of vocabulary knowledge and then to quantify it using valid assessments. Read (2000), Fulcher 

and Davidson (2007), Milton (2009), and Schmitt (2010) describe various assessment formats 

commonly adopted by vocabulary researchers, and note longstanding challenges in design and 

measurement. They are unanimous that there is no one assessment tool that can answer all of the 

important questions currently posed by the field. Multiple, eclectic instruments are needed for a 

better understanding of the dimensions of vocabulary knowledge and a better model of how they 

might fit together (Webb, 2005; Milton & Fitzpatrick, 2014). 

1.2 Need for Arabic-focused Research 

The lion’s share of recent vocabulary-focused research has been devoted to English and a 

few other European languages. As Milton (2008) has noted, “A recent renaissance in the study of 

vocabulary learning has been restricted, largely, to the knowledge and progress of EFL learners” 

(p. 333). The reasons for this are natural: the large number of Anglophone secondary research 

institutions and venues for professional publication, the sophistication of technological resources 

available for the description and computational analysis of English, and, perhaps most important, 

the large number of individuals around the globe studying English who can act as research 

subjects.  

Yet many languages lack the rich resources that English currently enjoys. In general, 

applied linguists working with less commonly taught languages, such as Arabic, do not enjoy the 

same range of studies or validated assessment tools as do researchers in other languages (Winke 

& Aquil, 2006; Lee-Ellis, 2009). Assessments that are available and commonly used, such as the 

ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI), may not be cost- or time-effective, and may not meet 
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program or institutional needs (Norris & Pfeiffer, 2003). In addition, holistic measures such as 

the OPI do not permit precise measurement of sub-components of overall language ability 

(however these are constructed). Some have criticized the validity of the OPI itself, questioning 

whether it actually can simulate the type of authentic conversation that it claims to be modeled 

on (Johnson, 2001). These factors suggest that there is both opportunity and need for further 

assessment research for a traditionally under-resourced language such as Arabic.  

Arabic lexical features have, in fact, attracted the interest of scholars (Holes, 2004; 

Versteegh, 1997; Johnstone, 1991; Parkinson, 2006; Santillan Grimm, 2009), including some 

who have devoted attention to issues of vocabulary acquisition and instruction (Khaldieh, 1996; 

Gamal, 1998; Al-Shuwairekh, 2009; El-Essawy, 2010; Hansen, 2010). Khoury (2008), for 

example, studied the effectiveness of teaching Arabic’s root-and-pattern morphology to learners 

and concluded that morphological patterns ought to be taught explicitly as early as the first year 

of study. Moser (2013) evaluated the vocabulary frequency characteristics of the content of the 

most widely used Arabic textbook series. Golonka et al. (2015) examined the roles of effort and 

context in L2 Arabic vocabulary learning.  

On the whole, though, the number of studies focused on issues of lexical acquisition, 

instruction, and assessment in Arabic, has been small; methodologically, with a few 

exceptions—such as Golonka et al. (2015)—these studies have not engaged with recent applied 

linguistics research done on other languages. In an article reviewing approaches to teaching 

vocabulary in Arabic, Al-Batal (2006) argued that “the teaching of vocabulary in Arabic FL 

curricula has, thus far, received marginal attention that does not reflect the importance of 

vocabulary” (p. 334). Al-Batal suggested that there are a number of important unanswered, or 

partially answered, questions surrounding Arabic vocabulary, such as how many words learners 
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need to know to perform tasks such as reading the newspaper, which words those are, how these 

words should be taught, and how lexis in Arabic might operate differently than in English or 

other languages.  

Several factors suggest that lexis-focused research in Arabic may be reaching a point 

where it can begin to answer Al-Batal’s questions. The first is the aforementioned rise in volume 

and sophistication of applied linguistics research done for other languages. These theoretical 

advances and methodological refinements provide essential groundwork for those undertaking 

research in Arabic. To give just two examples, Santillan Grimm (2009) extended the concept of 

“collocation,” originally developed by linguists analyzing English, to develop a taxonomy of 

collocation patterns in Arabic. Moser (2013) fruitfully applied recent models of L2 language 

textbook analysis to her investigation of the lexical content of Al-Kitaab fii Ta‘allum al-

‘Arabiyya, by far the most commonly used textbook in US universities. 

A second salient factor is the access the researcher in Arabic lexis now enjoys to the first 

scientifically rigorous word frequency list derived from a large corpus (Buckwalter & Parkinson, 

2011) and, via a web interface, to a large, searchable corpus (Parkinson, 2015). As will be 

detailed in a subsequent chapter, accurate frequency counts are a prerequisite for most widely 

used vocabulary assessment formats. Arabic corpus linguistics is still in its early stages, and 

faces some striking challenges: the processing of Arabic text, due to its unusually high degree of 

graphic ambiguity, defies straightforward part-of-speech tagging. The situation is even more 

acute for spoken Arabic, as a standard orthography does not exist for Arabic dialects, a reality 

which makes the lemmatization of corpus tokens an almost Sisyphean task. Yet the achievements 

of corpus linguists, preliminary though they may be in some respects, have opened the door for 

applied linguists to take advantage of them in various areas, including in vocabulary studies. 
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Third, the rise in prominence of Arabic among the less commonly taught languages 

(LCTLs) in the United States, particularly in the decade since the events of 9/11, means that 

there are now a significantly larger number of learners studying Arabic than was the case 

previously and, therefore, a greater number of potential participants for applied linguistics 

studies (Al-Batal & Belnap, 2006; Allen, 2007; Husseinali, 2006; Al-Batal, 2007). Figure 1 

illustrates the dramatic rise of Arabic enrollments as tracked by the MLA’s cyclical surveys in 

US universities over the past 15 years (Goldberg, Looney, & Lusin, 2015). The 2013 results 

suggest that a plateau may have been reached, but the long-term trends portend a secure place 

among the top ten most taught languages.  

 

Figure 1: Arabic Enrollment in US Universities 
 

As it stands, Arabic now enjoys the eighth-highest enrollment numbers, having surpassed 

Latin (Figure 2). Indeed, it would not be surprising if Arabic enrollments eventually surpass 

those for some long-established European languages, such as German. Were that to happen for 

Arabic, as looks likely for Chinese as well, it may no longer make sense for it be considered an 
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LCTL.1 These greater enrollment numbers put pressure on the field of Arabic teaching to 

develop resources that are on par with what is available for other high-enrollment languages. 

High-quality resources, in turn, depend on a more accurate description of what L2 learners know 

as well as greater agreement on what they should know. 

 

Figure 2: Total Enrollment in US Universities by Language, 2013 (Goldberg, Looney, & Lusin, 2015, p. 27) 

Finally, the fact that Arabic is distinct in important ways—typologically, 

orthographically, morphologically, and sociolinguistically—from the languages that garner the 

majority of vocabulary research attention may be a counterintuitive yet compelling reason to pay 

attention to it. One scholar writing on the acquisition of L2 Croatian writes: “Research on 

languages that are structurally different from those most commonly investigated and described in 

the field of SLA might provide critical insight into the processes and phenomena of vocabulary 

acquisition in a second language” (Cvikic, 2007, p. 146). Arabic meets Cvikic’s criterion of 

structural “difference” from English, and the phenomena of its vocabulary acquisition patterns 

                                                 
1 As it is, this categorization seems based on arbitrary rather than empirical distinctions: the National 

Council of Less Commonly Taught Languages defines LCTLs as “all languages other than English and the 
commonly taught European languages of German, French and Spanish” (FAQs, 2015). 
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have only begun to be explored to determine how they contrast with or match what has been 

observed in other L2 populations. One aim for this study, though a secondary one, was to 

determine whether the results from assessments of L2 Arabic learners’ vocabulary knowledge 

would reveal anything about Arabic’s lexical characteristics or “lexical shape.” Cobb and Horst 

(2004), in a study questioning whether the concept of an academic word list is valid for French, 

write that “it is interesting to contemplate the possibility that each language may have its own 

lexical shape, each entailing different acquisition strategies for learners and different teaching 

strategies” (p. 37) . Indeed, it seems intuitively likely that each language has a unique lexical 

shape that cannot be assimilated to a single model; the more typologically distinct the language 

is from an arbitrary norm, such as English, the more diverse this shape could be. Despite a rich 

tradition of linguistics and lexicography that dates back more than a millennium (Bohas, 

Guillaume, & Kouloughli, 2006; Owens, 2013; Baalbaki, 2014), Arabic has only recently begun 

to benefit from the modern resources—particularly large, machine-readable corpora and natural 

language processing (NLP) tools—that might give its lexical shape a more precise description. 

Al-Batal’s (2006) judgment that “what makes attainment of the Advanced and Superior levels of 

proficiency particularly challenging for learners of Arabic is the extensive repertoire of 

vocabulary they need to acquire” (pp. 333–34) is quite possibly correct, yet the fact that this 

judgment is based on subjective experience and anecdotal reports underscores the need for 

empirical studies on Arabic’s lexical shape. 

1.3 Project Overview 

This research project involved the development of three vocabulary assessments for L2 

Arabic and is situated in the context of (1) the recent rise of applied linguistics research 

approaches and lexis-focused research specifically, (2) work on language assessment design and 
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development, and (3) the favorable factors for Arabic-focused research identified above. This 

dissertation can be divided into three sections. The first section—comprising chapters 2 through 

5—reviews the literature on assessment, vocabulary analysis, corpus linguistics, and profiles the 

specific assessment format models used in the project. The second section includes chapters 6 

and 7. Chapter 6 details the assessment development methodology, including design, piloting, 

implementation, and data collection. Chapter 7 explores some of the challenges encountered in 

the development process and reflects on best practices that might be incorporated in future 

Arabic assessment projects. The third section attempts to answer the question of whether the 

development process resulted in instruments that worked—that is, whose psychometric 

properties, such as test reliability and item performance, met or surpassed standard thresholds of 

acceptability.2 Chapter 8 discusses the characteristics of the population of test takers, chapter 9 

outlines results by assessment and by groups (years of study and self-rated proficiency), chapter 

10 details findings of the item analysis, and chapter 11 offers concluding thoughts and 

suggestions for future studies. 

                                                 
2 For example, a reliability measure >0.8 and item performance point biserial measures of >0.3. 
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 Review of Literature: Applied Linguistics, Vocabulary, and 

Assessment 

2.1 Rise of Applied Linguistics 

Applied linguistics is an umbrella designation that encompasses a multitude of sub-

disciplines or research areas including ethnography, pragmatics, forensic linguistics, discourse 

analysis, assessment, and others. Applied Linguistics, perhaps the flagship journal of the field, 

defines its publication mandate as encompassing “research into language with relevance to real 

world problems. It promotes principled and multidisciplinary approaches to research on 

language-related concerns.” The recently published Encyclopedia of Applied Linguistics 

(Chapelle, 2013, hereafter EAL), greater than 6000 pages in length, both demonstrates the 

breadth of this research domain and signals the arrival of a mature discipline that merits the 

respect of the more purely theoretical branches of linguistics. The surge of applied linguistics 

research in the past three decades (Applied Linguistics was first published in 1980) was 

prompted, at least in part, by dissatisfaction with the Chomskyan generative grammar paradigm 

that was central to linguistics research priorities in the second half of the twentieth century 

(Chomsky, 1965). In the Chomskyan view, syntax is a structural system autonomous from 

meaning and to which the variable details of surface phenomena, such as individual words, are at 

best subordinate if not entirely immaterial. From the Chomskyan perspective, an analysis of 

surface behavior, including the behavior of individual words, cannot be the central pursuit of a 

serious scientific discipline such as linguistics. Surface details such as word meaning and lexical 

patterns are mere noise obscuring the underlying system, the “deep” structure which is the proper 

object of a scientific theory of language.  
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The response of applied linguists to Chomsky might be characterized as two-fold: (1) an 

argument that to restrict the proper domain of investigation to the pure system of syntax would 

be to ignore significant linguistic phenomena and fruitful avenues of research; and (2) that, in 

fact, the syntactic models he proposed are not necessarily sufficient to explain all the observed 

evidence. Indeed, as more computer technology and analysis are brought to bear on the study of 

language, the more it appears that language is characterized by a complexity that is not reducible 

to the kind of binary categorical judgments (grammatical/ungrammatical) that generative 

grammar often relies on. Some linguists using statistical modeling approaches have posited that a 

probabilistic model of syntax may, in fact, be a more powerful explanatory and predictive tool 

than is a categorical syntax of the sort Chomsky proposes (Manning, 2003). It would be a 

mistake to view “applied” linguistics as having simply abandoned the field of theoretical inquiry 

to the syntacticians. The cumulative body of applied linguistics research represents an implicit (if 

not explicit) rejection of the research priorities of the Chomskyan approach in favor of a closer 

examination of both surface phenomena such as word behavior as well as other factors extrinsic 

to the “system” of language itself but which nevertheless interact with it in observable and 

significant ways. 

Vocabulary-related topics are well represented in the EAL and in applied linguistics 

journals. As applied linguistics has asserted itself as a growing and dynamic field, vocabulary 

research has been remarkably eclectic and has found a place in a variety of research agendas. 

The volume of research has been impressive. Nation and Webb (2011) claim that “over 30% of 

the research on L1 and L2 vocabulary learning in the last 120 years [has occurred] in the last 12 

years.” Applied linguistics lexical research includes papers that intersect with fields as diverse as 

lexicography, cognitive psychology, computational linguistics, quantitative and qualitative 
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assessment, teaching, and acquisition. Many of the research avenues connected with it remain 

open and fruitful, although, as might be expected, unresolved questions, even basic ones, remain. 

The construct of “vocabulary knowledge,” for example, continues to elude simple definition. 

That is, there is no consensus on what precisely it is, how it relates to the construct of general 

language knowledge, or by what precise mechanisms it is developed or expanded.  

In short, lexical topics constitute a vibrant part of a number of research agendas; yet this 

was not always the case. In a 2002 review article, “The rediscovery of vocabulary,” Paul Meara 

noted that two decades earlier it would have been unnecessary to assess the state of lexis-focused 

research—there was hardly anything there to discuss. Indeed, before the 1980s vocabulary 

research was little more than a “Cinderella” subject, a neglected stepsister not meriting the 

attention of the most notable linguistic theorists and practitioners. Yet in the years between then 

and 2002, Cinderella met Prince Charming: several seminal volumes on vocabulary learning, 

teaching, and analysis appeared, as did as a large number of lexis-related articles and studies. 

The “rediscovery” of a vocabulary-focused research agenda—which, Meara argued, had, in fact, 

been articulated in the first half of the twentieth century but neglected for decades after that—

was fueled by several factors, including the rise of the field of applied linguistics generally, the 

waning of interest in previous research paradigms, the innovative efforts of a few key scholars, 

and the increased power and availability of technological resources.  

The new momentum for vocabulary studies, Meara argued, led to the embrace of an 

agenda for lexical research that had been laid out by certain British linguists, namely Palmer, as 

early as the 1920s. This agenda, in his telling, had been sidelined in the years following World 

War II and languished for some decades. It was encouraging, he believed, to see their road map 

finally bear fruit; he cautioned, though, that truly radical changes in agenda and models were 
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ahead due to emerging discoveries in the field of computational linguistics. Meara’s article was 

both backward-looking and prescient, as the impact of better computer tools that are accessible 

to a wider number of researchers and practitioners has only within the past couple of decades 

begun to be appreciated. In fact, for languages such as Arabic that are not at the cutting edge of 

resource development, the impact is only just beginning to be felt. 

It would be hard to overstate the significance of machine-readable corpora—collections 

of target language texts—to current applied linguistics research. From the first hand-assembled 

corpora in the years after WWII to the massive, state-of-the-art web corpora now freely and 

instantly available, the rapid rise in the sophistication and availability of these corpus resources 

has afforded scholars more precise descriptions of all facets of language—whether at word-, 

sentence-, or discourse-level (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen, 1998). These improved corpus data 

have allowed applied linguists and language teachers access to data that are foundational for a 

variety of lexis-related topics. 

The capability to assemble vast collections of text relatively quickly and cost effectively 

and to harness sophisticated text analysis tools has been a particular boon to vocabulary 

researchers. These text analysis software tools have, at least to some degree, democratized access 

to areas that previously required a high degree of technological acumen. No longer does one 

need to be a specialized computational linguist in order to perform corpus tasks such as 

concordancing, searching for formulaic phrases, identifying collocations, or even tagging for part 

of speech. While the most impressive corpus resources and tools are available for the study of 

English, important advances have been made in other languages, including Arabic. Perhaps the 

most important characteristic of these corpora for most researchers is that they allow language 

phenomena—including, but not limited to, individual words—to be quantified and their patterns 
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to be analyzed. These quantitative data are amenable to statistical analysis, another 

methodological hallmark of applied linguistics research and of assessment research particularly.  

2.2 Measurement and Tests 

The prominence of objective-style tests in the United States today is not difficult, and 

probably not necessary, to demonstrate (Norris, 2008). The rise of such assessments as a 

fundamental tool of the education, private, and government sectors began decades ago. The years 

before and after WWII witnessed a rapid rise in the use of psychometric testing in public 

education and by government institutions (Spolsky, 1995). Prominent among the funders and 

adopters of this new wave of assessments—IQ tests, psychological profiling instruments, and 

tests of language ability—was the United States military, which embraced their use as an 

efficient way to match recruits’ skill sets with military needs. This trend, jump-started by the 

extraordinary circumstances of the war, bled into more and more areas of life in the United 

States after the war concluded. Public policy trends in the decades since—including, recently, the 

2001 No Child Left Behind legislation—have guaranteed that an ever-increasing assortment of 

tests define students’ educational experiences from primary school to college admissions and 

beyond.  

This move toward objective testing was informed by a confidence in the power of 

modern measurement techniques to quantify psychological constructs, and in the ability of 

modern statistics to help interpret them and confirm their significance. Indeed, objective testing 

deliberately aims to produce data that are amenable to analysis by statistical tests that can, among 

other things, describe the characteristics of a distribution and model the inferential relationship 

between variables. The statistical techniques are important precisely because they lend a veneer 

of mathematical rigor to the measurement of human performance and social phenomena, as well 
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as offering a standard lexicon with which to describe, compare, and evaluate these phenomena. 

Through this marriage of objective-style test design and statistical analysis, psychometric testing 

claims to make possible the investigation of constructs otherwise difficult to quantify or beyond 

the reach of empirical observation. These constructs have included, for example, general 

intelligence, degree of preparation for study at a four-year university, and—more germane for 

our purposes—language knowledge.  

2.3 Language Assessment 

A significant current within the overall rise of psychometric assessments was the rise in 

objective tests of language ability, which have been used on scales both large and small and for 

purposes such as diagnosis, placement, aptitude evaluation, and research (Barnwell, 1996). 

Language learning—including second language learning—may be as ancient as our species, but 

the systematic measurement of how much language has been learned by means of objective tests 

is a more recent phenomenon. In Measured Words, Spolsky (1995) notes that “since the days of 

World War I, psychometric principles and practices have come to dominate the testing of foreign 

language proficiency, and a movement that initially blossomed in the United States has spread 

throughout the world” (p. 1). Spolsky narrates, as a case study, the development of Test of 

English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), perhaps the quintessential example of a high-stakes, 

objective language test. Its rise as a gatekeeper test for foreign students hoping to study in United 

States universities is emblematic of the wider trends toward objective language testing. 

All language tests are in a sense tests of vocabulary—“without some knowledge of what 

the words appearing in a test mean, it is difficult to perform at all, let alone well” (Meara & 

Buxton, 1987, p. 142)—and, unsurprisingly, vocabulary was quickly identified not only as an 

incidental requirement for successful test performance but as an appealing target for researchers 
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or developers of objective language tests. The discrete—or apparently discrete—nature of 

individual words made them appear helpfully amenable to inclusion in objective tests and 

research instruments. Early vocabulary testing in the first half of the twentieth century was, from 

a contemporary perspective, rudimentary, and more likely to be focused on L1 lexis; yet some 

early research did anticipate future agendas. Well-known early research projects, for example, 

focused on the distinction between passive and receptive knowledge of vocabulary, a distinction 

that defies simple categorization and, indeed, still informs contemporary research (Webb, 2005; 

Webb, 2008). The use of vocabulary-focused assessment formats has not been limited to SLA or 

vocabulary researchers, but extends also to common, high-stakes L1 tests such as the College 

Board’s SAT test, taken by more than one million high school students annually. The Reading 

section score of the SAT, for example, includes 19 multiple choice sentence completion items—

an almost textbook example of a “context-dependent” objective-style L1 vocabulary measure 

(Read & Chapelle, 2001).  

Test designers’ choice of vocabulary for test item construction is not simply motivated by 

the tempting (if illusory) ease with which one can adopt the construct for use in objective testing. 

Performance on vocabulary assessments has consistently been positively correlated with 

performance on measures of other language skills and even with general proficiency scales. 

Reading comprehension in particular has been consistently shown to correlate highly with 

measures of vocabulary size (Milton, 2009; Jeon & Yamashita, 2014). For example, Schmitt 

(2010) notes that “L2 vocabulary size correlated with L2 reading ability at 0.73–0.80” (p. 4). 

One can interrogate the validity of the underlying measures meant to show these correlations, but 

the replication of these findings in multiple contexts, and for other skills including speaking and 

listening, has given them more weight and credibility (Staehr, 2008). No one argues that 
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vocabulary assessments can fully replace instruments designed to measure other language skills, 

but the evidence does at least permit the inference that results on the first could be predictive of 

performance on the second. Given limitations on time and available resources—particularly for a 

LCTL such as Arabic—the possibility that a measure of vocabulary might be a time- and 

resource-efficient means of making a tentative judgment about a learner’s language proficiency 

(or some sub-component of overall proficiency), or about whether they have reached a 

preparation threshold for a task or assignment, is worth exploring. In an article on French 

vocabulary acquisition, Milton (2006) concludes that “Vocabulary size turns out to be a good 

indicator of overall language knowledge and ability. This is not to say that it could or should 

replace other forms of testing, far from it, but vocabulary size ought to be a useful tool as a 

placement or levels indicator” (p. 203). 

These results have led researchers and teachers to use vocabulary tests for varied 

purposes including diagnosis, placement and achievement (Read, 2014). The DIALANG project 

in Europe nicely illustrates how vocabulary measures can be an important element within a 

larger battery (Alderson, 2006; Alderson & Huhta, 2005). The goal of this large-scale project 

was to develop diagnostic tests—that is, tests that could convey to the test taker a sense of her 

likely language level and areas of strength or weakness—for 14 European languages based on 

the Council of Europe’s Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) 

standards. The DIALANG project was limited to some of the languages of Europe, but Alderson 

(2006), in his analysis of the project, concludes with a call for further research, particularly for 

languages that did not fall under the scope of the original test design mandate such as “Japanese, 

Chinese, Arabic, Russian, Hungarian and so on” (p. 263). 

These tests were designed over a period of years and are available online for self-
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administration (although one must download a free software program). DIALANG researchers 

constructed the assessments with an eye on the data that would eventually be produced by such a 

large-scale undertaking. The test designers chose to use a vocabulary assessment as an initial 

screening instrument. The results on the vocabulary component would suggest to the test taker 

the level that should be selected for the remaining assessments (of reading, listening, etc.) This 

vocabulary component of the DIALANG assessments was designed by Paul Meara of the 

University of Swansea and was based largely on the checklist-style Yes/No (YN) vocabulary 

tests that he pioneered in the 1980s (Meara, 2010).3  

Alderson (2006) noted that the computer-based nature of the task proved valuable as it 

offered immediate feedback to the test taker as well as easily recordable data for the test 

designers and researchers. The efficacy of the vocabulary test as an initial screening tool was 

also demonstrated: “The relationship between vocabulary size and language proficiency, by skill, 

has been shown to be substantial for English. The question of the value of a test of vocabulary 

size has thus been answered positively” (Alderson, 2006, pp. 94-95). For DIALANG, a 

vocabulary test, even one as straightforward in design as a checklist test, proved to be an 

accurate predictor of performance on other test components. The evidence accumulated allows 

researchers to claim with confidence that the checklist test is effectively guiding test takers to the 

right level of exams. Yet the same evidence also suggests the entanglement, at the construct 

level, of vocabulary knowledge with language proficiency generally and the need for this 

entanglement to be unpacked by further research.  

DIALANG illustrates diagnosis and placement uses for a vocabulary assessment. Two 

                                                 
3 More detailed information will be given about this format in Chapter 6. 
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other purposes that have been proposed by researchers, and generally confirmed by their 

findings, are threshold preparation evaluation and vocabulary growth. Nation and Beglar write 

that, according to their research, “The goal of around 8,000 word families is an important one for 

[L2 English] learners who wish to deal with a range of unsimplified spoken and written texts. It 

is thus helpful to know how close learners are to this critical goal.” (Nation & Beglar, 2007). As 

vocabulary size or breadth is the metric that would determine whether the threshold has been 

met, there has been a good deal of research energy devoted to the question of how best to 

measure vocabulary size. One of the most investigated and researched assessment formats, the 

Vocabulary Levels Test, is generally taken as a “criterion” test that other vocabulary size formats 

can be compared to (Read, 2000; Schmitt, Schmitt, & Clapham, 2001).4 Another use for the size 

tests is to determine the rate of vocabulary growth over time, although it is difficult to find 

comparable contexts in terms of educational setting or student population. In one of the better 

studies of this type, Milton (2009) suggests an average rate of growth for Greek high school 

learners of L2 English of 500 words/year. Another study of Spanish ESL students suggested that 

their mean rate of growth might be even smaller than that Milton found in Greece (Milton & 

Fitzpatrick, 2014).  

Any number of vocabulary measurement instruments may have been developed for 

specific classroom or research purposes, yet only a few, including those mentioned above, have 

gained widespread currency as research instruments. The majority of research attention, 

however, has been focused on formats that attempt to operationalize the constructs of vocabulary 

size (or breadth) and the somewhat more nebulous concept of vocabulary “depth” (Schmitt N. , 

2014). The frameworks and constructs that inform the vocabulary assessment formats used in 

                                                 
4 See Chapter 6. 
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this project will be specified in greater detail in chapters four and five. Before we arrive at that 

point, it is worthwhile to review the history of language assessment for the specific context of 

this investigation: L2 learners of Arabic in US universities. 

2.4 Assessment in Arabic 

While there now exists a broad literature on language testing and an even vaster one for 

psychometric assessment generally, the history of Arabic language testing in the United States 

can be presented quite concisely. Historically, the development of assessments for Arabic has 

most often occurred at the level of the individual university language program. That is to say, 

assessment use and development occurred on a very modest and local scale: most Arabic 

language programs consisted of one or two faculty members. For the most part, these Arabic 

assessments were used for placement purposes or as a check of achievement or content mastery 

at the end of an academic year or program.  

The first coordinated efforts to produce professional assessment material that would be 

made available widely occurred, not surprisingly, concurrently with the first efforts to 

professionalize university-level Arabic teaching itself. The American Association of Teachers of 

Arabic (AATA) was established in the early 1970s, and a committee led by Raji Rammuny 

produced what might be described as the first standardized assessment for Arabic, the Arabic 

Proficiency Test (APT), in 1974. Rammuny (1999) narrates the arc of language testing 

development in Arabic from the 1950s to the end of the twentieth century. As he notes, 

assessments mirrored larger trends in language teaching, such as the move from grammar-

translation methods to communicative approaches to proficiency-oriented approaches, which 

were dominant when Rammuny wrote his article and are still highly influential today. 

Rammuny’s own noteworthy contributions to the field, both on the original APT and on its later 
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revisions, deserve special mention. Two other exams have, perhaps, had a particularly notable 

impact on the field and will be discussed below. 

Today, the single most influential language test in the field of Arabic language instruction 

(and perhaps for language teaching in the United States generally) is the Oral Proficiency 

Interview (OPI), developed under the auspices of the American Council on the Teaching of 

Foreign Languages (ACTFL). In reality, however, the OPI itself was based on older language 

interview protocols developed for use by government agencies. Beginning in the early 1980s, 

ACTFL promoted the writing of proficiency guidelines, descriptions of language ability divided 

into various named tiers (Novice, Intermediate, Advanced, Superior), by experienced 

professionals who taught European and non-European languages. While there are basic 

guidelines that are intended to serve as the framework for all languages, the need for language-

specific modification of these guidelines was recognized early on. Arabic-specific ACTFL 

proficiency guidelines were first produced in 1985 and involved the collaboration of several 

leading figures in the field; a second, revised version appeared in 1989 (ACTFL, 1989). Over the 

past two decades, various criticisms of these guidelines for Arabic were raised, mostly focused 

on the imprecise nature of the recommendations concerning Arabic diglossia. The growing 

consensus regarding the inadequacy of the 1989 guidelines led to the publication in 2012 of a 

third revision of the ACTFL Arabic guidelines, which, while they have not yet been published in 

Foreign Language Annals, are available online (ACTFL, 2012). A full analysis of the changes in 

this latest revision of the guidelines goes beyond the scope of this chapter, but the document is an 

instructive one that articulates the most recent consensus on desired proficiency-oriented 

outcomes for Arabic students. Few learners of Arabic will ever achieve a rating of superior or 

distinguished, yet having this “ideal” end-goal defined in more concrete terms—the new 
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guidelines do, in fact, include specific examples of performance at the various levels—helps 

inform both teacher methodologies and student strategies. 

The purpose of the OPI is to elicit, by means of a flexible and open-ended interview, a 

ratable sample of language performance (usually lasting around 30 minutes) from the 

interviewee, which is then evaluated by two or more trained raters. Weaknesses of the OPI 

include the cost of taking it, the time required to receive a score, potential issues of rater training 

and reliability, its focus on speaking as the sole modality evincing proficiency progress, and 

potential problems in the test construct itself. Yet the OPI has, despite these flaws and critiques, 

succeeded in serving as essentially the only criterion assessment for the Arabic teaching field. 

Language major graduates and job-seekers are often expected to be able to point to an OPI score 

as evidence of their practical ability to use Arabic. The ubiquitous use of the OPI has likewise 

helped encourage the adoption of proficiency as the “organizing principle” according to which 

teaching materials have been assembled and classroom methodologies implemented.  

The other Arabic language test worthy of mention due to its longevity and its importance 

to the field is the exam that accompanies the application for the Center for Arabic Study Abroad 

(CASA) program. This program has, since 1967, provided funding (the primary source for which 

comes from the US Department of Education) for a limited number of high intermediate to 

advanced Arabic students to study for a year at the American University in Cairo. (More recent 

expansion of the program has allowed some students to study in Syria.) The importance of the 

program for the professionalization of Arabic teaching in the United States can hardly be 

exaggerated: a large number—probably a majority—of non-native professional Arabic teachers 

in American universities, including many of the leaders in the field, participated as fellows in the 

CASA program. While the model of the CASA program—a one-year advanced language study 
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abroad—may not be unique, its impact on the field of Arabic teaching and linguistics is perhaps 

without direct parallel in other languages. Another important institutional force is the system of 

Flagship Language programs established over the past decade with government funding. The 

mandate of these Flagship programs is specifically to identify high-potential students and 

facilitate their progress to professional-level proficiency. The long-term impact of these 

programs on their respective fields may eventually rival that of the CASA program’s on Arabic 

studies, but, as they lack its 45-year history, the jury is still out. 

The CASA application test is, as Rammuny describes it, an “integrative” assessment that 

includes sections for each of the standard four construct skills: speaking, listening, reading, and 

writing. The exam includes both a proctored written portion as well as a telephone interview that 

is quite deliberately modeled on the OPI. The focus is on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), but at 

first glance, it may seem odd that an exam that the majority of Arabic students will never take 

should be considered so influential. The CASA exam is a high-stakes test for relatively advanced 

students used for a specific purpose: admission to a selective study abroad fellowship. It has 

never (to my knowledge) been distributed for use as a placement or achievement test for 

individual university language programs. When we speak of the “CASA exam” we are not, of 

course, discussing a static object: various iterations of the exam have been produced over 

decades, both to avoid a simple repetition of materials (which could invite test security 

problems) and to adapt to changing ideas about what ought to be assessed. Yet despite any 

evolution in specifics, the CASA exam’s consistent focus on a four-skill, integrative model of 

language performance has proven to be a robust one that has shaped learning outcomes design 

for institutional programs and individual classrooms. Serious students of Arabic who plan to 

apply for the CASA program—as well as the institutions that sponsor them—recognize that they 
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need to develop the skills that it will test.  

To bring Rammuny’s historical sketch of Arabic assessment up to the present requires us 

to be cognizant of two trends. The first is the aforementioned rise in enrollments in Arabic 

classes and Arabic’s greater prominence among the ranks of the LCTLs. Arabic is not yet primus 

inter pares in this group, by any means, but, along with Chinese, Arabic has probably received 

the lion’s share of government funding over the past decade and a half. These factors have led to 

more Arabic-focused research, and to a more diverse set of available teaching materials. One can 

also assume that this has led to greater diversity of assessments in various institutional contexts, 

although the vast majority of these will remain program-specific and not necessarily available to 

the researcher. 

One significant collection of Arabic-focused research is Wahba, Taha, and England’s 

(2006) volume, A Handbook for Arabic Language Teaching Professionals in the 21st Century. 

This volume is eclectic and includes two articles that address the issue of assessments in Arabic. 

In his chapter, Eisele (2006) critiques the ACTFL Arabic proficiency guidelines, and notes 

instances where they lack clarity, particularly on the issue of diglossia, and how this lack of 

clarity is carried over into the classroom. He also notes the patchy or inconsistent availability of 

tests: “although there are many achievement style tests, as well as some proficiency and 

placement style tests, there are few self-assessment tests” (p. 197). In another chapter, Winke and 

Aquil (2006) note both the need for standardized, curriculum-independent tests in Arabic, and 

the difficulty of producing them. They identify the ACTFL OPI and the APT (pioneered by 

Rammuny) as the only “two, national, standardized programs for testing the Arabic proficiency 

of students” (p. 222). They provide a table of currently (as of the writing in 2006) available 

assessments and discuss issues in developing an online version of the APT in the early 2000s. In 
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particular, they note that, as of their writing, the number of advanced and superior (on the 

ACTFL scale) non-native learners of Arabic was still limited. “Until more Arabic learners are at 

the Superior level of proficiency, standardized tests will need to use native speakers in norming 

and/or qualitatively validate the most difficult items on the test” (p. 230). Both of these chapters 

note the need for greater diversity of assessments, greater availability, and more rigorous 

standards of development.  

The second noteworthy trend is the impact of computers and other forms of technology 

on the study of language, on its teaching, and on language testing in particular. The potential for 

computer-assisted language learning (CALL) to transform language teaching has been discussed 

and debated for several decades (Chapelle & Douglas, 2006). There is, as of yet, no consensus 

regarding best-practice guidelines for how computers should supplement, overlap with, or even 

replace the traditional role of the language teacher. Yet, at the very least, the convenience of the 

computer as a means of delivering content, such as assessments, has been recognized. Adaptive 

computerized tests, which are personalized in real-time according to the performance of the test-

taker, convey advantages over traditional, static, pencil-and-paper models. Though pioneered by 

ETS and other large, institutional actors, such ideas have trickled down to smaller-scale language 

testing, including testing for Arabic. The next step in the evolution of the OPI, some would 

argue, is the Computerized OPI (COPI), an adaptive version of the OPI that allows test-takers to 

record responses to pre-selected questions. Even non-adaptive tests have recognized the 

advantages (in cost, speed, and perhaps even in accuracy) conveyed by online delivery. The 

CASA exam, for example, now includes listening and reading sections that are administered 

online (CASA Exam, 2015). And, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, efforts were made to 

create an online version of the APT (O-APT), although I am unaware of how frequently or 
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widely this has actually been used. Computerized assessments are unlikely to replace the paper-

and-pencil variety for most individual language programs; for wide-scale, curriculum-

independent, standardized assessments, however, this appears to be the future. 

One of the leaders in the development and promotion of computerized assessments has 

been the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL), based in Washington, DC. CAL maintains a 

database of assessments available for a large number of languages, including for Arabic. This 

resource is known as the Foreign Language Assessment Directory (FLAD) and can be accessed 

online (Foreign Language Assessment Directory, 2012). For Arabic, the database lists a variety 

of assessments, including those offered by ACTFL, which are based on its proficiency scales for 

the various language abilities (speaking, writing, reading, listening), and others developed by 

individual educators and offered for use (usually for a fee). CAL has also sponsored the 

development of certain assessments, such as the O-APT and the Arabic COPI. CAL aims to 

serve as both an aggregator and developer of assessments; it is an institutional role which may 

grow in importance in the future. Yet because CAL’s mandate embraces not just Arabic but 

language teaching and applied linguistics in the US generally, it cannot, at its current scale and 

budget, develop all of the assessments that it may be useful for the field to have; nor would this 

kind of centralized, top-down assessment development model be likely to encourage local and 

particular innovation. There is both space and need for individuals and institutions to innovate, 

collaborate, and share in their assessment research. In the best of scenarios, CAL can help 

coordinate such efforts for the benefit of the field.  

In sum, the field of language testing has changed dramatically over the past several 

decades in response to new methodologies and theories, to greater collaboration on standards and 

outcomes, and to remarkable developments in the availability and capabilities of computer 
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technology. The “state of the art” of Arabic-specific language testing, to borrow Rammuny’s 

phrase, is still largely characterized by individual or institutional efforts designed to place 

students at the correct level within a program, or to measure achievement of students as they 

progress through a program. There are few examples of widely used national, standardized, 

curriculum-independent assessments. The most notable exception is the OPI, which enjoys high 

visibility as a criterion measurement in both academic and professional settings, but which 

suffers from other weaknesses including cost, inconvenience or unavailability, rater fallibility, 

and potentially problematic construct validity (Johnson, 2001). This project aims to develop 

curriculum-independent assessments that may serve both research and pedagogical purposes, 

although further work will be required in the future to determine specific uses, purposes, 

stakeholders, and impacts. 
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 Vocabulary Analysis 

3.1 Words and Word Knowledge 

Two questions must be answered prior to a discussion of vocabulary assessment: (1) what 

is a word? and (2) what does it mean to know a word?  

First, what is a word? Four terms are central to attempts to define the word construct: 

tokens, types, lemmas, and word families. Tokens and types refer, respectively, to raw space-

delimited strings and unique space-delimited strings. Tokens and types are commonly used in 

measures of lexical density or sophistication; the basic premise of these metrics is that, in a 

written or spoken sample, lexical sophistication is typically signaled by a greater total number of 

unique words (types), especially low-frequency words, and a higher type-to-token ratio (Malvern 

& Richards, 2013). Most discrete vocabulary assessments and corpus-based frequency lists rely 

instead on the lemma, the uninflected, “dictionary” form of a word. The lemma is the default unit 

of analysis for lexical statistics because in most circumstances one is looking to compare the 

frequency of semantically distinct lemmas rather than inflected forms of the same lemma. (There 

are other cases in which one might need to compare counts of inflected forms, such as book and 

books.) Finally, word families include derivative forms as well as morphologically inflected 

forms (e.g, govern, governor, government), although deciding where to draw the boundary 

between families is not always intuitive, especially in the case of polysemous root words (Bauer 

& Nation, 1993). In addition to these four most common ways of conceptualizing a “word,” 

vocabulary research has also identified the salience of formulaic language (Wray, 2000; Alali & 

Schmitt, 2012; Martinez & Schmitt, 2012; Schmitt N. , 2004). While these multiword chunks of 

language—idioms, set phrases, collocations, and others—may defy conventional assumptions 

about space-delimited word boundaries, evidence suggests that native speakers process formulaic 
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language chunks in a way similar to how they process individual words (Wray, 2000; Conklin & 

Schmitt, 2012; Siyanova-Chanturia & Martinez, 2014). While the lemma will be the basic unit of 

analysis for most of this research, these other terms will be adopted at various points to add 

precision to questions and claims, as well as to illustrate the inadequacy of an unexamined 

equating of word as cognitive linguistic construct with word as graphical representation on the 

printed page (Gardner, 2007).  

The complexity introduced by our first question—what is a word?—can impinge upon 

attempts to unpack the second—what does it mean to know a word? Some of the difficulty in 

deciding what it means to know a word turns on language-specific features that require 

additional parsing. For example, there is a tacit assumption in research on L2 English vocabulary 

size, which represents the preponderance of the research in the field, that recognition of a noun 

lemma—or, rather, the demonstration of a link between a lemma’s form and meaning—is a 

reliable proxy for recognition of its inflected forms. This assumption is problematic for Arabic. 

Unlike for English, where the highly predictable nature of noun plural marking rules justifies the 

assumption that knowledge of the orthographic singular form of a noun entails knowledge of its 

plural form, the evidence for Arabic—whose noun morphology is characterized by its numerous 

and unpredictable nonconcatenative (“broken”) plural patterns—runs the opposite direction. 

Albirini and Benmamoun (2014) show that L2 learners, including heritage learners, demonstrate 

much higher levels of knowledge of concatenative Arabic plural patterns than of 

nonconcatenative patterns. For L2 Arabic learners, not all lemmas are created equal, and the 

variability of the data must be acknowledged when attempting to describe word knowledge and 

to apply models developed for English to a language, such as Arabic, with numerous structural 
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differences.5  

Measuring vocabulary knowledge is problematic not merely because it can be difficult to 

specify the unit of analysis but also because the construct of vocabulary knowledge itself is ill-

defined: there is no consensus as to what it must include, how it relates to general language 

knowledge, or the mechanisms through which it is developed or expanded. If there is common 

ground on how one might model vocabulary knowledge, it is that any such construct cannot be 

monolithic but must be multidimensional (Qian & Schedl, 2004). In an influential article, Miller 

(1999) emphasizes that word knowledge cannot be pinned down to one facet alone: knowing a 

word requires more than mastering its orthographic form or even being able to match this form 

with the correct semantic content. Miller underscores the slippery, polysemous potential of 

words, and the apparently effortless ability of native speakers to use contextual clues to resolve 

precise meanings from multiple possible choices.6 Native speaker performance, to the extent that 

it has been accurately described, remains a complex phenomenon that resists conversion into a 

unidimensional word knowledge model, particularly one that can be operationalized for 

empirical research.  

The most influential current word knowledge model is Nation’s (2001)—Schmitt (2014) 

calls it the “best specification of the range of so-called word knowledge aspects to date” (p. 

916)—and it elaborates on Miller’s central insight regarding word knowledge complexity. 

Nation’s modular or dimensional framework divides word knowledge into three categories of 

                                                 
5 The broken plural example is probably the most conspicuous, but there are others. Should derived verbal 

nouns be considered part of the verb lemma or listed separately? (In the B/P dictionary, they are listed separately.) 
Should the comparative form of an adjective be subsumed under the basic form (e.g., should kubra be a lemma 
independent of kabiir)? 

6 Miller’s focus on word senses is not surprising, as he was a principal proponent of the Wordnet lexical 
database (Princeton University, 2010), an online resource that links words by their semantic relationships (e.g., 
synonymy and hyperonymy) and includes rich information about multiple word senses (Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, 
Gross, & Miller, 1990).  
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three components each; each component is, in turn, conceived of as having receptive and 

productive facets (see Table 1). Nation’s model has set the stage for more in-depth examinations 

of the its various sub-components (Schmitt & Meara, 1997). Indeed, it serves as the organizing 

principle for a recent volume on the dimensions of word knowledge, in which each chapter 

examines one of the model’s sub-components (Fitzpatrick & Milton, 2014).  

Table 1: Nation (2001) word knowledge model. (R = receptive, P = productive) 

Form spoken R What does the word sound like? 

P How is the word pronounced? 

written R What does the word look like? 

P How is the word written and spelled? 

word parts R What parts are recognizable in the word? 

P What word parts are needed to express the meaning? 

Meaning form and meaning R What meaning does this word form signal? 

P What word form can be used to express this meaning? 

concept and referents R What is included in the concept? 

P What items can the concept refer to? 

associations R What other words does this make us think of? 

P What other words could we use instead of this one? 

Use grammatical functions R In what patterns does the word occur? 

P In what patterns must we use this word? 

collocations R What words or types of words occur with this one? 

P What words or types of words must we use with this one? 

constraints on use  R Where, when, and how often would we expect to meet 
this word? 

P Where, when, and how often can we use this word? 

 

Nation’s framework is not in itself a curriculum for L2 lexical learning. One does not 
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simply proceed mechanically to answer every question in the model for each new word one 

learns as if going down a checklist. Certain questions—such as “how is a word pronounced?”—

with apparently straightforward answers may, in fact, present significant subtlety on closer 

inspection. Even if comprehensive answers to all 18 questions could be articulated for individual 

words, learners could not assimilate them. The development of lexical knowledge is cumulative, 

gradual and “multi-dimensional” (Schmitt N. , 1998b; Fitzpatrick, 2012, p. 82). Even native 

speakers are engaged in an ongoing, organic process of fleshing out a “web” of words in their 

mental lexicons (Aitchison, 2012). Indeed, Read (2000) cautions that “this kind of full 

specification of word knowledge is an idealised account, rather than a realistic description of 

what native speakers know about most of the words in their repertoire” (p. 27). It may make 

sense for learners to aspire to the multifaceted facility of native speakers, but such goals ought to 

be conditioned by realistic expectations about the time required and by accurate information 

about what should be learned first, what should be instructed explicitly and what will be learned 

organically with time. The word knowledge framework can inform investigations into those 

questions but, by itself, it does not answer them. 

Nation’s framework is helpful to assessment designers because it presents handholds on a 

slippery rock face, a means of specifying and anchoring measurement constructs. It permits 

greater precision in assessment validity claims; a researcher finds in it a language with which to 

articulate and delimit her claims. Instruments designed only to assess a form-meaning link, for 

example, cannot pretend to have delivered a comprehensive portrait of word knowledge—with 

such an instrument, one might be able to make a claim about at most two or three of the nine 

sub-components. The model has also encouraged greater breadth in experiment design. If the 

word knowledge construct is multifaceted, then multiple instruments will be necessary to 
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adequately measure it. Milton (2009) writes that “In recent years, it has become almost axiomatic 

that a single measure of vocabulary cannot capture the variety and complexity of a learner’s 

knowledge” (p. 103). Webb, for example, has adopted innovative experiment designs in a series 

of studies that use a multi-assessment approach to word knowledge measurement (2005; 2008). 

Fitzpatrick’s (2012) study on how words are acquired during study abroad tracks gains in 

orthographical, morphological, form-meaning, and collocational knowledge. 

Despite the consensus about the desirability of multiple word knowledge measures, even 

ambitious studies must make tradeoffs in their experimental design. Given subjects’ finite time 

and stamina, it is clear that the greater the number of words one tests, the less complete can be 

one’s portrait of these lexemes individually. Conversely, to offer a thick description of an L2 

learner’s knowledge of individual words—testing pronunciation, orthography, form(s), meaning, 

associations, formulaic expressions, and more—the number of these words must be limited, 

which, in turn, constrains claims that can be made about vocabulary breadth (Ishii & Schmitt, 

2009; Read, 2014).7 Meara (2006), for example, posits that it is difficult to make system-wide 

claims about vocabulary knowledge from depth tests alone. Taken to a logical extreme, however, 

this focus on tradeoffs between quantity and quality would make vocabulary assessment subject 

to a kind of zero-sum Heisenberg uncertainty principle, whereby we can assess either breadth or 

depth of word knowledge but not both simultaneously.  

3.2 Breadth and Depth 

The notion that breadth and depth are independent axes of word knowledge is widespread 

                                                 
7 As in any procedure that involves statistical sampling, the sample—in this case, of individual words—

must be large enough to give confidence in the inferences drawn regarding the larger population of which it is a 
subset.  
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but not self-evident (Schmitt N. , 2014). Even a basic conceptualization of breadth (how many 

words are known?)8 and depth (how well are they known?) suggests at least some 

interdependence of these axes. Even a novice with a limited vocabulary breadth has a nascent if 

inchoate sense of connections between words, how they are connected and where they differ; the 

one cannot obtain without at least some degree of the other.9 Where Nation’s framework unpacks 

word knowledge into multiple dimensions with as much meticulousness as possible, a simplistic 

contrast between breadth and depth is crippled by an imprecision that renders it difficult to 

operationalize. As Read (2004) writes, “for the concept of depth to be useful for research and 

assessment purposes as a component of the construct of L2 vocabulary knowledge, it needs to be 

elaborated beyond the level of a simple dichotomy” (p. 211). Although Nation does not present 

his word knowledge model in terms of breadth and depth, it can be viewed as just such an 

attempt to move beyond a “simple dichotomy”; indeed, Schmitt (2014) has described Nation’s 

model as “the most comprehensive account of depth” (p. 962). 

Another approach to depth of word knowledge was the developmental scale proposed by 

Wesche and Paribakht (1996). Their study featured a five-level self-report measure of depth of 

knowledge, which asked respondents to rate their knowledge of a word among these options: (1) 

non-recognition, (2) recognition of the word but no recall of meaning, (3) partial confidence in 

word meaning, with guess supplied, (4) full confidence in word meaning, with meaning supplied, 

                                                 
8 As described by Read, breadth is used to “refer to any vocabulary measure that requires just a single 

response to each target word and, by implication, gives only a superficial indication of whether the word is known or 
not” (2004, p. 211).  

9 There exists at least one exception to this statement. Fatsis reports that some competitive Scrabble players 
whose native language is not English have a vast knowledge of valid English word strings without, however, 
knowing anything about those words other than that they are sequences of letters permissible within the context of 
the game (Fatsis, 2001). In theory, these Scrabble players could perform very effectively on a checklist-style 
vocabulary test without, in reality, having any depth behind their word “knowledge.” But this is the exception that 
proves the rule and certainly departs from the primary goal of L2 vocabulary learning—the form-meaning link—and 
secondary goals (pronunciation, orthography, collocates, etc.) in nearly every conceivable setting.  
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and (5) ability to use word in a sentence, with sentence composed. (Responses at the third 

through fifth levels are to be accompanied by corroboration for the self-report in the form of a 

meaning or sentence.) The Paribakht-Wesche developmental scale is function-oriented, framing 

depth in terms of what one can do with a word, which offers both benefits and drawbacks. This 

model is attractive because it is easy for respondents to understand and matches an intuitive 

sense of how aspects of knowledge build one on top of the other. The principal drawback is that 

it does not elaborate on how these functions fit into a depth of knowledge model, or what further 

aspects of depth may not be captured by the functions on their scale. 

Read posited that depth of knowledge is used as a proxy for three related but separate 

constructs: precision of meaning, word network knowledge, and comprehensive word knowledge 

(2004). Precision of meaning implies the ability to use a lexeme accurately, and to differentiate 

between close synonyms in context. An operationalization of precision of meaning can be found 

in Jiang (2004), which assessed the ability of advanced learners of L2 English to correctly place 

one of two closely related words (e.g., criterion-standard, complex-complicated, and accurate-

precise) in corpus-derived sentences. It was difficult for the learners to replicate native speaker 

performance, but even the native speakers did not agree in certain cases. Word network 

knowledge implies an understanding of superordinate and subordinate terms and collocations. Of 

Read’s three depth constructs, network knowledge best matches what is measured by his Word 

Associates Format. Comprehensive word knowledge is an amalgam of components that includes 

many facets of Nation’s framework—in layman’s terms one might say knowing many things 

about a word. It is not far from Qian and Schedl’s (2004) notion that depth of knowledge should 

“cover such components as pronunciation, spelling, meaning, register, frequency, and 

morphological, syntactic, and collocational properties” (p. 29).  
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Finally, Laufer et al. (2004) and Laufer and Goldstein (2004) propose that “strength” 

rather than “depth” of word knowledge may be the more appropriate way of conceptualizing the 

construct. These studies operationalize passive/active and recognition/recall distinctions along a 

weak to strong spectrum—the evidence of greatest “strength” is provided by active recall. Laufer 

et al. (2004) respond to the question in their title—“Do we need size and strength to measure 

vocabulary knowledge?”—in the affirmative, judging that only by looking at the component 

abilities separately can a complete lexical profile be developed. 

Behind all these models looms the thorny theoretical question: are breadth and depth, 

however they have been elaborated, in reality a single unidimensional construct, or are they 

separate dimensions that overlap but can still be treated separately in experimental research? 

Various attempts have been made to answer this question. Vermeer (2001) found “no conceptual 

distinction” between the two axes (p. 218), while Qian (1999) and Akbarian (2010) conclude that 

a unidimensional construct cannot account for the evidence as well as an independent 

dimensions model. Schmitt (2014), a recent summation of previous research, may offer a way to 

reconcile these contrasting findings through his argument that the breadth/depth distinction does 

not behave consistently on all parts of the frequency spectrum or at all moments of the language 

learning process. For example, for beginners whose knowledge is limited to a small number of 

high-frequency words, the constructs appear highly correlated. Advanced learners’ knowledge of 

low-frequency words, on the other hand, appears open to independent description of both 

constructs. The distinction between breadth and depth is not an airtight one, but it has not gone 

unexamined in recent literature, and most studies that adopt the distinction now do so with care. 

Future research may conclude that the distinction can be abandoned, but for the moment it 

remains operationally useful and conceptually integral to much research on vocabulary 
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acquisition and assessment. 

3.3 Frequency 

One reason that such lexical research has increased in volume and sophistication in recent 

decades is that advances in computational and corpus linguistics have permitted word frequency 

to be specified with greater accuracy than in the past. These improved word frequency lists serve 

as the primary source from which words are sampled for vocabulary assessment instruments. 

This choice is not motivated by convenience but rather by the evidence suggesting that frequency 

is a core word property strongly connected with acquisition order and word knowledge. Schmitt 

(2010) notes that “the frequency in which a word occurs in language permeates all aspects of 

vocabulary behavior” (p. 63). In a similar vein, Milton (2007) observes that despite the real 

effects of individual variation among test-takers, the “frequency model appears to be a really 

very cogent model of learning as a whole” (pp. 56–57). So essential is frequency to lexis-related 

research that Nation and Webb (2011) propose that measuring high-frequency vocabulary be 

among the first steps of any basic language research needs analysis. More generally, Ellis (2002) 

takes the position that frequency has been neglected in second language acquisition (SLA) 

research and that, indeed, the principle can serve as a “bridging variable” with important 

explanatory power for different SLA approaches. 

In short, the frequency principle—ceteribus paribus, more frequently occurring lexemes 

tend to be learned first and to be functionally most useful (Milton, 2009; Brown, 2012; Schmitt 

& Schmitt, 2014)—is perhaps the closest thing we have to a natural law of vocabulary behavior 

and word knowledge, a law that transcends language typology. There is a common sense logic to 

this principle: the more times you perform a task the better you become at it. The more times you 
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examine a painting the better you can describe its details to someone else.10 But there is an 

additional, mathematical reality at work in the way lexemes are distributed in natural language 

that these intuitive examples by themselves do not fully capture. Nation and Webb’s (2011) 

needs analysis specifically calls for a study of “high-frequency” vocabulary because there is an 

exponentially higher functional impact from these words than from lower frequency words. The 

law that describes the relationship between frequency ranking and raw number of word 

occurrences is known as Zipf’s Law, and it could be epitomized as “a little bit goes a long way.” 

Zipf’s Law posits that the product of a word’s frequency ranking and its actual number of 

occurrences will result in a constant. In the hypothetical example below, there are 1,000,000 

occurrences of the first-ranked word giving a constant of 1 x 1,000,000 = 1,000,000. The second-

ranked word would occur 500,000 times (since 2 x 500,000 = 1,000,000) and so on. Figure 3 

represents the shape of a Zipfian distribution curve y = c/x, where c is a constant (in this case, 

1,000,000). 

                                                 
10 This is not to claim that each repeat viewing is equally important; the law of diminishing returns would 

apply on the margins here as well. 
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Figure 3: Zipf's Law model of word frequency distributions 

The area under the curve represents the percentage of coverage of the total corpus of 

words ranked 1 through n. For natural languages, there is a very long tail that is not represented 

in this figure—it only goes until the 50th-ranked word, while languages contain tens or hundreds 

of thousands of words—so it is slightly misleading, yet still conveys the sense of how significant 

the coverage provided by the highest frequency items is. Zipf’s Law is the reason why estimates 

for English suggest that the first 1000 words provide coverage for 80% of running words, and the 

first 5000 give 95% coverage (Schmitt, Jiang, & Grabe, 2011). (These studies are typically 

performed on written texts, but analogous, if slightly different, numbers would be found for 

speech.) This is not to say that the Zipfian curve is shaped identically for every language; one 

would, of course, expect variation. Yet as an empirical matter, some type of “Zipfian distribution 

of words appears to be universal in natural language” (Sorrell, 2013, p. 2). 

Zipf’s Law underscores the importance of frequent vocabulary, and frequency lists, for a 

variety of different functions, including acquisition models, curriculum planning, and assessment 
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instruments. Yet we should avoid hyperbole: frequency lists clearly do not contain all that we 

need to know about language or even about word behavior. Martinez and Murphy (2011) 

insightfully observe that frequency lists largely or completely fail to account for formulaic 

language, which leads, in their view, to “very misleading estimates of text comprehensibility” (p. 

271). They point out that chunks of language made up entirely of high-frequency component 

lexemes yet characterized by a moderate to high degree of idiomaticity will not necessarily be 

transparent even to the reader who knows the individual words. It does not follow, for example, 

that because one understands “put,” “me” and “on” as separate items that a phrase such as 

“you’re putting me on” will be comprehensible. A human reader recognizes this as an idiomatic 

chunk, but a computer analyzing word frequency content in a text may not—likely will not—and 

. Text coverage estimates trying to locate the threshold—sometimes given as 95%, sometimes as 

98% (Schmitt, Jiang, & Grabe, 2011)—at which unaided lexical inferencing becomes possible 

may, then, overestimate what a reader will likely understand because the machine analyzer does 

not register the opacity of those formulaic chunks.  

Here is a different, possibly more mundane, example of the limitations of frequency lists, 

this time from Arabic. The word awsaT (“middle,” “central”) is ranked at position #679 in the 

B/P list. This by itself is not extraordinary—the analogous word in English is ranked #991 in the 

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). Yet an examination of awsat in a corpus 

reveals that the striking majority (95+%) of all attestations of the word from a corpus search are 

found in a single formulaic chunk: al-sharq al-awsaT, “the Middle East” (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Predominance of al-sharq al-awsaT in a concordance of awsaT 

In this case, the meaning of the phrase is transparent from its component parts, so the idiomatic 

opacity of the “you’re putting me on” example from above does not cause difficulty here. Yet 

information about this chunk would also be helpful on a frequency list. Indeed, a hybrid 

frequency list that includes n-grams (2-, 3-, or 4-word sequences) that occur at a comparable 

frequency comparable to the top 5000 individual words (lemmas) could have great utility for 

teachers and learners (Martinez & Schmitt, 2012). 

The frequency principle is a probabilistic rather than deterministic account of language 

behavior and acquisition. In reality, no model for acquisition assumes a lockstep course through 

the frequency list. If a student knows X words, it is utterly improbable that his knowledge 

mirrors words 1–X on the frequency list. Most do not see this as problematic. Greidanus and 

Nienhuis (2001), for example, still find evidence that a frequency list “corresponds to a 

psycholinguistic reality” (p. 576). In contrast, Meara (2010) has argued that since frequency lists 

derived from natural language do not usually represent the kind of vocabulary L2 learners are 

actually exposed to in textbooks or classroom interactions, researchers ought to develop lists that 

more closely reflect the empirical reality. If the goal is only to achieve maximum precision in 
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vocabulary breadth estimates for learners, Meara’s suggestion is likely a good one; the risk, 

though, is that such a step would privilege learner language or classroom language over natural 

language, which runs counter to stated (or implied) models for L2 language performance. On the 

one hand, a frequency list, like a dictionary, is a descriptive work par excellence, a thoroughly 

empirical and mathematical account of linguistic data. On the other hand, in the context of a 

learning ecosystem where normative judgments, rating scales, and proficiency models are often 

defined in relation to native speaker performance, it is nearly inevitable that frequency lists 

assume something of a prescriptive undertone. Despite the advantages of a learner data-driven 

frequency list for some purposes—and ignoring the immense effort that would be required to 

create such a list—I would argue in favor of the prescription, that is, of closely aligning learning 

materials and assessment instruments with evidence from the best natural language corpora 

(O'Loughlin, 2012). This position accords with the view of Nation and Macalister (2010), whose 

first principle of language curriculum design states that “a language course should provide the 

best possible coverage of language in use through the inclusion of items that occur frequently in 

the language, so that learners get the best return for their learning effort” (p. 40). 

A final word about the role of machines, which will act as a kind of segue into the next 

chapter. One of the leitmotifs of this project is that computers have provided the data that have 

made possible a number of important insights into linguistic behavior and probabilistic patterns. 

Humans are not able to replicate the scale and accuracy of what machines can do in scanning, 

analyzing, and counting discrete phenomena. Native speakers, even experts familiar with corpus 

design, cannot be relied on to intuit accurate L1 frequency rankings (Alderson, 2007; Schmitt & 

Dunham, 1999). The same holds true a fortiori for L2 learners’ ability to judge the salience of 

words or language patterns in the target language. During a presentation in which the audience 
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was made up of expert if non-native Arabic speakers, I displayed a slide with a number of 

familiar Arabic words and invited the audience to speculate on the relative frequency of the 

words. The point was readily made: this is just not a thing humans are good at. Likewise, one 

should not assume that actual frequency rankings will be comparable in any two given 

languages. Whether due to idiosyncratic corpus design choices or to underlying social and 

cultural realities that would manifest themselves in any corpus, one will inevitably observe 

differences.11 The analysis of massive quantities of data has proven key to advances in applied 

linguistics; in these advances, computers have played a central role. 

                                                 
11 One of the most striking examples is that the word “occupation” (iHtilaal) in Arabic is ranked at position 

#563 in the B/P list, while in the English (COCA) list it is #3364. It takes little familiarity with the Arab world to 
imagine why this is the case. I will simply note that meaning of the Arabic iHtilaal is not the most frequent sense of 
the English “occupation.” 
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 Corpus Linguistics 

Access to large corpora of machine-readable texts, along with tools that have allowed 

non-specialists to analyze language for a diverse array of patterns, has been a boon for 

researchers in many branches of linguistics—including, among others, semantics, lexicography, 

and assessment (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen, Corpus Linguistics: Investigating Language Structure 

and Use, 1998; Barker, 2012; Park, 2014). Corpus linguistics as a subfield in its own right has 

provided better empirical data to buttress probabilistic models of language. The impact of corpus 

linguistics in areas such as classroom instruction, curriculum development and textbook design is 

just beginning to be felt (Tribble, 2012; Willis & Willis, 2013; Sinclair, 2004), but its tools have 

been absolutely integral to the rise of applied linguistics, and vocabulary studies in particular, 

over the past 25 years.  

While specialists in computational linguistics have been exploiting corpus data for 

decades, their corpora were not typically available to the public and often required specialized 

tools and expertise to use. This situation has changed recently. COCA, a monitor corpus—or 

“mega-corpus” (Davies & Gardner, 2010, p. 7)—of nearly half a billion words, not only 

embodies best practices of corpus design but also offers a powerful and public-facing search 

interface that requires minimal training to use (Davies, 2009; Davies, 2010a; Davies, 2010b). 

Powerful computer tools allow corpora like COCA to be tagged for part of speech and 

automatically lemmatized with a very high degree of accuracy. The massive scale of the corpus 

allows for more precise frequency counts than were previously available; the part of speech and 

other annotated data are used to create rich “word sketches” that include far more than just a raw 

frequency ranking. Figure 5 shows an example of the rich lexical data that can be generated 

through a largely automated process (some human curation is always necessary) with corpus 
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analysis tools. In addition to the typical statistical data—occurrences by lemma and a dispersion 

metric—the COCA list includes semantically related words, as well as a wide array of collocates, 

words that are likely to occur next to or in close proximity to the key word. 

 

Figure 5: Selection from COCA 20,000 word frequency list. 

Arabic corpus resources are still rudimentary when compared with what is available for 

English (Al-Sulaiti & Atwell, 2006). Part of this can be explained by the variety of challenges 

that Arabic poses for corpus researchers. Some of these challenges are technological. Operating 

systems and other software could not natively handle non-Western scripts or right-to-left 

languages until comparatively recently. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software, used to 

digitize printed texts, is less accurate and sophisticated for Arabic than it is for English; the same 

is true of dictation or speech-to-text (STT) technology, without which the transcription of audio 

requires an onerous amount of labor. The more stubborn computational obstacles, however, are 

linguistic and orthographic (Zbib & Soudi, 2012). Arabic text is, in nearly all cases, written 
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without short vowel or diacritic markings, which gives unmarked Arabic text a high level of 

graphical ambiguity. Native human readers are typically able to resolve these ambiguities 

intuitively and fluently, but machines find the task much more difficult. Analogies with English 

are imperfect, but the situation in Arabic would be similar to presenting the computer the string 

str and expecting it to be able to determine whether the intended English word is star, stir, suitor, 

sitar, or store.12 Repeat this scenario for 10 or 20 words and it is easy to see how difficult it is to 

settle on the precise sequence of voweled word strings from among such a maze of permutations. 

Yet difficult does not mean impossible: given massive amounts of data, computers can resolve 

many of these ambiguities using probabilistic predictions. (The computer would predict for our 

hypothetical consonantal structure in English, str, that the correct voweling is much more likely 

to be star than sitar—unless, perhaps, it notices that the sentence also mentions George Harrison, 

which would change the posteriors for the next iteration of Bayesian modeling.) The formulaic 

nature of language means high-frequency multiword chunks can be quickly identified by 

automated tools, which simplifies the processing task. The basic difficulty remains, however. 

Even with a vast volume of data and more powerful tools, the accuracy with which Arabic can be 

automatically voweled, tagged by part of speech, or lemmatized is not yet high enough to render 

human intervention minimal or superfluous.13 As long as a high degree of human supervision is 

required, the cost in time and money to create large annotated or tagged corpora of Arabic will 

remain prohibitive.  

                                                 
12 This precise transfer of L1 “processing routines” to L2 lexis has been observed for Arabic-speaking ESL 

learners (Saigh & Schmitt, 2012).  
13 In a session on Natural Language Processing (NLP) in Arabic held at the Georgetown University 

Language Roundtable (GURT) in 2010, one presenter claimed that the best NLP engines in Arabic are able to 
achieve 90% accuracy in POS tagging on a training corpus. This compares to 97+% accuracy for English POS 
taggers (Manning, 2011). One (very rough) way of interpreting this is that a curated corpus of English can be 5 to 10 
times larger than a corpus of Arabic for the same investment in man hours.  
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The basic unit of frequency lists is the lemma. When a frequency count is assembled, 

inflected forms are reduced to a basic, “lemmatized” form and then tallied. This would be a 

challenging task due only to the lack of internal voweling, but Arabic’s complex and 

unpredictable plural noun system amplifies this burden. Plural inflected forms must be hand-

coded to match the singular lemma (kutub with kitaab, but kitaabaat with kitaaba, etc.); one 

cannot assume that the computer will be able to predict these patterns correctly for the same 

reason, discussed in Chapter Three, that we cannot assume that L2 Arabic learners’ knowledge 

of a singular form entails knowledge of the plural form. Despite these difficulties, the task of 

lemmatization is fundamental to lexical statistics and to corpus analysis generally. The 

Buckwalter/Parkinson (B/P) frequency list is a groundbreaking work for many reasons, not least 

of which is that it is the first to attempt to lemmatize a large and balanced corpus of millions of 

Arabic words, an ambitious and painstaking task.14 The authors note modestly that “corpus-based 

lexical statistics has not received adequate attention” in the field (2011, p. 3). Indeed, most 

corpora in Arabic previous to B/P were small and ad hoc in purpose (Zemanek, 1997). A 

previous frequency list (Kouloughli, 1991, cited in Backwalter and Parkinson, 2011) was based 

on a corpus of only 200,000 words. Even Abdul Razak’s comparatively recent (2011) thesis on 

newspaper Arabic was based on an ad hoc corpus of a mere thirty articles. Despite its limitations, 

some of which will be discussed below, the B/P list stands alone as a resource that brings the 

tools and scale of modern corpus linguistics to bear on Arabic. 

4.1 B/P Frequency Dictionary of Arabic 

Two corpus resources were essential for this project: the B/P Frequency Dictionary of 

                                                 
14 I know from personal conversation with Parkinson that thousands of man hours of work were involved in 

lemmatizing the corpus. The tools he developed with Buckwalter served up concordance lines from the corpus to 
native speaker annotators, who worked remotely and were hired through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service. 
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Arabic, and the arabiCorpus website. These resources are connected but not identical. First, the 

frequency dictionary. The corpus upon which the frequency dictionary is based attempts to offer 

a representative sample of the Arabic language.15 It is comprised of 30 million words. Ten 

percent of the corpus is “spoken” Arabic, and the remaining 90% is divided equally between five 

genres: (1) daily newswire, (2) newspaper editorials, (3) “learned prose,” (4) internet discussion 

forum postings, and (5) literature and fiction, as illustrated in Figure 6 below (Buckwalter & 

Parkinson, 2011, p. 3). By way of comparison, the COCA corpus is “evenly divided between 

spoken, fiction, popular magazines, newspapers, and academic journals” (Davies, 2010). 

 

Figure 6: Composition of Buckwalter/Parkinson frequency dictionary corpus 

There is no one correct model for designing a corpus, as the success of the design can 

only be judged according to its intended use. The B/P corpus aims to give a picture of Arabic as 

it is used in the “real world,” a construct that the authors, in the introduction, contrast with 

                                                 
15 A multi-genre, multi-register corpus that attempts to approximate the actual functional distribution of a 

language is called a balanced corpus. The majority of corpora are not “balanced” in this sense but are developed for 
ad hoc or special purposes.  

B/P Corpus Composition

Spoken

Daily Newswire

Editorials

Learned Prose

Fiction

Internet Forums
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textbook Arabic. One of the most obvious reactions to the B/P corpus design is to note that it 

gives significant weight to media Arabic. Two sub-categories, newswire and editorials, 

comprising 36% of the entire corpus, are drawn directly from media Arabic; a third, learned 

prose, is from a related register. Does this composition present a fair sampling of Arabic as used 

in the “real world,” the authors’ ostensible goal? The construct of a “real world” may serve as 

shorthand for the intuition of L2 learners, often borne out by experience, that the curated 

language of textbooks is an imperfect approximation of the language used by an actual 

community of native speakers, but the intuition requires an empirical base to corroborate it. One 

can conceive of a longitudinal experiment that would catalog the language use of a broad 

spectrum of native speakers over a significant amount of time. Such a hypothetical experiment 

could provide quantitative and qualitative evidence for how much language from each register or 

genre is encountered in “real life.” But no such data exists for Arabic, and I am unsure if such a 

rich description exists for any language. Even given the lack of empirical proof, it seems clear 

that spoken language is underrepresented, whether in the B/P Arabic corpus (10%) or COCA 

(20%). Surely the median language user does not spend 80-90% of her language use time reading 

texts, of whatever register; if anything, that ratio ought to be reversed in favor of spoken 

language, the actual register of quotidian interaction.  

One might respond to this criticism of corpus design in two ways. The first is practical: 

spoken language is onerous to collect and process. Written text is fairly straightforward to 

collect, whether through web scraping techniques or by scanning print documents with OCR 

technology. Conditioning and normalizing this text still requires significant effort, but less than 

what is required for spoken data. To increase the proportion of spoken data in a corpus one 

would have to decrease its overall size, which would compromise the accuracy of the rankings in 
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the low-frequency tail of the distribution.16  

The second defense reflects the intersection of lexis and language modality: in order to 

represent anything like the full panoply of lexical variety in a language, one must resort to 

written texts. Cobb (2007) has identified what he calls a “lexical paradox” of L2 reading: “text 

comprehension depends heavily on detailed knowledge of most of the words in a text. However, 

it is also clear that the words that occur in texts are mainly available for learning in texts 

themselves” (p. 38). Many words occur in vanishingly small quantities in natural spoken 

language (Biber, 2006); to achieve an accurate frequency ranking for these words from spoken 

language data alone would require a corpus of unfeasible size, at least given current 

technological resources. Lexical diversity is tied up with literacy and writing to such a degree 

that corpus designers are obliged to abundantly represent written texts—and probably to over-

represent them—in order to achieve a full and accurate portrait of lexical distribution. 

Media Arabic’s prominent weight in the B/P corpus design can be viewed against the 

backdrop of these practical and empirical realities, which are not unique to Arabic. Media Arabic 

is readily available on the internet and hence easily compiled and conditioned in machine-

readable form. It requires none of the painstaking OCR scanning and verifying that works of 

fiction do. In addition, the media sector occupies a central place culturally in the Arab world, 

serving to reinforce cultural and linguistic identity in a way that is distinct from how media 

functions in the Anglophone world (Rugh, 2004; Ryding, 2010). Buckwalter and Parkinson’s 

choice to emphasize media Arabic may be justifiable on both practical and sociolinguistic 

grounds, but the weight given to this genre gives the frequency list a distinct flavor and must be 

                                                 
16 Many millions of words are needed to distinguish with statistical confidence between the ranking of a 

word that occurs three times per million words and one that occurs four times per million words. 
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kept in mind in analysis of projects, such as this one, dependent to some extent on it. 

The frequency ranking in the B/P list is based not only on a raw count of lemma 

occurrences but also on a dispersion metric. This dispersion figure is found by dividing the 

corpus into a number of sub-sections of equal length, a standard procedure in most works of 

corpus statistics, and then determining in how many of those sub-sections the lemma in question 

is attested. In the most straightforward procedure, the raw lemma count is multiplied by the 

dispersion figure to give the weighted ranking. This procedure allows one to balance the ranking 

for words which have a high number of tokens but a limited dispersion. The salience of media 

Arabic in the B/P corpus makes this an especially important procedure. The B/P corpus contains 

a year’s worth of newswire from the calendar year 2008–2009. Reporting on the most prominent 

news stories from the period sampled—whatever the year happens to be—will lead to an 

overrepresentation of words from those stories. Hypothetically, data from one year might contain 

frequent occurrences of the lemmas “treaty,” “corruption,” and “extradition,” whereas stories 

from the following year might see atypically frequent occurrences of “subsidy,” “statute” and 

“coup.” It is likely, however, that those words will tend to be concentrated chronologically 

within the newswire and hence within the corpus. (Even the biggest news stories will not 

dominate coverage for an entire calendar year.) The dispersion metric will compensate for this 

clustering and result in a lower overall ranking. For example, if the word “extradition” (or its 

inflected forms) appeared 100 times total but was only attested in 15 out of 30 sub-sections, it 

would be ranked lower17 than a word with an equal number of attestations but a higher dispersion 

score. This kind of clustering effect is not unique to media language—the same phenomenon 

                                                 
17 There is a potential confusion in the terminology here: high-frequency words are ranked higher on the 

frequency list although they are assigned a lower ordinal number. For example, tenth is higher than twentieth. In all 
cases in this discussion, to be ranked higher means to be more frequent.  
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might be observed in fiction and reflect authors’ idiosyncratic preferences for certain words or 

word clusters—but any serious analysis of a corpus must be aware of it, its potential distortions 

on the data, and the compensatory counter-measures lexical statisticians deploy. 

Spoken Arabic is under-represented in the corpus but, given the extra burdens involved 

when working with it, it is perhaps surprising that Buckwalter and Parkinson include it at all. 

Arabic’s diglossia and dialect diversity represent significant challenges to transforming spoken 

Arabic into machine-readable form. Arabic, as identified by Ferguson more than fifty years ago, 

is the example par excellence of diglossia, a language situation in which functions are divided 

between high and low varieties (1959). Other scholars have suggested that rather than Ferguson’s 

binary division between high and low, a more accurate model would include five varieties 

(Badawi, 1973) or a multiglossic spectrum with two poles (Hary, 1996). However the varieties 

are modeled, though, one finds systematic differences in phonology, syntax and lexis between 

“high” and “low” varieties, no matter which area of the Arab world one is observing. These 

differences must be reckoned with in any corpus that groups all varieties together under the 

unitary construct of Arabic.  

Nearly all spontaneous speech by native speakers of Arabic occurs in the “low” variety, a 

dialect or colloquial register specific to the geographical area of the speaker. (Non-spontaneous, 

scripted speech, especially in formal settings, may take place in the “high” variety.) Conversely, 

nearly all written Arabic is in the “high” variety, often referred to as Modern Standard Arabic 

(MSA). Written Arabic from any professionally curated source—newspapers, magazines, 

fiction—will follow established conventions for orthography and syntax. Haeri notes that the 

editors in charge of this vetting and curation process view themselves as “custodians” of the 

language (2003), and their zeal for linguistic prescriptivism benefits the corpus linguist as well, 
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as it provides them with data that is pre-vetted rather than raw. While one still finds limited 

regional variation in MSA orthography, lexis, and syntax (Van Mol, 2003; Parkinson, 2010; 

Wilmsen, 2010)—as well as the inevitable errors and anomalies that slip through into the final 

product—curated MSA is the logical place to turn for corpus data collection. 

When spoken Arabic is represented in writing, on the other hand, there are few 

conventions for its orthography, which can depend on the idiosyncratic tendencies of its author. 

At the lexical level, spoken Arabic may be given a written form that approximates the way the 

words are realized phonetically in speech. For example, prepositions which are space-delimited 

in MSA are sometimes treated as clitics in written colloquial Arabic, mimicking the elision that 

characterizes them in speech. Alternatively, pronunciation may be ignored so that the written 

form matches or at least clearly indicates the underlying standard Arabic lexeme (assuming that 

there is one). This variability in spoken Arabic orthography renders the task of lemmatizing a 

corpus onerous for the designer, even after one has taken a principled approach to the 

orthography. To reach an acceptable level of accuracy requires painstaking manual curation of 

the data after its collection. Sampling spoken Arabic from diverse dialects only amplifies this 

burden. Speech-to-text (STT) processors are engineered for specific dialects and cannot be 

assumed to function accurately for a different dialect. While regional variations in written MSA 

are limited, the differences between Arabic dialects are numerous and occur at all levels of 

language.18 Understanding Arabic dialect features and variation requires experience and 

expertise, imposing additional requirements on the corpus designer even before data conditioning 

and analysis can be undertaken. 

                                                 
18 Indeed, the dialects of native speakers from geographically disparate locations may not be mutually 

intelligible. They are classified as part of the same language for ideological rather than linguistic reasons. 
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The above is meant to sketch an overview of the challenges that confront any Arabic 

corpus designer and to explain—even defend—the choices made by Buckwalter and Parkinson. 

Their frequency list is derived from a corpus that is small when compared to state-of-the-art 

English corpora (less than 7% of the size of COCA, for example), but this can be understood as a 

reflection of the technological limitations of currently available tools for Arabic as well as the sui 

generis linguistic challenges in processing unvoweled Arabic text. The notion, as articulated by 

the authors, that the frequency list is a data-driven way to get closer to the construct of “real life” 

Arabic than does the Arabic of textbooks can be critiqued from a number of angles, most notably 

from its under-representation of spoken Arabic, a mere 10% of the corpus. Yet this under-

representation of speech is found in English corpora as well, for reasons linked to the uneven 

distribution of lexis by mode or register, and to the high cost of processing and conditioning 

spoken data. Spoken Arabic presents additional serious challenges in the form of variable 

orthography and dialect diversity. The attempt of the corpus authors to incorporate multiple 

dialects, even in relatively small quantities, is notable—even the largest corpora in English, 

COCA and the BNC, limit themselves to variation found within national boundaries. The B/P list 

represents the best corpus resource available in Arabic and is a significant advance over the work 

that preceded it. Its design choices must still be examined carefully, as they impact the shape of 

the list itself as well as the kinds of claims that can be made for work, such as this project, that 

depends on it.  

4.2 ArabiCorpus 

The published B/P frequency list is distinct from but related to ArabiCorpus, a free, 

publicly available web search interface, created by Parkinson and hosted by BYU (ArabiCorpus, 

2015). ArabiCorpus gives access to a large, untagged and non-lemmatized dataset that shares 
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many characteristics with the corpus the B/P list is based on: heavy representation of media 

Arabic with smaller amounts of fiction and spoken Arabic. Most of the data that were used to 

create the B/P list is also found through ArabiCorpus, with an important caveat: none of the 

annotations for part of speech and lemma that were added for the B/P data are available on the 

ArabiCorpus website. ArabiCorpus is not “raw” text per se, as it does contain a few bits of 

rudimentary metadata such as text genre and, for media Arabic, the section of the newspaper it 

appeared in. For the purpose of basic corpus keyword searches, however, one is essentially 

interacting with raw strings of letters and spaces. ArabiCorpus’s back end programming 

leverages Perl-style regular expressions (wildcard operators) to enhance search results; and, 

although the option is not prominently advertised, one can enter one’s own regular expressions 

directly into the search box. Nonetheless, there are limitations on the queries one can make of the 

data, and even an experienced user familiar with regular expressions and the functionality of 

ArabiCorpus cannot replicate the kinds of searches (and results) that are possible with a fully 

tagged and lemmatized corpus, such as COCA.  

ArabiCorpus’s part of speech dropdown menu can mislead first-time users, as it suggests 

that one might, in fact, be searching a PoS-tagged corpus. In reality, the part of speech menu 

triggers options in the backend search that are meant to improve the results of one’s query. For 

example, in Arabic a number of clitics can be attached to the onset or terminus of a space-

delimited words. If the search engine only returned exact string matches, it would miss a 

significant number of valid results that happen to be preceded or followed by one of these 

attached clitics. When the “noun” part of speech option is selected, ArabiCorpus will return 

results that include all permissible noun clitics.19 When “verb” is selected as the part of speech, 

                                                 
19 Note, though, that the engine does not attempt to capture plural noun forms; there is no effective way of 
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the regular expression operator will attempt to capture inflected (conjugated) verb forms, 

essentially attempting to use wildcard operators to approximate the functionality of a lemmatized 

corpus. Given the complexity of the Arabic verb system, however, the accuracy of these search 

results is not high for any verb not based on a tri-consonantal root.20  

A design tradeoff was made by Parkinson to minimize false negatives in ArabiCorpus’s 

search results—matches that would be missed if clitics were ignored—while permitting a certain 

number of false positives. Some of these false positives are specifically due to the wildcard 

operators, while some would be returned even by exact string matches. (Just as, in English, a 

search in an untagged corpus for the string suspect would return noun, verb, and adjective 

results, even if the aim was only to search for nouns.) Figure 7 shows one specific results screen 

returned for the string saa’id (“prevalent,” “predominant”) with “adjective” selected as the part 

of speech. ArabiCorpus transforms this string search into a regular expression that includes 

option flags for the direct article al- (by far the most common clitic) as well as for discourse 

connectors such as wa and fa. Among the results by form will be wasaa’id, a string which can be 

scanned as “and prevalent,” the intended keyword plus the fronted clitic, or as the false positive 

plural noun wisaa’id, “cushions,” derived from an entirely different root. The strings are 

identical, and contextual clues must be used to resolve the ambiguity. In the case of Figure 7, the 

contextual clue is the modifier hawaa’iyya (“airy”, “air-like”), which cannot modify the 

adjective saa’id but does combine with the noun wisaa’id to form the compound expression “air 

bags.” 

                                                 
doing this using regular expressions. I know of no morphological analyzer that is able to predict broken plural forms 
with sufficient accuracy to allow the process to be automated. Due to the unpredictability in the system, Arabic 
analyzers require “brute force” lists of singular nouns and adjectives with corresponding broken plural forms. 
ArabiCorpus searches represent simple enhancements to a raw string search. 

20 Ryding (2005) contains a thorough catalog of verb types and derived forms.  
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Figure 7: Example of false positives returned from ArabiCorpus for the adjective سائد 

The above example is meant to illustrate the potential pitfalls of an untagged, non-

lemmatized corpus no matter how sophisticated the search expressions one uses—in this case, 

the challenges include false positives that will have to be manually culled out. With an 

understanding of the characteristics of the corpus and the search mechanisms, however, one can 

minimize these pitfalls and identify problematic results. Its limitations do not change the fact that 

ArabiCorpus remains a flexible resource, the most accessible and powerful of its kind.  

For this project, ArabiCorpus was mined extensively to supplement the information 

available from the B/P frequency list. As will be described in more detail in a subsequent 

chapter, the B/P list primarily served two purposes: (1) as a source for word sampling based on 

randomly generated numbers, and (2) as a means of checking the frequency ranking of words 

used in assessment items. Each entry on the B/P list includes the ranking, the lemma with 

English translations, an example sentence with translation, the dispersion score, and raw count, 
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as shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8: Example entry from the B/P frequency dictionary (p. 40) 

The B/P frequency list does not include, however, the extended synonym and collocate 

information that one finds in the COCA frequency list (see Figure 5). ArabiCorpus searches can 

be used to fill some of these gaps, assuming one has a solid understanding of how its search 

expressions are constructed on the back end. The Word Associates Format, one of three 

assessment formats developed for this project, required the compilation of “associates,” words 

with a paradigmatic or syntagmatic relationship with a stimulus word. ArabiCorpus is the best 

publicly available tool for identifying statistically probable collocates for Arabic search terms. 

Figure 9 shows the results for a search on the adjective murtaqab (“upcoming”) in the “words 

before/after” view. As Arabic adjectives follow the nouns they modify, one would look in the 

“before” column to find nouns that are likely to collocate with murtaqab, along with a basic 

count of string (keyword + collocate) attestations. Among the common collocates are liqaa’ 

(“meeting”), ziyaarah (“visit”), mubaaraah (“match”), and qimma (“summit”). Some of these 

collocates could have been intuited by native speakers or advanced non-natives, but ArabiCorpus 

provides empirical evidence as to which are in fact the most common and, therefore, the most 

suitable for use in assessment items. 
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Figure 9: Search results for murtaqab, by words before/after (Parkinson, 2015) 
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 Assessment Formats 

The three assessment formats developed for this project for L2 Arabic learners were 

modeled, with variations, on three of the best-known and widely used vocabulary assessment 

formats: the Yes/No (YN) or checklist format, the Vocabulary Levels Test, and the Word 

Associates Format (WAF). This chapter will provide background to the original development of 

these formats as well an overview of design, validity and use issues that have been discussed in 

the academic commentary. 

5.1 Yes/No (Checklist) Test 

5.1.1 Background 

In recent decades, one of the most widely deployed vocabulary assessment formats has 

been the YN or checklist format.21 Meara is responsible for giving the format particular salience 

in L2 vocabulary studies (Meara & Buxton, 1987; Meara, 2010; Meara, 1994; Shillaw, 2009). 

Before Meara’s work, the YN format had been developed as a vocabulary size measure by 

researchers examining the connection between L1 vocabulary competence and reading 

comprehension performance (Anderson & Freebody, 1983). YN tests’ design and scoring were 

based on Signal Detection Theory (SDT), an experimental protocol in which researchers measure 

subjects’ ability to discriminate between the presence and absence of signals (Macmillan, 2002). 

The signal or stimulus can assume a wide variety of forms depending on the experiment design: 

in the field of psychology, a typical task using a YN protocol might, for instance, ask study 

participants to recall whether they had previously seen an image of a controlled set designed by 

                                                 
21 The true “Yes/No” format requests an actual “yes” or “no” answer to its items. A “checklist” format 

features, as the name suggests, a checklist whereby participants can check the box next to words they know (or 
claim to know); they do not have to explicitly answer “no” for words they do not know. The tasks are not technically 
identical, yet they are so close that the two labels tend to be used interchangeably in the literature. Discussions of L2 
checklist-style vocabulary tests tend to favor the term “Yes/No,” as I will in this paper as well. 
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the experimenter. If participants had in fact seen the image, the “signal” was present, whereas if 

they had not it was absent. In the case of the YN vocabulary tests, the signal is present if the 

word presented is an actual word; when the item is a pseudoword, a plausible but artificial word 

invented by the test designer, the signal is absent.22 The test takers’ claim to “know” a word is 

evaluated in light of the pattern of their responses. Table 2 below shows the SDT categorization 

of the YN responses based on the presence or absence of the stimulus. This same terminology—

hits, misses, false alarms—is adopted in the literature on the YN L2 vocabulary format.  

Table 2: Signal Detection Theory categorization of responses 

 Signal Present Signal Absent 

“Yes” response Hit False Alarm 

“No” response Miss Correct Rejection 

 

Meara’s innovation was to recognize that Anderson and Freebody’s L1 design and 

scoring principles could be adapted for use with L2 vocabulary assessments (Shillaw, 2009). 

Two 1987 articles (Meara & Buxton, 1987; Meara & Jones, 1987) introduced the YN format to 

L2 testing professionals and presented results from the first trials. Since then, YN tests, whether 

those made by Meara himself or others modeled on the principles he developed for the format, 

have been widely adopted and deployed in numerous languages and diverse contexts. Shillaw 

(2009) notes that “In the 20 years since the first published research into the YN test in second 

language acquisition…the test format has achieved the status of being a standard” (p. 13). The 

                                                 
22 In the YN literature, “pseudowords” are also referred to as “imaginary words,” “nonwords,” and 

“noncewords,” among others terms. In this paper I will use “pseudoword.”  
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success of an assessment can only be evaluated with reference to the purposes for which it was 

designed; in particular, the YN format has proved popular for use as a placement or diagnostic 

instrument (Meara & Jones, 1988; Alderson, 2006). Meara (1994) describes his initial goal for 

the format as the development of a “simple measure of vocabulary size, which I could use as a 

way of loosely controlling the types of subjects I was working with” (p.15). Later, this purpose 

became more focused as Meara was commissioned by the Eurocentres schools, a “large group of 

language schools based in Switzerland” (Meara, 1990), to develop a placement test for their 

language programs. The schools needed a placement test to be used for short, intensive language 

programs. Due to the brevity of the courses, the initial placement decision was a crucial one; 

there was not time to adjust student placement partway through the program. This initial 

intended use—as a placement tool—remains, in fact, one of the most common uses of this 

format.  

The YN format cannot provide—and does not purport to provide—a rich or 

comprehensive description of vocabulary knowledge, yet it has proven flexible and efficient as a 

means of quickly delivering information about vocabulary size, as well as strengths and 

weaknesses. The appeal of the format for test designers, vocabulary researchers, and language 

teachers has been found, above all, in the relative ease of test design, administration, and 

scoring—in a word, its simplicity: “The task required of the students is extremely simple; the test 

requires no complex development of items; scoring is straightforward and can be automated; the 

simplicity of the task means that a very large number of items can be tested in the short space of 

time” (Meara, 1990, p. 4). What could be more appealing than an assessment, simple to design 

and easy to score that appeared to meet established criteria of reliability and validity? For 

understandable reasons, the YN format has proved a robust and popular format. 
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Figure 10: Example of online YN test (Meara, 2010) hosted at Lextutor (Cobb, 2015) 

5.1.2 Discussion 

The YN format has attracted scholarly commentary commensurate with its popularity, 

including both technical and theoretical critiques (Beeckmans, Eyckmans, Janssens, Dufranne, & 

Van de Velde, 2001; Shillaw, 1999; Eyckmans, 2004). Meara has noted that although the YN 

format can be conceived of as a “minimal” test of vocabulary ability, “it is now becoming 

apparent that even simple test formats like this one have some surprising complexities” (1994, p. 

10). The three issues that have been most thoroughly discussed in the scholarly literature are the 

pseudoword scoring or correction formula (Beeckmans, Eyckmans, Janssens, Dufranne, & Van 

de Velde, 2001; Huibregtse, Admiraal, & Meara, 2002; Stubbe & Stewart, 2012; Stubbe, 2013); 

effect of learner L1 background and learner test behavior on performance (Meara & Buxton, 

1987; Meara, Lightbown, & Halter, 1994; Stubbe, 2014); and pseudoword design and its 

interaction with learner factors (Cameron, 2002; Stubbe, Stewart, & Pritchard, 2010; Stubbe, 

2012). 

5.1.2.1 Construct 

The most fundamental question posed of the YN format has concerned its construct: what 

exactly is it measuring? The YN format relies on learner self-reports, and the issue of what YN 
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results actually indicate—word knowledge, morphological sophistication, confidence, a 

willingness to guess, or something else entirely—has remained central to the scholarly literature 

on the format. The challenge to the validity of the YN assessment is often put in terms of its 

apparent lack of face validity. There is no direct evidence, for example, that merely claiming to 

know a word (via the “yes” box or check mark) actually indicates knowledge of any of the 

various facets of word knowledge. Researchers have instead relied on indirect evidence. Meara, 

after conducting many trials of the YN format, concluded that while it was still insufficiently 

clear just what exactly the format was measuring—that is, the underlying construct was still 

inadequately defined—what it did assess correlated well with other measures of language ability. 

Correlation with other dimensions of language ability has been replicated in, for example, the 

large-scale DIALANG tests (Alderson, 2006). Corroboration by means of translation tests or 

other criterion breadth measures have generally supported an argument that the YN indicates 

knowledge of the form-meaning link (Eyckmans, 2004; Mochida & Harrington, 2006). 

Challenges to the construct have been met by pointing to such confirmatory evidence, a track 

record of deployment and investigation, and to additional benefits of the format, such as a higher 

sampling rate than that permitted by more time-intensive vocabulary breadth formats (Pellicer-

Sanchez & Schmitt, 2012). Meara himself has been clear-eyed about possible weaknesses in the 

format he popularized, and has called for continued interrogation of the construct and 

improvement in the way the format is used. 

5.1.2.2 Pseudowords 

Harrington and Carey (2009) observe that “the use of pseudowords sets the YN test apart 

from other vocabulary tests used in L2 testing and instruction” (p. 624). The presence of 

pseudowords among the YN format items functions not merely to supply a “false” signal among 
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real signals as required by the SDT protocol—although it is that too—but also as a necessary 

corrective to the format’s lack of face validity. The ability of respondents to discriminate 

between real and false words is perhaps the best piece of affirmative evidence that they do in fact 

know at least something about the words they claim to know. The role of pseudowords in the test 

format and in the false alarm correction formulas in particular has been regularly explored, but 

their continued role seems guaranteed, at least partly because for most respondents they seem to 

fulfill their function. Stubbe et al. (2010) (2010), for example, found that, contrary to their 

expectation, pseudowords did not pose any additional difficulty for low-level learners.  

The procedures for pseudoword construction, intuitive at first, have gained greater 

specificity over time. A basic definition for pseudowords is “words that fulfill the phonological 

constraints of the language but do not bear meaning” (Huibregtse, Admiraal, & Meara, 2002, p. 

227). Meara’s entry on “Imaginary Words” in the Encyclopedia of Applied Linguistics goes into 

greater detail about best-practice requirements for designing pseudowords for use in 

psycholinguistic experiments, including, but not limited to, YN tests (Meara, 2013). First and 

foremost, the words must be entirely plausible: they must conform to phonotactic constraints of 

the language in question, model typical number of syllables and word length, and use affixes in 

authentic ways. Meara also counsels that very unlikely words—composed, for example, of rare 

phonemes or rare combinations of phonemes—should be avoided. Minimal pairs formed by 

swapping one letter out of a real word are to be avoided, as are words that could sound nearly 

identical to a real word. (Here one must exercise some creativity in order to imagine how 

respondents from diverse L1s might phonetically realize English pseudoword orthography.) 

Meara also recommends the phonebook as a possible source for English pseudowords, as some 

family names will meet the necessary criteria without carrying any semantic content. Examples 
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of the often delightful pseudowords from Meara’s collection of ESL YN tests include 

“annobile,” “ottery,” “eggar,” and “wimbush” (Meara, 2010).  

Researchers developing YN format instruments for other languages have tried to adopt 

analogous guiding principles for their pseudowords construction. To control for item variability, 

the DIALANG YN tests adopted a part-of-speech design principle, whereby all words, both real 

and false, would be verbs. Figure 11 shows an example from the Italian language DIALANG YN 

format placement test. 

 

Figure 11: Italian language DIALANG YN format 

5.1.2.3 Learner Factors: L1 Typology and Guessing Style 

Meara and Jones (1987) identified a potentially problematic feature in their study: 

variability in performance based on L1 background of the respondent. Their trial of a YN 

vocabulary test with a diverse population of learners of L2 English found that, in general, results 

patterned in an implicational scale: knowledge of low-frequency words implied the probability of 

knowledge of higher-frequency words. In other words, more experienced learners performed 

better than less experienced learners and, for nearly all learners, more words were known in the 

higher-frequency ranges than in the lower-frequency ranges, resulting in a downward trending 

pattern. The format appeared to give more accurate results, however, when the respondent’s L1 

was not a Romance language (French or Spanish, in this instance). For students with these L1s, 

the implicational scale model did not quite hold as expected: they underperformed in the higher-
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frequency ranges and over-performed in lower-frequency ranges. The authors surmised that the 

nature of English’s historical development meant that lower-frequency ranges in English 

vocabulary shared a high number of Latinate cognates with Romance languages, which could 

represent one possible explanation for the overrepresentation in those ranges.23 

Due to a possible L1 orthographic transfer effect, Arabic learners of English have been 

shown to find certain pseudowords plausible at a higher rate than respondents from other L1 

backgrounds because they feature a consonant structure that can be analyzed and re-vowelled 

into a real word. This has been hypothesized to reflect the transfer of Arabic short vowel 

orthography—that is, the necessity, in most texts, for the reader to supply short vowels—onto the 

L2 (Meara, 2010). To extend the hypothetical example used in Chapter 4, from the consonant 

structure str one could coin a pseudword sotar. It is conceivable, although this is conjecture, that 

a certain number of L1 Arabic respondents could mentally re-analyze this as a real word, such as 

star, with a different vowel pattern, leading to their failure to reject it in a YN format. 

A potentially more widespread challenge to the YN format is posed by variability in 

learner test behavior, and guessing style in particular, which can make results more difficult to 

interpret. This is not to say that respondents who are unusually willing to guess or who have a 

lower standard for what counts as word knowledge consistently end up with a higher score, but 

rather that it is more difficult to make the argument that the test is working as intended and that 

the construct being measured is, in fact, word knowledge. Beeckmans et al. (2001) identify what 

                                                 
23 It is not clear from the literature that this L1 Romance language effect is unique to the YN format or if, 

indeed, this kind of L1 effect is something that would be observed on other frequency-based vocabulary measures, 
such as the Vocabulary Levels Test. It would be unsurprising if this were the case, and likely reflects the reality that 
the lexical profile for the median L1 French -> L2 English learner is distinct in salient ways from that of the median 
respondent whose L1 is not a Romance language. Cobb (2000), for example, finds a significant cognate effect for 
populations of L1 Francophone students on L2 English vocabulary tests. 
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they see as “the inherent problem of the format, namely that two dimensions are measured at the 

same time: the vocabulary size of the participants and their own estimation of their vocabulary 

knowledge” (p. 75). In a recent study, Stubbe found that some L1 Japanese respondents have a 

tendency to answer “yes” or “no” regardless of whether the item is a real word or pseudoword; 

he also found that this effect is independent of overall learner ability (2014). Yet this 

vulnerability has not been found to be insuperable. The common procedure of discarding results 

in which pseudowords have been too frequently chosen is one strategy for minimizing the 

number of tricky cases (Schmitt N. , 2010; Schmitt, Jiang, & Grabe, 2011). Harsch and Hartig 

found that tracking hit rates and false alarm rates separately allowed them to isolate a “guessing 

factor” (i.e., false alarm rate) for use in factor analysis and other statistical tests (2015). In short, 

variability in respondent behavior is unavoidable, but methods of identifying and mitigating 

problematic performances exist. 

5.1.2.4 Scoring and Correction Formula 

The issue of YN scoring or correction formula is connected to both the pseudowords and 

to respondent testing behavior. How ought we to use the data provided by the false alarms to 

reach the most accurate conclusions about learner vocabulary size or other facets of learner word 

knowledge? At least one impetus behind this continuing conversation has been the desire to 

compensate for perceived vulnerability to construct validity criticism. The conversation about 

this issue has continued for the last two decades and shows no signs of abating; if anything, it has 

become more technical. The traditional method of calculating a testee’s YN score was simply to 

count up hits and subtract false alarms multiplied by two. This way, if a respondent checked 

every single box, the formula would give a score of zero. The simplest interpretation of the score 

would rely on the assumption that someone who cannot distinguish between real and 
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pseudowords does not, in fact, know any words; a more nuanced interpretation would be that no 

conclusion can be drawn from the data.  

This basic correction formula has sometimes been seen as inadequate, or inferior to other 

possibilities. Huibregtse et al. outline what they see as the four possible correction methods: a 

method that counts correct responses including correct rejections of pseudowords, the traditional 

“correction for guessing” method, and two more sophisticated measures based on work done in 

SDT (Huibregtse, Admiraal, & Meara, 2002). Meara (2010) argued that none of these correction 

formulas were satisfactory and that he was working on a Bayesian model.24 Pellicer-Sanchez and 

Schmitt investigated the hypothesis that respondent reaction times could serve as an 

alternative—and potentially superior—adjustment factor for scores (2012). They concluded that 

at the group level the reaction time measurements were effective as a proxy or alternative to the 

traditional false alarm penalty formulas. At the individual level, however, there was greater 

variability and, therefore, no clear superiority to other approaches. Stubbe proposed a regression 

formula that he found led to the greatest predictive power between a YN test and a follow-up 

passive recall test (2013). Despite the significant amount of ink spilled, however, there is no 

consensus on whether these mathematically more sophisticated alternatives actually represent an 

improvement over the original “correction for guessing” equation or, indeed, over a simple count 

of hits. The bottom line, as Schmitt (2010) notes, is that “it is still unclear how well the various 

adjustment formulas work.” (p. 201). And, although this is not typically included in the calculus, 

another downside of the more complex formulas is that they threaten what has always been the 

primary draw of the format: its simplicity. 

                                                 
24 I am unaware of the formula for this Bayesian model ever having been published. 
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5.2 Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT) and Vocabulary Size Test (VST) 

5.2.1 Background 

The Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT) was first developed and published by Paul Nation in 

1983. It received wide circulation as an appendix to two of his major works on teaching and 

learning vocabulary (1990; 2001). Schmitt et al. published two revised versions of the VLT in 

Language Testing that are currently the most frequently used (Schmitt, Schmitt, & Clapham, 

2001; Webb & Sasao, 2013).25 The VLT has been one of the most influential and widely 

disseminated vocabulary assessment formats, especially in ESL contexts (Schmitt N., 2010). The 

VLT and its variants have been used in numerous studies on vocabulary growth and 

measurement (Xing & Fulcher, 2007). Meara (1996) has referred to it as the “nearest we have to 

a standard test in vocabulary” (p. 36). Read (2013) describes the VLT as “arguably the most 

influential L2 English vocabulary test in the world” (p. 44).  

One of the key elements in the VLT’s long-lasting influence is found in its pioneering use 

of word frequency information as an organizing principle for investigating word knowledge and 

creating lexical profiles. The five sections, or “levels,” of the VLT include four explicitly defined 

by frequency band criteria—2000-, 3000-, 5000-, and 10,000-word levels—in addition to a 

genre- or register-defined “academic” vocabulary section, which is traditionally placed between 

the 3000- and 5000-word levels (Gardner & Davies, 2013). The levels were originally conceived 

of as being pegged to functional benchmarks. The 5000-word level, for example, was thought to 

signal the point where authentic texts could be handled by learners; more recent scholarship has 

suggested that the actual number of words necessary to accomplish this function should be 

                                                 
25 In addition to subjecting the format to a rigorous validity evaluation, Schmitt et al. increased the number 

of items per level from 18 to 30 and changed the source word list for the “academic” frequency band to Coxhead 
(2000). 
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revised higher (Nation, 2006; Schmitt, Jiang, & Grabe, 2011). 

The VLT evaluates test takers’ knowledge of the form-meaning link of individual 

lexemes by means of a series of matching exercises. The original premise of the format as 

conceived by Nation is that assessing learners’ ability to match form and meaning of words 

organized into targeted frequency bands could reveal something about their vocabulary 

knowledge and its gaps. One of the VLT’s distinctive features was its use of definitions as item 

stems, and word lemmas as answer choices. The words used in the definitions also had to meet 

the frequency criterion of being as frequent or more than the answer choices. A further 

distinctive feature is the VLT’s organization around item clusters in which three item stems are 

paired with six choices (Figure 12).  

 

Figure 12: Example items from Vocabulary Levels Test (Schmitt, Schmitt, & Clapham, 2001, p. 82) 

It is important to note that the VLT was originally intended to be a diagnostic test—a test 

that could identify areas of student weakness that required attention—rather than as a vocabulary 

size test, although Nation felt that many had incorrectly adopted it for that purpose (Kamimoto, 

2008). Nation later designed a new format, the Vocabulary Size Test (VST), motivated at least in 

part by dissatisfaction with the way the VLT was being interpreted and by a desire to produce a 

test more properly designed for making claims about vocabulary size (Nation & Beglar, 2007; 
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Nation & Wu, 2007; Beglar, 2010). While not as widely adopted as the VLT, the VST has also 

attracted scholarly attention (Elgort, 2013). The VST swaps the VLT’s matching format for a 

multiple-choice (MC) format, a decontextualized presentation for a non-defining context 

sentence, and item clusters for independent items (Figure 13). Rather than the VLT’s five non-

contiguous frequency levels, the VST features 14 consecutive frequency bands, 1000 in each 

from 1–14,000. For the VST, Nation used the British National Corpus (BNC Consortium, 2007), 

a superior source to the general service lists that dated to the 1940s and 1950s, the sources for the 

1983 and 1990 versions of the VLT.  

 

Figure 13: Items from the Vocabulary Size Test (Nation, 2007) 

5.2.2 Discussion 

Scholarly discussion of the VLT has focused on test construction factors such as choice 

of frequency band levels, item dependence, the effect of guessing, word source lists, and use of 

test scores. Several studies have found the lack of a 1000-word level on the VLT a serious 

limitation (Webb & Sasao, 2013). Milton, for example, argues that the VLT is not suitable for 

distinguishing between lower levels of CEFR scales, and instead recommends X_Lex, a YN 

variant he developed with Meara (2010). Abdullah et al. piloted a variant productive version of 

the VLT that focused on the highest frequency bands, specifically with the goal of creating 
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positive test washback for low-proficiency learners (Abdullah, Puteh, Azizan, Hamdan, & Saude, 

2013). Beglar and Hunt also created a variant version that focused on only two levels—the 2000-

word level and the University Word List—but with a higher number of items per level (1999). 

One of the major changes of Schmitt et al’s 2001 VLT revision was to address this criticism by 

increasing the number of items per level from 18 to 30. 

Kamimoto has critiqued the technical design of the VLT, arguing that the structure of 

item clusters leads to item dependence (2008; 2014). Item independence is a necessary condition 

for advanced item analysis techniques; item dependence means that it can be difficult to assess 

how well individual items are performing. The clustered items can also lead to vulnerability to 

guessing effects. By trialing two versions of the VLT, one with clustered items and one without, 

Kamimoto determined that guessing effects on the clustered version could lead to as much as 

18% overestimation in vocabulary knowledge (Kamimoto, 2014). Stewart and White find a 

similar guessing effect in their study, noting that overestimation increases with learner 

proficiency (2011). Distractors are controlled for frequency as are the item words, so the ability 

of learners to use their knowledge of distractors to make better guesses increases with higher 

proficiency. Webb and Sasao acknowledge the contribution of the VLT but contend that there is 

a need to develop new formats, or improved variants of in-use formats (2013). They propose a 

New VLT (NVLT) that will focus on the five “most frequent levels”—i.e., 1-1000, 1000-2000, 

etc.—filling in the gaps of the original VLT and discarding the Academic word level and 10,000-

word level. They argue that these five levels “represent the greatest range in vocabulary learning 

for the majority of L2 learners” (Webb & Sasao, 2013, p. 266). 

5.3 Word Associates 

5.3.1 Background 
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The original conception for this project envisioned, in addition to the YN and VLT, the 

inclusion of a C-Test as an integrative measure of productive vocabulary knowledge. The C-Test 

is an established assessment format that measures a test taker’s lexico-grammatical 

sophistication by means of the reduced redundancy principle. An extensive body of scholarship 

exists on the C-test (Grotjahn, 2014), including its relation to word knowledge and assessment. 

Chapelle has argued that a careful interrogation of the C-test’s underlying construct would 

indicate limits to its use as a vocabulary knowledge assessment (1994). In a later article, Eckes 

and Grotjahn (2006) advance a case that C-tests are “measures of general language proficiency” 

in which “lexis and grammar are important components,” although it is not possible to specify an 

exact relative weight for each component (p. 316). Most recently, Harsch and Hartig have 

concluded that C-tests can outperform YN vocabulary tests for placement and screening 

purposes (2015). 

The C-Test format ultimately had to be abandoned in this project for both technical and 

theoretical reasons: limitations soon became apparent in the web design platform that would 

have made any potential C-Test implementation less than ideal. The online C-Test would have 

required typing in Arabic, which introduces another complication in the test interface experience; 

early development led me to believe typing in Arabic would discourage participants, especially 

those at lower proficiency levels. In lieu of the C-Test, I decided instead to select a third format 

which would allow me to adhere to lexical frequency (and frequency bands) as an organizing 

principle to give coherence to all three formats. Texts for C-Tests can be selected carefully for 

their lexical characteristics, but precise control over the frequency range of the items would have 

been difficult if not impossible to achieve. In the end, as a breadth of word knowledge measure I 

decided to develop an Arabic version of the Word Associates Format (WAF). 
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The Word Associates Test or Word Associates Format (WAF),26 developed by John 

Read, attempts to measure quality or depth of word knowledge by means of word associations 

(Read, 1993; Read, 1995; Read, 1998; Schmitt, Ng, & Garras, 2011). Vocabulary assessments 

which existed at the time of the WAF’s original development, such as the YN test, did not permit 

one to probe the test taker’s grasp of semantic complexity or the sophistication of their lexical 

networks. The YN test presents word knowledge as a binary choice in which a word is either 

known or not, yet many words—especially in the highest frequency ranges—have complex 

collocation and meaning patterns (Boers, 2013). The VLT and VST likewise focus on knowledge 

of form and meaning but cannot describe other dimensions of word knowledge. Read’s WAF 

was an attempt, in a sense, to operationalize Firth’s (1957) famous dictum that words are “known 

by the company they keep” (p. 11). This sociology of words can, thanks to the advances of 

corpus linguistics, now be quantified and specified. As an essential property of word behavior—

and, by extension, of word knowledge—word network patterns are an important phenomenon for 

vocabulary assessments to attempt to measure. 

Read aimed to devise an instrument better attuned to capture the associational patterns of 

word knowledge (Read, 1993). A previous attempt to use productive, uncontrolled word 

associations to measure L2 vocabulary proficiency had proven unsatisfactory, so Read (1993) 

adopted an approach in which test-takers are presented with “a stimulus word together with a 

group of other words, some of which are related to the stimulus and some not. The task is to 

identify the related words, or associates” (p. 359). These association relationships were 

categorized as “paradigmatic,” synonymous or close in meaning; “syntagmatic,” part of a 

                                                 
26 Read tends to use Word Associates Test in his early articles. Here I use Word Associates Format, 

following Schmitt, Ng, and Garras (2011).  
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collocation pattern; or “analytic,” representing an aspect of meaning. Words in this initial version 

were sampled from the University Word List. Figure 14 shows two items from the original 

WAF. For each stimulus word, four actual associates and four distractors are presented. The test 

taker is expected to identify the four correct associates. 

 

Figure 14: Example items from original Word Associates Format (Read, 1993, p. 359) 

Read found that his stimulus word and associates approach produced results that 

correlated well with other criterion measures, such as a matching format. Yet he also found a 

large effect from the learner’s willingness to guess, and a high level of variability in answer 

patterns. Read (1995) later revised the original WAF format, in which, among other changes, he 

decided to select only adjectives as stimulus words, “in order to allow for more consistency in 

the relationships between the target and the associates” (p. 5). On the second version, stimulus 

words were selected based on motivated criteria of suitability, rather than randomly as was the 

case in the original version. The best candidate words had a range of word senses and collocation 

connections (Greidanus, Bogaards, Van der Linden, Nienhuis, & De Wolf, 2004). In addition, 

associates and distractors were grouped according to part of speech (which, in turn, mean 

grouping according to type of association): adjectives on the left and nouns on the right. Figure 

15 shows an item from the 1995 WAF. The distribution of correct associates was made variable: 

rather than two associates from each box, the correct distribution could be 1 left–3 right, 2 left–2 

right, or 3 left–1 right. 
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Figure 15: Item from 1995 WAF (Read, 1995, p. 5) 

This second version of the WAF did not eliminate variability in answer patterns, and 

more proficient test takers were still able to guess effectively on some items without knowing the 

stimulus words; yet the design improvements were appreciable, and subsequent versions often 

adopted its features.27 The WAF is a historically significant format because it pushed vocabulary 

assessment beyond its traditional focus on recognition (YN) or the form-meaning link (VLT). It 

was proposed as a possible item type for the TOEFL test (Qian & Schedl, 2004). Full-scale tests 

have been developed in French and Dutch for use in both L1 and L2 research contexts. It has not 

only become the most widely used and influential format for assessing “depth” of word 

knowledge but has also helped encourage and sharpen the discussion about what depth of word 

knowledge consists of (Webb & Sasao, 2013; Qian, 1999).  

5.3.2 Discussion 

Commentary on the WAF has centered around its construct—what exactly it measures—

as well as item design issues such as the number of associates and distractors, the type of 

distractors, and the scoring method. The WAF has been interpreted as a test of vocabulary depth, 

but, as Read has argued, an overly broad conception of depth elides the distinction between 

various dimensions of word knowledge. Read (2004) posits three separate dimensions that 

comprise “depth” of word knowledge: precision of meaning, comprehensive word knowledge, 

                                                 
27 In personal correspondence with me, Read noted that he had not intended the choice of adjective as 

stimulus word in the 1995 version to be normative and was surprised that this had come to be viewed as the 
definitive version. 
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and word network knowledge. The WAF, in this taxonomy, primarily measures word network 

knowledge, the pattern of semantic and syntactic relationships associated with a word. Webb 

(2013), adopting the categories of Nation’s word knowledge framework, has contended that  

The WAF measures knowledge of three aspects—form and meaning, concept and 

referents, and collocation—and provides an overall score indicating how well 

items are known. However, it does not provide a separate measure of each of 

these aspects, so it is not clear to what extent each aspect is known (p. 3). 28 

The form-meaning link is not tested by the WAF in the traditional way (i.e., by identifying a 

definition), but Webb is correct to identify this aspect as one of those being measured. In order to 

select the correct paradigmatic associates from among the items in the left column, one must 

have a grasp of word meaning. Qian and Schedl (2004) propose that is possible to derive two 

separate measures from the WAF. They developed a revised version of the WAF, which they 

called a Depth of Vocabulary Knowledge (DVK) test, but used it to calculate two measures 

corresponding to the two sets of associates: those on the left were used to determine a DVK-

Meaning score, and those on the right made up a DVK-Collocation score. Batty (2012) 

performed a factor analysis on the WAF to determine which model of vocabulary knowledge 

would best fit his results. He found that the greatest predictive power was given by a bi-factor 

model in which the primary dimension is a vocabulary knowledge “g-factor” with sub-factors for 

meaning and collocation knowledge. The Qian and Schedl and Batty analyses suggest both the 

potential richness of the information generated by a WAF and some of the difficulties inherent in 

                                                 
28 Webb’s critique of the WAF—that multiple aspects are assessed but only one measure returned—would 

support instead an approach that included multiple, independent instruments that each gives a separate measure. This 
is, in fact, the approach taken by Webb in a series of studies (2005; 2008). 
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interpreting this data. 

In measuring syntagmatic association patterns, the WAF anticipated recent research that 

has focused on collocation as a key component of word behavior and knowledge (Nesselhauf, 

2005; Barfield & Gyllstad, 2009). Webb and Sasao (2013) praise this aspect of the WAF but find 

that there is need for a more precise instrument for assessing collocation knowledge. Read 

(2012) notes, in a review of several WAF studies in which correct identification of left-side 

(paradigmatic) and right-side (syntagmatic) associates has been measured separately, that “the 

means for paradigmatic associates were always significantly higher than those for the 

syntagmatic ones” (p. 314). This suggests that meaning knowledge comes prior, on average, to 

collocation knowledge in the process of vocabulary acquisition, an intuitive insight, perhaps, but 

one worth corroborating with empirical evidence. Schmitt, Ng, and Garras argue that for WAF 

items on which syntagmatic associates are correctly identified but paradigmatic associates are 

not there can be no reliable interpretation of the item results, as it is difficult to imagine a 

scenario in which collocation patterns for a word have been mastered without a knowledge of the 

meaning of the stimulus word itself (2011).  

WAF items were controlled for frequency in Read’s (1993) original version: “the 

associates and distractors were carefully checked to ensure that they were at a higher frequency 

level—or at least no less frequent—than the stimulus word” (p. 360). Some later studies used 

word frequency bands to structure their items, up to the 5000-word level (Greidanus & Nienhuis, 

2001) or up to the 10,000 level (Greidanus, Beks, & Wakely, 2005). Adopting frequency 

criteria—the notion that the stimulus word ought to be the least frequent in the item—in test 

construction allows the WAF to attach itself to a central insight of lexical description but also 

imposes an additional design burden as each of the words, whether true associate or distractor, 
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that appears in an item must be submitted to scrutiny. For example, the 50-item Arabic WAF 

developed for this project featured a total of 400 words that required checking in a frequency list, 

in addition to others that were considered but had to be rejected because they failed the 

frequency test. 

WAF items are complex to design, and several studies have manipulated variables such 

as the number of total options, the number of associates, and the type of distractor. Read’s 

original WAF items featured eight possible options per stimulus word, of which half were 

associates and half distractors. Several later WAF variations found that for many potential 

stimulus words it was difficult to identify four associates within the frequency criteria, and 

instead opted for three associates and six total options (Greidanus & Nienhuis, 2001; Schoonen 

& Verhallen, 2008). In a validation study that correlated WAF results with results from an 

interview protocol, Schmitt et al. (2011) found that 8-option items were “less susceptible to 

guessing” (p. 122) and take only slightly longer than 6-option items. The number of correct 

associates has typically been half of the options: four on the 8-option version and three on the 6-

option version. Greidanus et al. (2004), using a 6-option format, experimented with a variable 

number of distractors, between two and four. They claim that this approach makes items easier to 

construct without any penalty incurred in terms of performance. In addition, some studies have 

sought to vary the type of distractor. Read tried to choose distractors with no obvious formal or 

semantic relation to the stimulus word, but Greidanus and Nienhuis (2001), for example, created 

parallel versions of WAF items, one version of which included semantically related distractors. 

They found that semantically nonrelated distractors were easier for students to eliminate and led 

to higher item scores. Schmitt et al. (2011) developed a WAF version that included items with 

semantically related distractors as well as formally related distractors (share a word part of 
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consonant cluster). They determined that form-based distractors should be avoided and that the 

use of semantically related distractors requires careful attention and represents, therefore, an 

extra design burden. Finally, how to score the WAF, and specifically whether to award partial 

credit for selecting some but not all of the correct associates, has received a small amount of 

attention in the literature. This issue will be examined further in the results section. 
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 Design of Arabic Assessments 

6.1 Methodology 

This chapter and the following describe the development of the Arabic vocabulary 

assessment instruments and their deployment in piloting and data collection phases. The 

organizing principle adopted in designing the assessments and items was to adhere, as closely as 

possible, to the best design practices of the three selected assessment formats (YN, VLT, and 

WAF). The Arabic version of the formats replicated many features of the originals; where 

modifications from these ESL formats were necessary—such as, for example, in the part of 

speech ratio on the VLT—they were noted. The study design introduced several factors (or 

combinations of factors) not observed in previous research: grouping these three particular 

formats together in one study, parallel use of five one-thousand word bands across the formats, 

Arabic as the language of assessment, and web delivery of the assessments and questionnaire.29 

The overarching goal of the development process was to produce assessments whose technical 

soundness could be corroborated by data gathered in the collection process, which would, in 

turn, justify further investigation and deployment in specific use contexts. Specifically it was 

hoped that reliability measures (Rasch person reliability) would turn out to be >0.7 and that the 

majority of items would have point biserial correlation measure of >0.3. Rasch analysis was 

adopted to determine whether the items had a range of difficulty sufficient to measure 

differences between lower-proficiency and higher-proficiency individuals in the population. 

The principle of corpus-derived word frequency is core to the design of these formats, 

which was why the publication of the B/P list was a necessary prerequisite for this project. All 

                                                 
29 Another aim was to keep total assessment time on task to less than one hour, including time for the 

questionnaire. 
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three formats relied on the B/P list for their item sampling, but each required a slightly different 

approach. The YN test was the closest to truly random. The only words excluded from 

consideration for the YN were dialectal words.30 In fact, a global design decision was taken to 

avoid dialect words for all formats so as not to disadvantage respondents who had not studied a 

dialect (or had studied the “wrong” dialect)—and also not to confound the linguistic picture by 

mixing registers, which, in Arabic, introduces additional complications, even if this register 

mixing is part of native speaker performance (Mejdell, 2006; Parkinson, 2003). The items for the 

two size tests (YN and VLT) were sampled from the frequency list based on a random number 

generator. Other than dialect items, all other words were accepted for use on the YN, including 

proper nouns. On the VLT, however, proper nouns were excluded. It seemed nearly impossible, 

within the imposed requirements for definition writing, to avoid circularity in defining a word 

like masri (“Egyptian”) for the VLT; on the other hand, the YN is a recognition test so the 

problem of circularity is avoided. Another sense in which the VLT was not a true random 

sampling of the entire frequency list population was that items were selected from within part of 

speech categories based on a pre-defined ratio of part-of-speech defined item clusters. Finally, 

items for the Word Associates Format were not selected randomly at all. Read found that not all 

words have the necessary characteristics to serve as stimulus words on the WAF (1993; 1998); 

their collocational properties need to be investigated first. The selection of stimulus words for the 

Arabic WAF was still principled, as it respected the frequency band requirements, but it was 

based on intuition and analysis rather than chance. 

The parallel use of equivalent frequency bands based on the same source in all three 

                                                 
30 As noted in chapter 4, spoken Arabic comprises 10 percent of the corpus, which results in a certain 

number of dialect-specific words—that is, words not shared with Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). 
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formats permits a clean cross-format comparison by holding this design variable constant. As far 

as could be determined, this design principle has not been attempted before. The original Yes/No 

and VLT formats, for example, are both oriented around frequency bands, but the VLT has gaps 

that prevent these bands from being parallel. The WAF stimulus words were selected from the 

University Word List and the response choices were controlled for frequency, but the format as a 

whole was not designed around the principle of a frequency band. Meara is correct to note that 

frequency bands are a “convenient fiction” for experimental research (2010, p. 3): there is no 

meaningful difference in word utility or importance at the band margin between, for example, the 

1000th word and the 1001st. It would be a mistake to reify these arbitrary thresholds or to assume 

they demarcate autonomous vocabulary regions. Yet the bands are useful as well as convenient; 

they facilitate the construction and evaluation of the assessment and its comparison with other 

work in the field. Frequency band use is now so established in the literature that to break from 

convention at this point would be to preclude direct comparisons with previous research. And 

there is no doubt that the adoption of frequency bands in vocabulary research represented a 

genuine methodological advance over dictionary sampling—which was, as late as the 1990s, still 

a common technique (Nation, 1993). The crucial issue is not the use of 1000-word bands per 

se—although that was the choice made in this study and most others—but rather the quality of 

the lists and underlying corpora, which, happily, have only improved with time.  

The combination of assessment formats in this project is innovative. Previous studies 

have featured multiple vocabulary size tests, typically using one as a criterion measure against 

which to compare the other (Culligan, 2015; Mochida & Harrington, 2006); others have 

attempted to assess both breadth and depth, or have used breadth tests as screening instruments 

for their depth tests (Qian, 2002; Laufer & Goldstein, 2004; Nurweni & Read, 1999). There is no 
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criterion breadth measure already established for Arabic, so both the Arabic Yes/No and Arabic 

VLT were developed and deployed simultaneously in the hope of achieving a concurrent 

corroboration of measures. The impetus for developing the Arabic WAF and including it in the 

same study with the tests of breadth was, first, to investigate how WAF performance would 

correlate with the breadth measures and, second, to advance an initial exploration of word 

network knowledge behavior in Arabic to determine a baseline for future research. Finally, an 

organizing principle of increasing task complexity—recognition via checklist, form-meaning link 

via multiple choice—also suggested the need for a test of breadth to probe more complicated 

word knowledge dimensions such as collocation. 

Finally, the online mode of delivery of the assessment formats and questionnaire, while 

not unique, also distinguishes this work. The use of paper-and-pencil versions of assessment is 

still common in the literature, but computer-delivered tests are also not rare, especially for more 

complicated experimental protocols, such as reaction time tracking (Freynik & O'Rourke, 2013; 

Pellicer-Sanchez & Schmitt, 2012). Read (2012) has noted that “The item types that are typically 

chosen for vocabulary tests lend themselves well to computer delivery, which allows for rapid 

scoring and analysis of the test-takers’ responses” (p. 317). Harrington and Carey (2009) piloted 

an online YN test that they found to be a “sensitive measure of differences in learner 

proficiency” (p. 623). Online delivery allows for quicker scaling and, via online recruiting, the 

assembly of a diverse population of respondents; it also allows for a compressed schedule of 

iterative feedback and item improvement (Alderson, 2009).  

6.2 Validity 

The validity of an assessment is not a fact established by statistical tests; these are, on the 

contrary, merely pieces of evidence in a wider argument about validity that must evaluate factors 
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such as test use, social and educational context, washback, and ethical implications (Messick, 

Validity, 1989; Kane, 1992; Messick, 1996; Bachman, 2005; McNamara, 2006; Norris, 2008; 

Chapelle, 2012). High-stakes tests, such as the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) 

or, in the United States, standardized college admissions tests such as the SAT, must meet 

exacting standards when their designers make the case for the assessments’ validity (Chapelle, 

2008). And this validity case is not a definitive, one-and-done exercise but rather an ongoing 

process that interprets new waves of evidence iteratively. Validity arguments for low-stakes 

vocabulary knowledge research instruments, on the other hand, appear modest when compared 

with the scale of the work done for the largest and most widely used tests. They have focused on 

attempts to corroborate these instruments’ construct validity, the notion that they are, in fact, 

measuring word knowledge (Read, 1998; Schmitt, Schmitt, & Clapham, 2001; Schmitt, Ng, & 

Garras, 2011). These investigations generally try to establish validity by comparing instrument 

results with those of a criterion measure, such as a translation test, interview protocol, or a well-

established second instrument. Consistent correlations between the two measures support the 

case for validity while inconsistent correlations weaken it.  

The validity argument for these assessments follows the model of the lexical assessment 

validation identified above, and is based on two planks: (1) the internal consistency of the 

measures and (2) previous scrutiny of the original test formats, including validation 

investigations. Concurrent validity is suggested by the high correlation between the test formats 

(as detailed in chapter 9); only if they were measuring the same construct would one expect the 

consistently high levels of correlation observed here. The unifying design choice to use the same 

word source—the B/P frequency list—and parallel frequency bands, also buttresses this case. 

The YN format is known for having weak face validity; there is no clear indication in the item 
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design that word knowledge is being demonstrated. Pairing the YN with two formats, the VLT 

and WAF, with stronger face validity, while showing evidence of high concurrent correlation 

significantly mitigates this potential weakness in the validity argument. Though not an exact 

replica of any one study or format, this project does have much in common with replication 

studies in other contexts, which allows it to latch on, at least to some extent, to the established 

reputation and previous validity work performed for these formats. The YN, VLT, and WAF 

formats are the most used and scrutinized vocabulary assessment formats. Despite critiques of 

these formats’ shortcomings or limitations, there is a cumulative body of evidence over two or 

three decades that they are generally effective at measuring word knowledge and provide useful 

information for researchers, curriculum designers, and teachers. This “replication validity” is an 

implicit part of the argument for the validity of the L2 Arabic vocabulary tests developed for this 

project. One of the initial questions that motivated this project was “If these assessments have 

been shown to have value for EFL contexts, could they also work for L2 Arabic?” The evidence 

suggests that they do work and, with refinement, may work even better. 

In response to a presentation based on some preliminary results from this study, a 

question was posed to me: “What is the ‘so what’? What will these assessments be used for?” 

The question is apt. The aim of the project was to determine whether performance of the 

assessment formats would reach a level sufficient to justify their future use for research, 

classroom, or language program purposes. The assessments were not, in fact, developed for a 

specific use apart from answering the stated research questions, but the question of test use is a 

crucial one (Messick, 1989; Bachman, 2005; Norris, 2008). One possible future step would 

consist in evaluating the appropriateness of these measures for use in the classroom or in a 

language program. As Read (2013) observes, this appropriateness evaluation is crucial: 
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“Although vocabulary research is a vibrant area of academic study, the value of its findings is 

significantly dependent on the quality of its measuring instruments and how appropriate they are 

for their intended purpose” (p. 3). No specific use or educational context for the instruments is 

proposed as part of this study, but previous uses of these formats in ESL contexts suggests that 

frequency-based Arabic L2 vocabulary assessments could be evaluated for use in diagnosis, 

placement, longitudinal lexical growth tracking, prediction of functional ability, and as part of an 

end-of-program battery of proficiency tests.  

6.3 Design of Arabic YN 

6.3.1 Pseudowords 

Designing the Arabic YN test involved both simple and complex procedures. Selecting 

the real words to use on the test imposed very little burden. Lemmas were chosen from the B/P 

frequency list based on a random number generator. The only lemmas that were eliminated were 

dialect words. While the frequency list sampling procedure was relatively straightforward, 

constructing the pseudowords proved more involved. As Meara (2013) notes, pseudowords 

should look credible but not convey a plausible meaning from, for example, the word parts. 

Given an acquaintance with the morphological and phonotactic rules of Arabic, it is not difficult 

to determine whether an Arabic word is possible or impossible. That categorical test is not where 

the challenge lies. Meara also counsels, however, that highly unlikely though still plausible 

words should be avoided; yet determining to what extent a morphologically plausible string of 

Arabic letters is likely (or unlikely) to occur, by virtue of the patterning of syllables or phonemes, 

is a rather more involved task. A frequency count of Arabic letters (Intellaren, 2015) is available, 

but it is simply a raw count in which the pervasiveness of the definite article (al-), along with 

other high-frequency function words and bound morphemes, prevents one from having an 
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accurate count of which letters are actually the most common in free morpheme roots. In the end 

I was not fully satisfied with a number of the pseudowords created, including some used in the 

final version, as they feature too many of the least common letters, which can cause words 

composed from them to appear rather unlikely to a test taker of advanced proficiency.  

Arabic’s distinctive root-and-pattern system of derivational morphology is remarkably 

flexible and productive, which has generally been a boon for Arabic’s ability to adapt to new 

circumstances and accommodate new concepts (Stetkevych, 2006). For the purposes of 

pseudoword coining, however, this very productivity can prove a challenge. Using a pseudoword 

that appears to be a derived form of an attested root risks making it too plausible to respondents 

(and native speakers) who are able to recognize the root—even if the specific derivative form 

itself is clearly not attested in dictionaries or corpora. Perhaps the best analogy to English 

derivational morphology would be a suffix combined with an actual root word which, in 

combination, produce a non-attested pseudo-form, such as governity or governation, which, one 

could imagine, even an advanced L2 English learner might find plausible. Yet even this analogy 

likely does not convey a sense of the full panoply of Arabic derivative word-forms which would 

be rendered ineligible for pseudoword use through their connection with an authentic root. For 

example, the primary meaning of the root r-m-m is to “mend” or “repair,” most frequently 

attested in the transitive verbal noun tarmim (“renovation”). Yet dozens of other non-attested 

derivative forms, as superficially unlike the root form as irtimaam or mustarimm, could be 

assigned a plausible meaning based on the semantic kernel of root meaning combined with the 

conventional meaning of the pattern template. If the YN respondent adopts a lenient standard for 

“knowing” a word, she could convince herself that she has intuited an actual meaning for the 

form. Pilot test results led to the rejection of several pseudowords that could be analyzed along 
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these lines, including shaliiq, which could plausibly be interpreted as an adjectival derivative of 

another term from the same root, shilq (“lamprey”). Best practice for Arabic pseudoword 

formation, as suggested by the results of this study, would advise eschewing all forms that could 

be analyzed back to an attested root.  

Results of the pseudoword development and piloting process of this study would also 

endorse Meara’s advice to avoid minimal pairs—that is, to reject a rule of thumb whereby a 

pseudoword could be formed by simply substituting one letter of a real word. The minimal pair 

is exacerbated in Arabic, however, by virtue of its sets of phonemes that are difficult for the L2 

learner, especially one from an L1 English background, to distinguish. Four phonemes, for 

example, have velarized or emphatic counterparts; learners, in a type of phonemic L1 transfer, 

have a tendency to conflate these L2 phoneme pairs. Special attention should be paid, then, to 

ensure that a pseudoword could not, by means of substituting one or more of these “confusable” 

pairs, be turned into an actual word. Learners who attempt to internally audibilize these forms 

could be persuaded they are real because they could “sound” real to a respondent whose ability 

to discriminate between these confusable phoneme pairs has not fully developed. One word, for 

example, that was rejected in an early round of piloting was إتفال (itfaal), which can easily be 

confused for a the real word  أطفال (aTfaal) (“children”). It may also be preferable to avoid words 

that could represent dialect allophonic realization of a standard word. In trialing, the pseudoword 

 /was discarded as the final glottal stop could be interpreted as a dialect realization of the /q هريء

phoneme (when combined with the typical confusion of /h/ for /H/): Harii’ (“fire”).  

Another type of confusion worth considering during pseudoword formation is due to 

what might be termed Arabic’s “graphical minimal sets.” The Arabic alphabet features a 

significant number of letters that differ only in the position or number of diacritical points placed 
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around the letter form (rasm). The bare skeleton of one particular form, for example, could be 

realized in as many as five different ways depending on the distribution of points. In addition to 

this five-member super-set, there are one graphical trio and six graphical pairs. For many of 

these sets, the link is solely an orthographic one: their phonetic articulation may or may not be 

closely related. Yet these graphical relatives could be a source of confusion on an Arabic YN 

format. In a sense, one might see this phenomenon as falling under Meara’s general “avoid 

minimal pairs” guidance, but the bottom line is that in terms of form, Arabic graphical minimal 

pairs can appear similar to a degree not true of words composed in a Latin alphabet. It is 

reasonable to surmise that this additional degree of similarity could lead to additional difficulty 

in discriminating between real and fake options.  Even multiple substitutions from the same 

graphical letter set could still lead to a “confusable” situation. Pseudoword jaarikh  جارخ and real 

word khaarij  خارج are differentiated only by the placement of two points, which is more subtle 

than, for example, English fish versus shif. Best practice for Arabic pseudowords, then, ought to 

include sensitivity to the issue of graphical sets. 

Pseudoword coiners must also take into consideration the manner in which Arabic clitics, 

whether inflectional or syntactic, may unintentionally create a “real” way of understanding the 

fake words. If a pseudoword begins with letters such as waw, faa’, baa’, or lam, these letters 

could plausibly be construed as proclitics with a syntactic function rather than as a part of the 

original word. For example, a pseudoword such as faTab could interpreted as fa + Tibb, a real 

word. Fa is a discourse marker, and, stripped of context, faTibb is not a clitic-word combination 

that has an independent meaning; yet neither is it clearly a pseudoword in the cut-and-dried 

manner that should be the criterion. In addition, and for similar reasons, at word terminus dual or 

plural ending forms as well as possessive pronoun endings should be avoided.  
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The most difficult pseudoword construction pitfall is the challenge of achieving a balance 

of letters that reflects that in natural language. If one is scrupulous about avoiding derivative 

forms of attested roots, as recommended above, many of the options left feature rare letters. Here 

the issue is not pseudowords that are too appealing, but rather pseudowords that are not 

appealing enough: words that contain rare letters are more conspicuous and, in the context of the 

YN format, potentially more suspect. If too many pseudowords are conspicuous—and hence 

easily rejected—their presence could serve as an aid rather than a corrective to overconfident 

guessing. If spotting the pseudowords is easy, respondents who identify the fake words could 

simply respond “yes” to everything else. (Imagine, for example, an English YN format that 

featured pseudowords such as zackle, quibby, and jerlik.) This would pose a serious threat to the 

construct validity of the format, as, rather than (ostensibly) measuring word knowledge, it would 

instead measure sensitivity to the probabilistic distribution of letters. This question of avoiding 

rare letters was the most challenging in practice and the cause, in hindsight, of dissatisfaction 

with a number of the pseudoword items. In short, Arabic pseudoword construction was filled 

with unexpected and subtle challenges that echo Meara’s reflection on the “complexities” of an 

apparently simple format (1994). 

Once the pseudowords were constructed and trialled with native speakers, they were 

randomly mixed in with the real words at a fixed ratio of 2 real words for each pseudoword: 40 

real words and 20 pseudowords for each frequency band. The computer platform used for test 

delivery allowed for dynamic randomization of the words. Each respondent saw the words and 

pseudowords mixed together in a different, randomized order, as in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Items from online Arabic YN format 

6.3.2 Instructions 

In the minimalistic spirit of the format, the instructions given to the test-taker have 

traditionally been spare. Instructions for the online version of Meara’s EFL Vocabulary Tests 

(1992), for example, are as given in Figure 17: “Instructions: For each word: if you know what it 

means, check the box beside the word; if you aren't sure, do not check the box.”31  

 

Figure 17: Instructions for online English YN tests (Meara, 1992) hosted at Lextutor (Cobb, 2015) 

Nearly identical instructions were given for the Arabic YN: “If you know a word, mark 

the checkbox next to it. If you do not know a word, leave the checkbox blank.” There is no 

indication that some of the words will be pseudowords. Other variants of the format, however, 

explicitly state that some of the words are not real words. DIALANG’s online version (Figure 

18), for example, instructs the test-taker that the standard for checking “yes” is thinking that the 

                                                 
31 Earlier, true YN versions asked students to mark “Y” for words they knew and “N” for words they 

didn’t, or, in the original format, to cross out unknown words. 
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word “exists” rather than “knowing” the word. 

 

Figure 18: Online DIALANG YN instructions 

The minimal instructions (Figure 17) are preferable to the more elaborate ones (Figure 

18) for two reasons: they help make a more convincing case for the format’s validity and they 

promote positive washback. Drawing respondents’ attention to the existence/non-existence of the 

words invites them, above all, to consider means of proving or disproving the words’ reality. 

This would elicit respondents’ knowledge of morphology, phonotactics, and orthography as well 

as other factors that have bearing on whether a word is real or not. But these instructions do not 

seem to specifically invite respondents to access their mental lexicon as a means of deciding 

whether they are able to assign semantic meaning to the forms presented. Form-meaning links 

will inevitably come into play however the instructions are phrased, but the instructions ought to 

be phrased so as to maximize use of this knowledge specifically rather than other facets of word 

knowledge. Some have advised an intermediate position in which respondents are not explicitly 

told that some of the items are not genuine words, but rather that they should be “very careful” 

when responding. In a format for which face validity is known to be a vulnerability, explicitly 

inviting the test taker to focus on word “knowledge” rather than “existence” may be an important 

piece of evidence in support of an overall validity argument.  
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Positive washback refers to the idea that the experience of an assessment can lead to 

positive changes in learner behavior or habits. Messick (1996) has argued that washback has a 

significant role to play in the case for an assessment’s construct validity. The way an assessment 

task is framed via instructions can impact washback. In the case of the YN format, the open-

endedness of the minimal instructions can be a virtue in itself: there is no elaboration on what it 

means to “know” a word, and respondents are free, therefore, to settle on their own criterion. 

Most will work within a range of common sense definitions—have seen the word before, can 

give a definition or synonym, can use it in a sentence—but the work of settling on an operational 

definition creates space for respondents to reflect on what factors could be considered to be part 

of word knowledge. This washback opportunity was made explicit in this study by means of five 

optional follow-up questions placed at the end of all the assessment formats. One question asked: 

“Part One of the assessment asked you to check the boxes next to words you knew. For you, 

what does it mean to ‘know’ a word?” This question was included not to collect an additional 

learner variable (which would have required devising a coding scheme for open-ended 

responses) but as a deliberate means of providing an opportunity for positive washback.  

6.4 Design of Arabic VLT 

The Arabic VLT designed for this project is a hybrid of the VLT and VST. From the 

VLT it adopts three-item clusters, definitions as items, and words as answer choices. From the 

VST it borrows the sequential 1000-word bands (although only five rather than fourteen) and a 

multiple choice (MC) item structure. The B/P list only contains the five thousand most frequent 

words and there is also no Arabic academic word list available, so replicating the full original 

design of the VLT levels would not have been possible even if it had been desired. Webb and 

Sasao’s assertion that, for most purposes and for most learners, the first 5000 words are 
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sufficient is persuasive, as well as being a way of making a virtue out of what might have been 

perceived as a limitation in the Arabic source wordlist. While the Arabic VLT does reflect an 

amalgam of design features from both the VLT and VST, it was originally conceived of as a 

VLT and will be referred to that way here. 

The instructions for the Arabic VLT were as shown in Figure 19, and noted that items 

would be clustered (“each group of three questions will have the same set of six choices”). The 

issue of instructions has not generally been a point of controversy for the VLT as it is for the YN 

format.  

 

Figure 19: Instructions for online Arabic VLT 

Nation’s original VLT featured 6 item clusters (or 18 items) per level. Item clusters were 

controlled for part of speech—to have designed it otherwise would have introduced too many 

variables and likely have made the items easier. The ratio of the items by part of speech was 

fixed at three noun clusters, two verb clusters, and one adjective cluster.32 When Schmitt et al. 

expanded the number of items per level to ten for their 2001 revision, they settled on a new ratio 

of 5:3:2 for the same parts of speech, respectively. The ratio of parts to speech in natural 

                                                 
32 This ratio reflected, in theory, an approximation of the ratio by part of speech in natural English, but I 

imagine that this was based on dated word lists; I am unsure if more recent work has corroborated this.  
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language is variable. Insofar as the B/P list is successful in representing natural Arabic, in it one 

finds a part of speech ratio of approximately 3:1:1.33 As the Arabic VLT would be part of the 

longer series of assessments, all of which together needed to be feasibly completed within one 

hour, the choice was made to feature five clusters (15 total items) per level, which would allow 

the observed part of speech ratio to be reflected closely. Figure 20 shows a three-item noun 

cluster. 

 

Figure 20: Three-item cluster from Level 1 of Arabic VLT 

Were the Arabic VLT to operate as a standalone, independent assessment, it would be 

preferable to increase the number of items, likely to ten (as in Schmitt et al.’s VLT or the VST). 

This shorter version of the Arabic VLT can be defended as fitting the needs of this study and as 

still providing 75 items sampled from the 5000 words of the B/P list. For comparison, Schmitt et 

al’s expanded VLT samples 90 items from the same range. Finally, the high correlation of 

Arabic VLT with Arabic YN format results suggests that even the smaller number of items 

                                                 
33 Based on a manual count of the B/P list’s part of speech indexes, of the 5000 total words, there are 

approximately 2800 nouns, and between 1000-1100 verbs and adjectives (with a small number of function words 
and adverbials as well). The question of why verbs are underrepresented in Arabic vis-à-vis their proportion in 
English is an open one that I have no definitive answer to here, but my hunch is that it is due to the frequent use of 
verbal nouns as opposed to verbs in modern Arabic, especially in media Arabic, which is well represented in the B/P 
corpus.   
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provide a generally accurate lexical profile picture. 

The fundamental item design principle was that definitions should be simple and must be 

composed from words of an equivalent or higher frequency band. (Schmitt suggests that 

wherever possible the definitions should be written using words from the most frequent 2000.) 

Naturally this was most difficult for the first frequency band, where one’s choice of defining 

words is quite limited. For one or two items, this frequency requirement led to less-than-ideal 

definitions and underperforming items that had to be rejected during piloting. In addition to this 

general VLT item requirement, the Arabic VLT eschewed using words from the target word’s 

root family as distractors or in definitions. In constructing item choices, both correct answers and 

distractors, I attempted to avoid minimal pairs or words with similar forms. Finally, there was 

also an attempt to avoid “double jeopardy,” whereby the same word would be used in multiple 

items, potentially penalizing a respondent twice for not knowing it.  

6.5 Design of Arabic WAF 

I chose to model the Arabic Word Associates format test on the second of Read’s two 

WAF versions (1998), in which adjectives are used as stimulus words. This was motivated 

primarily by the ease of searching for associates for Arabic adjectives using ArabiCorpus. As 

adjectives follow nouns in regular Arabic word order, it is straightforward to search for nouns 

that appear frequently with the adjective by sorting by collocates to the left of the node word, 

analogous to right-collocates in a left-to-right language like English. Figure 9 (in Chapter Four 

above) demonstrates how ArabiCorpus can be used to identify syntagmatic associates. One 

interesting feature of Arabic’s lexical patterns—specifically its frequent use of lexical couplets 

(Johnstone, 1983; Johnstone, 1991)—is that syntagmatic or paradigmatic relationships can often 

both be extracted from contiguous words of running text. Corpus searches can identify these 
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couplets, some of which can be appropriate for use as WAF items or options. Figure 21 shows a 

key word in context (KWIC) view of ArabiCorpus search results for the adjective mukhliS 

(“sincere; earnest”). A non-trivial number of results shows the word jaadd (“serious; earnest”) as 

a word that occurs before the key word; selected context sentences sorted by jaadd appear below.  

 

Figure 21: Lexical couplet mukhliS and jaadd, context sentences generated from ArabiCorpus 

Al-jaadd wa-l-mukhliS (“serious and sincere”) as a formulaic pattern is, on the one hand, 

analogous to chunked expressions in English that feature a paradigmatic relationship between 

parts of a couplet, such as “safe and sound,” “free and fair,” or “clean and clear.” On the other 

hand, this analogy may not fully convey the frequency of such patterns in Arabic or, relative to 

English, their greater freedom on a spectrum of fixedness.34 Arabic’s lexical couplet patterns are 

an important feature to keep in mind for corpus searches generally, and specifically those 

                                                 
34 Two spectra—one of transparency vs. opacity of meaning, and a second of free vs. fixed association —

have been proposed to describe lexical association patterns. Collocations are probabilistic patterns and would fall in 
the middle of the second spectrum. My impression is that in Arabic lexical couplets behave more like collocations 
than like true fixed expressions.  
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performed with WAF item development in mind. 

Items on this Arabic WAF all had eight options and four correct associates. Distractors 

were chosen to avoid any semantic relationship with the stimulus word. The distribution of 

associates among the left (paradigmatic) and right (syntagmatic) options was variable rather than 

fixed at two on each side. In practice, though, it was difficult to find synonyms for high-

frequency stimulus words, as these associates would, of necessity, also need to be high-

frequency words. Even for the fourth (3001–4000) and fifth (4001–5000) frequency bands, it 

was often difficult to find even 2 left-side associates of an appropriate frequency ranking. A 

count of the distribution of associates in the final item set reveals this disparity: 19 had a 1-3 

distribution, 29 were 2-2, while only two items were 3-1. Schmitt et al. found that 1-3 items had 

the lowest correlation with the findings of an interview protocol (2011). In order to make the 

associate distribution more equal in a future version I would likely need to resort to other parts of 

speech other than adjectives. One of the drawbacks found in choosing adjectives as stimulus 

words was that it was difficult to choose analytic associates, although this is one of three 

categories originally identified by Read.35 Controlling for part of speech conveys design benefits, 

and does present more consistent items to the test taker; there are tradeoffs, however, one of 

which is less variety in the type, and potentially the distribution, of associates. 

Figure 22 shows two items from the first band of the Arabic WAF. The first item has a 2-

2 distribution of associates, while the second has a 1-3 distribution. The original version of t 

he adjective stimulus words featured only the masculine form. Feedback from the pilot 

                                                 
35 Read’s (1993) definition of an “analytic” associate: “The associate represents one aspect, or component, 

of the meaning of the stimulus word and is likely to form part of its dictionary definition” (p. 359). Griedanus and 
Nienhuis conceptualized them as “defining characteristics, such as those used in dictionary definitions” (2001, p. 
570). 
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phase suggested that there be a clear indication that the adjectives could also modify feminine 

nouns; hence the version (jamiil/a) in Figure 22 below.

 

Figure 22: Two items from band one of Arabic Word Associates Format 

Similar to the French WAF designed by Greidanus and Niehuis (2001), the Arabic WAF 

was designed around the principle of five frequency bands. Distractors were generally chosen 

from the same frequency band as the stimulus word. That is, if the stimulus word was selected 

from the third 1000-word band, the distractors were selected from this band as well. In hindsight, 

this led to situations where there was a conspicuous frequency “mismatch” between distractors 

and true associates. Many of the correct associates, even for words in lower frequency bands, 

tended to be from the first 2000 words. (This makes perfect sense in light of Zipf’s Law: the 

highest-frequency words occur much more frequently than words further down the ranking list 

and, by their nature, tend to collocate with many different words.) For words in the third, forth, 

and fifth bands, a proficient student could likely detect this difference in word frequencies and 
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perhaps use this information to guide answering behavior.36 In a future WAF iteration, I would 

aim to select distractors from the same general frequency range as the correct associates. 

Describing to test takers the task of answering WAF items requires a rather elaborate set 

of instructions, commensurate with the task complexity. Figure 23 shows the instructions for the 

online version of the WAF hosted at Cobb’s Lextutor site (2015). Instructions on the Arabic 

WAF were similar in many ways to those of the original WAF. Feedback from the pilot testing 

stage recommended that a second (English) example item with a different distribution of correct 

associates be included. In hindsight, it may have been preferable to include an example in Arabic 

in lieu of the second English example. 

                                                 
36 The feedback questions in the piloting stage did not include enough granularity to determine if frequency 

mismatch had a measurable effect on answering patterns, but this was my impression in hindsight as I tried to 
imagine how an advanced non-native test taker might respond to the items, including to the non-intentional clues 
embedded in the distractors.  
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Figure 23: Instructions for Word Associates Format as hosted at Lextutor (Cobb, 2015) 

The question of how to score and interpret partially correct items does not have a clear 

answer. Per the Arabic WAF instructions, respondents were free to skip questions entirely or 

only to select options they felt confident were actual associates. Unfortunately, in practice this 

meant, due to web page template design limitations, that respondents could not be prevented 

from selecting more than four answers. Although this occurred in few cases overall, it 

contributed to the overall variability of the results data and also meant that a partial credit scoring 

approach (one point for each correct associate) could not be adopted in straightforward fashion.   
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 Procedure and Implementation 

7.1 Item Trialing and Piloting 

The first draft of items was reviewed by two native speakers, one an experienced teacher 

of Arabic and the other a native speaker of Arabic who has professional experience in test 

design. After initial revisions to the items based on their feedback, I completed the design of the 

online web pages using the SurveyMonkey platform. Some of the strengths and limitations of 

this platform will be alluded to in later discussion. Two non-native but expert speakers of Arabic 

participated in an “alpha” pilot testing phase, completing the online assessments in a computer 

lab at Georgetown University. They then filled out a feedback form and answered my follow-up 

oral questions about how they had interpreted instructions and individual items. Further revisions 

to items, to the web format design, and to assessment instructions were incorporated based on 

this stage of feedback. 

The main pilot testing phase occurred in April 2014. Twenty-two Georgetown University 

graduate and undergraduate students of varying levels of proficiency came on two successive 

weekends to an on-campus computer lab. Participants took a beta version of the assessments, in 

addition to completing a feedback form and answering follow-up questions. The average time to 

completion was calculated, and individual items and assessment section results were analyzed to 

determine whether they fit within general performance expectations, such as implicational 

scaling. Based on these results, further changes were made to some test items and to the Word 

Associates Format instructions, as described earlier. 

One of the major design modifications made after this phase of piloting was to remove 

the random assignment variables and to settle on a single order for the assessments. In the 
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original version, participants were randomly assigned to take one of two versions of the YN test 

and Vocabulary Levels Test.37 The complexity that this added to the design on the front end and 

to the post-assessment processing was considerable; the final version deployed in the main 

collection phase of the study featured a single version of each format that included the best-

performing items. Even with one version of each format, it would have been theoretically 

possible to assign participants to a random order, one of six permutations of the three formats—

ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB, or CBA. A random order can help avoid a fatigue effect, 

whereby performance on items (or sections) presented later in a testing session may not benefit 

from the same level of focus, concentration or effort as earlier ones. Yet the final version 

featured a fixed format order: (1) YN, (2) Vocabulary Levels, then (3) Word Associates. A 

random order would, all things being equal, have been preferable. The fixed order was settled on 

partly as a concession to the design challenges, a means of simplifying some of the design 

complexity as well as reducing the post-processing time.38 There was a second motivating factor, 

however: the clear evidence from the pilot tests that the Word Associates Format proved 

challenging for participants of beginner or intermediate proficiency. The WAF instructions were 

modified after the main pilot phase in the hope of minimizing potential confusion. Yet even 

                                                 
37 Random assignment, using the design elements of the SurveyMonkey platform, still requires user 

interaction. An element embedded in a question displays letters or numbers randomly (for example, “A,” “B,” or 
“C”). The user is asked to select from multiple choices the element she sees. Her answer will determine which 
section of the assessment she “jumps” to after pressing “next.” (Of course, if the user does not answer accurately or 
honestly, the assignment is no longer random.)  

38 Limitations in the SurveyMonkey design platform meant that implementing true random order would 
have required creating six ordered permutations of the test (ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB, CBA) for the master 
document. This would have multiplied six-fold the number of web pages at the back end, from 25 to 150. As 
SurveyMonkey offers no technical option to have the formats served to the participant in random order the only 
realistic option was to have the six “linear” variants with a random assignment variable at the beginning to 
determine the arbitrary selection of the permutation order variant. The post-processing also would have proved 
onerous, as the results would have had to be “resorted” so that each format’s results could be analyzed together. In 
short, despite the convenience offered by the platform in some ways, its primary use case is, obviously, as a survey 
platform rather than an assessment platform. It proved a serviceable but non-ideal solution. In an ideal world, I 
would have designed customized assessment pages without relying on the SurveyMonkey platform and coded the 
random variables on the server end. This solution proved beyond my coding competence at the time. 
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improved instructions could not alter the fact that the WAF task itself was simply more 

demanding than what was required for the YN or VLT. Indeed, there appeared to be a threshold 

effect: students below a certain proficiency level could not accurately select the associates for the 

prompt words, even when the YN and Vocabulary Levels assessments suggested they had a 

reasonable mastery of the words from the frequency band in question. While it would have been 

possible, if onerous, to incorporate a random ordering into the final version, I was concerned that 

many participants would find the WAF discouraging and would lose morale for the other formats 

if they were presented with the WAF first. In addition, the increasing complexity of the 

instructions and tasks, from YN to VLT to WAF, suggested an internal rationale for the ordering 

the formats that, I felt, made it defensible.  

The final stage of the pilot testing involved recruiting eight native speakers to take a 

revised beta version. These participants were recruited online and completed the online version 

of the assessments—that is, they were not tested in a controlled lab environment. A completion 

page offered participants the opportunity to leave feedback, but few offered detailed comments 

and there was no opportunity for further follow-up questions (since I had not asked permission to 

use email addresses for this purpose). No modifications to overall format design or instructions 

were made after the native speaker pilot stage. Individual item results, however, varied from the 

expected to the complex and surprising. Results from the Vocabulary Levels Test showed 

unanimity on 73 out of 75 items. On the other two VLT items without unanimous correct 

responses, only one or two native speaker respondents chose a distractor rather than the correct 

answer. No changes were made to VLT items.  
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7.1.1 YN Lemmas and Pseudowords 

The YN format, however, revealed some surprising results. It was expected that certain 

items would not function entirely as hoped and, indeed, a small number of pseudowords 

produced an unacceptably high “false alarm” rate. For this trial, if two or more native speakers 

selected a pseudoword it was re-evaluated. Nearly ten pseudowords (out of 100 total) were 

modified, or rejected and replaced based on these results. These results represent another piece of 

evidence for the slipperiness of imaginary words: even words carefully constructed on standard 

design principles may not always be judged to be non-words by native speakers. 

The more unexpected YN results were found on a small number of real words which 

were not unanimously selected by the native speakers. This is surprising because all of the words 

on the B/P list are, ostensibly, among the most frequent in the language. This would be, on the 

face of it, analogous to native speakers of American English not knowing words such as 

“profound,” “mentor,” or “sprinkle” (Davies & Gardner, 2010), which are from comparable 

frequency ranges as the Arabic words in question. Yet the analogy is inexact, because what is 

operative here is not raw frequency per se but rather the reality that the space-delimited Arabic 

word has the potential to incorporate morphological and syntactic information that can only be 

conveyed through multi-word phrases in English.39 The three most anomalous examples from 

these pilot results underscore the limitations of the bare lemma as the standard “word” unit for 

purposes of the B/P list and, by extension, for these assessment formats. Only six out of eight 

                                                 
39 Undoubtedly any language has its own particular strategies for embedding semantic, morphological, and 

syntactic information in single-word or multi-word units. No two languages will consistently convey equivalent 
information in an equal number of words—part of describing the “lexical shape” of any language would involve 
specifying these unique patterns and strategies. English, for example, has a number of regular bound morpheme 
affixes that are not amenable to single-word translation in Arabic. (A word such as “incomprehensible” would 
require three Arabic words to translate.) The point here is to draw attention to (1) the particular qualities of Arabic 
that might make assumptions based on English patterns problematic and (2) the arbitrary nature of using space 
delimitation as the default definition of a lemma. 
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native speakers selected ʿalan (“open”) as a known word, presumably because this word nearly 

always occurs (in natural running text) as an adverbial in the accusative case, ʿalanan (“openly, 

publicly”). Likewise, only five out of eight selected aḥrá (“more/most adequate”) and only five 

out of eight marked batta (“not at all”). These words too are unlikely to occur naturally in their 

bare lemma form: aḥrá occurs nearly three-quarters of the time as bi-l-aḥrá, with an attached 

preposition and definite article, while batta occurs more than 95% of the time with the proclitic 

definite article, al-batta (see Figure 24). These three words were removed from the final version 

of the YN format and replaced with substitutes. These lemmas appear to be so highly associated 

with these attached clitics that some native speaker participants rejected the bare lemma form as 

a real word. Again, these are, in theory, common words rather than technical or low-frequency 

rarities. Hyperbole should be avoided, of course: the sample size here is small, and half or more 

of respondents did accept the lemma forms as real words. Yet it is not unreasonable to expect 

unanimity from native speakers in recognizing high-frequency words as words in a categorical 

yes/no judgment. And the link between the three cases is striking and hints at the limitations of 

the lemma for learning and assessment purposes. The border between lexis and grammar is not 

always easy to identify, and the clitic morphology of Arabic tends to complicate these 

phenomena. Even a clitic as apparently innocuous as the definite article (al-) may lead to lemma 

confusion when it features in the preponderance of all attestations. Further psycholinguistic 

investigation into how native Arabic speakers operationalize constructs such as word and lemma 

is needed. 
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Figure 24: ArabiCorpus word forms for batta: 96% include the definite article 

Native speaker intuitions and judgments matter when measuring non-native learner 

language performance. Native speaker norms are explicitly incorporated into the construct of the 

OPI, but they also feature in the item trialing phase of nearly all vocabulary assessment formats 

(Schmitt, Schmitt, & Clapham, 2001; Read, 2012). The native speaker pilot results here indicate 

that if graphical recognition is going to be the baseline test, one ought not expect that non-native 

learners recognize lemmas which native speakers themselves do not recognize. The idea of 

probabilistic native speaker patterning for word association tests was advanced by Schmitt 

(1998) as a way of measuring the native-likeness of test taker responses. This approach makes 

more sense, however, in the context of a test format, such as the WAF, that is operationalizing 

probabilistic linguistic phenomena such as collocation patterns, than it does for the YN format, 
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which assumes a categorical distinction between words that are real and those that are not.40  

If I were to design a new version of the YN format for future research, I would eschew a 

strict reliance on the lemma as given in the frequency list in favor of a design principle that also 

evaluated word form distribution. In cases, such as those highlighted here, where the plain 

lemma form is rare (sometimes vanishingly so) and the distribution is highly skewed toward one 

individual inflected or cliticized form, that form should be the one tested.41 A word recognition 

assessment should not require participants to infer the derived or modified form they are likely to 

have seen from a lemma they are unlikely to have seen. Rather than implement this design 

modification at a late stage of this project, however, these three items were simply removed and 

replaced with other lemmas from the same frequency range that did not feature unusual word 

form distribution. 

Buckwalter and Parkinson adopt the lemma as the organizing principle in their frequency 

dictionary, following standard practice for frequency lists in English and other languages. To 

their credit, the list does indicate salient non-lemma forms for some entries, including for the 

three examples highlighted above (see Figure 25).  

                                                 
40 If, however, some non-trivial percentage of native speakers do not recognize an ostensibly real word as 

such, at what point does its “reality” become a probabilistic rather than a categorical judgment? 
41 No conspicuous examples of this phenomenon occurred in the piloting, but it is conceivable that Arabic 

nouns that occur almost exclusively in the plural form in natural text would also not behave as expected—that is, 
they would not be identified at the expected rate given their frequency ranking—when presented in their singular 
lemma form on an assessment. 
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Figure 25: B/P Frequency Dictionary entry for batta 

Surprisingly, despite the generally rich lexical information in their work, neither Davies and 

Gardner’s Frequency Dictionary of American English (Davies & Gardner, 2010) nor the 

extended 20,000-word list derived from COCA notes salient word forms. The entry for “annal” 

(Figure 26), for example, gives no indication that this singular form is extremely rare in natural 

language. A search on the COCA interface reveals 873 occurrences for the plural against 10 for 

the singular. There ought to be a means of indicating to the learner those cases in which certain 

inflected forms predominate.  

 

Figure 26: COCA 20,000-word frequency list entry for "annal" (Davies & Gardner, 2010) 
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7.1.2 WAF Variability 

The behavior of the WAF items in the native speaker pilot proved variable and tricky to 

interpret. The results suggest that even some of the better performing items may not be answered 

correctly by 100 percent of native speakers. This finding matches that of Read (2000), who 

noted, in the development of the WAF, that “native speakers sometimes have difficulty finding a 

third or fourth associate for a particular item” (p. 186).42 First, it was clear that, despite detailed 

instructions and two fully illustrated examples of how WAF items should be completed, 

participants—at all stages of the study, including this pilot stage—did not consistently follow the 

injunction to choose four associated words for each stimulus word.43 The majority of pilot 

participants did follow the instructions for most items, but it was not unusual for three or five 

choices to be selected. Read himself reported similar native speaker response behavior in his 

development of the original (1993) and revised (1995; 1998) WAF formats. This variability in 

answer pattern made it difficult to precisely evaluate which items were not performing well. For 

a few items, however, the evidence was clear: a number of associate words too infrequently 

selected were replaced, as were distractors that were chosen too frequently. In one case, the 

entire item, including stimulus word and choices, had to be discarded and replaced. 

The item trialing and assessment piloting process resulted in improved but still imperfect 

                                                 
42 In trialing items for a word association exercise similar to the WAF, intended for advanced learners of 

French, Bogaards found a mean native speaker performance of 83% (2000). Greidanus et al. (2004) in a pilot of 
their own WAF found that native French speakers achieved a mean score of 89%: “The fact that they did not come 
closer to the maximum score can be due to errors in the test. But it is also possible that some responses demanded a 
maximum knowledge of the French language that not all French native speakers have” (p. 196). 

43 Here again, the software platform impacted assessment design choices and, ultimately, participant 
behavior. On the SurveyMonkey templates, it is possible to design items such that for a given item a fixed number 
of choices—in the case of the WAF, four—must be selected. But to fix the number of choices one must first make 
the item itself required. Participants cannot advance to subsequent pages without responding to all required items. I 
was not willing to require students (especially those at lower levels) to answer questions beyond their competence. 
To preserve the option to skip questions I was obliged to relinquish item-level control on the number of answer 
choices. The net result of this design compromise was less predictable participant behavior and more variable item 
performance. 
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assessments; it also served as a needed training in results collection, processing, and analysis 

(Read, 2012). One of the tangential benefits of the piloting phase was the additional clarity it 

yielded on the underlying constructs, such as how to measure word knowledge in Arabic, that are 

discussed in the brief excursus above. The ultimate goal of the piloting process was not to 

produce assessments with test and item performance levels characteristic of professionally 

designed and vetted material. Given limitations of time and money, my own modest expertise, 

and the relatively small number of participants, such a goal would not have been realistic. The 

goal of the piloting was, rather, to produce instruments that were capable of answering the 

project’s research questions and, potentially, of being used in future research projects as well.  

7.2 Main Collection 

Participants for the main collection phase were recruited using both traditional and 

electronic means. Traditional classroom recruiting did take place at Georgetown University, 

where I announced the project and provided details about the study and its incentives. From the 

project’s first conceptualization, though, the intent of designing an online assessment was to 

allow for remote recruitment, delivery, and collection of results. Electronic announcements were 

circulated to Arabic-L, a listserv for Arabic linguistics topics; Reddit Arabic forums; and a large 

number of personal associates and colleagues. Given the ubiquity in the United States of 

internet-connected computers among students, online recruitment allowed me to gather a more 

heterogeneous participant population than would have been possible to assemble by recruiting 

from one geographic location alone. It also simplified the process of recruitment and made it less 

resource-intensive.44 Despite some limitations of the design platform and the learning curve 

                                                 
44 This is not to say that it was easy—even electronic recruitment requires time and persistence. Yet there is 

no doubt that it allowed me to reach a broader audience. 
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involved with any large-scale project, I was satisfied that web delivery and collection was an 

effective and scalable approach to a project like this one (Wilson & Dewaele, 2010).  

On the other hand, one of the clear downsides to web recruitment is that participants who 

find out about the study through an announcement or email but otherwise have no personal 

connection to the researcher feel a more casual commitment to the project, one imagines, than 

someone who participates in an in-person study. 171 participants completed the questionnaire 

and all three formats of the online Arabic assessment (although some of these results had to be 

discarded for other reasons). But the number who actually started the assessment was 312; most 

who did not finish dropped out after the survey page or a couple of pages into the first section 

(YN). On the one hand, it is discouraging to think that the material was not sufficiently engaging 

to hold the interest of these drive-by participants; on the other, it is gratifying that more than half 

of participants did complete the assessment, even given the modest remuneration ($15). 

The aim of the optional, post-assessment questions was to create positive washback. The 

point of asking participants whether the assessment was a “fair” measure of their vocabulary 

knowledge was not, in fact, to use this judgment as a metric of the assessment’s success. It was, 

rather, to prompt the participants to consider what they knew about Arabic vocabulary, and to 

think about why this assessment had or had not measured it. Other items featured open-ended 

prompts inviting the students to write about what “knowing” a word means, what vocabulary 

study strategies they have found effective, and what challenges, if any, they have encountered in 

learning Arabic vocabulary. Again, the goal of these items was not to derive independent 

variables from these responses, or even to mine them for qualitative insights, but was, rather, to 

promote reflection and to maximize the possibility that the test taker would return to the 

language learning task with new insights or perspectives. 
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 Characteristics of the Population 

8.1 Demographic Variables 

Demographic information about the participant population was gathered by means of the 

questionnaire, which preceded the three assessment formats (Dörnyei & Taguchi, 2010). 171 

participants reached the end of the assessment, including the questionnaire, but 10 of these 

assessments were discarded due to irregularities in their assessment behavior. Below are some 

salient demographic characteristics of the remaining 161 participants. 

x 13 had an L1 other than English, and 11 were heritage language learners of Arabic. 

x 71 were undergraduate students, 28 were graduate students, and 62 were not currently 

students. 

x 79 were female and 82 male. 

x Age: 83 participants were 18–24; 55 were 25–34; 15 were 35–44; and 8 were older than 

45. 

x 83 majored in Arabic or a related field. Examples of related fields include International 

Studies, Global Studies, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations, Middle East Studies, 

and Islamic Studies, among others. 

x Years of study: the two largest groups were those who were in their first year of study (n 

= 42) and those who had studied more than six years (n = 38). Figure 27 below illustrates 

this U-shaped distribution. Years of study proved to be an important independent variable 

that had significant explanatory power for the assessment results.  
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x Date of last study: 69 participants were enrolled in an Arabic class at the time of testing. 

29 others had been enrolled in a class within the past year. 22 indicated that their last 

class had been more than four years ago. 

x 65 participants had taken a course in media Arabic. 138 had studied an Arabic dialect. 

Egyptian was the most commonly studied dialect (n = 78).  

x 132 of 161 respondents identified Al-Kitaab fii Ta‘allum al-‘Arabiyya as the textbook (or 

one of the textbooks) used in their course of study. This was by far the most common 

response. The next most commonly used textbook, Al-Kitaab al-Asaasi, was reported by 

only 18 respondents. 

x Ratio of Arabic to English in classroom instruction: on a Likert-type scale from 1 (all 

English) to 6 (all Arabic), most participants selected 4 (n = 47) or 5 (n = 57). See Figure 

28 below. 

42

21
17 17 17

9

38

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Years of Study, n = 161

Figure 27: Years of Study of participants (n = 161). “7” represents >6 years of study. 
Mean = 3.78, Standard Deviation = 2.32. 
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Figure 28: Ratio of Arabic to English (n = 159) 

x 83 respondents—nearly exactly half—had participated in a study abroad experience. 39 

had studied abroad in Egypt, 34 in Jordan, and 21 in Morocco. Other countries had 

smaller numbers. (Participants could select more than 1 country.) Regarding length of 

their study abroad experience, 24 reported a program length of 7–12 months, while 20 

reported an experience of greater than 12 months. 

x 66 respondents reported having used Arabic in a professional context.  

x 149 out of 161 respondents reported having studied one or more L2s beyond Arabic. (The 

most commonly indicated additional L2s were French and Spanish.) This high ratio held 

true across groups. Of the students with only one year of Arabic study, for example, 37 of 

43 reported having studied another L2. 

8.2 Self-Assessment 

An important set of variables collected on the questionnaire was a self-report from each 

respondent on her proficiency in Arabic. One of the research questions of the project focused on 
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the relationship between self-assessed proficiency and measured performance on the vocabulary 

assessments. Early versions of the questionnaire included descriptive labels based on ACTFL 

proficiency ratings (Novice, Intermediate Low, etc.), but in the end these were abandoned in 

favor of a simple 1 through 10 Likert scale. The final version included the following instruction 

and brief gloss: “Rate your Arabic proficiency in the following skill areas. In the last line, rate 

your overall proficiency. (1 = complete novice; 10 = native speaker ability).” As with other self-

reported measures with minimal explicit instruction, such as the YN test, there are few controls 

on how these instructions will be interpreted by the respondent. Even if there may be a general if 

still fuzzy consensus regarding what a native speaker can do, that still offers no clarity to the 

issue of what, for example, a rating of 5 out of 10 would mean precisely.45  

The original intent behind using the named ACTFL categories was to provide greater 

information and specificity to the participant; yet there is no obvious indication, in hindsight, that 

labeling a rating button “Intermediate High” rather than 5 provides anything like the granular 

detail needed to make a fully informed judgment. On the other hand, actually supplying the 

granular detail—footnoting the labels with the full ACTFL specifications, for example—was 

inappropriate to the task in question. ACTFL raters go through days or weeks of training on how 

to properly rate samples; it was unrealistic to expect that respondents, including some who were 

relatively inexperienced in the study of Arabic, would be able to rate their own proficiency with 

anything like a trained expert’s accuracy. In the context of an online questionnaire where 

participants spend only a few seconds considering their response before answering, any 

judgment may be flawed no matter how ideally designed the item may be. The crux of the 

                                                 
45 Does that mean being able to do fifty percent of what a native speaker can do? How could that even be 

quantified? 
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research question here is whether minimal specification and quick judgment can still elicit useful 

information about an underlying construct, and whether this rating will correlate with other 

criterion measures.  

Respondents rated their proficiency in four sub-skills—Writing, Reading, Listening, and 

Speaking—as well as a separate, “overall” proficiency rating. The descriptive statistics for these 

categories are illustrated in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29: Self-reported proficiency in Arabic. 1 = complete novice, 10 = native speaker. 

Ratings for three of the sub-skills as well as the overall rating cluster around 5, with a 

similar amount of variance. The single exception is the Reading sub-skill, which had a mean of 

5.80 and a median of 6.46 Although the years of study report (Figure 27) reveals a U-shaped 

                                                 
46 I am unsure if the phenomenon of higher self-reported (or externally measured) proficiency for Reading 

vis-à-vis other sub-skills has been attested for other languages, but it does fit with my impression, based on my 
experience as a teacher, of L2 Arabic learners’ performance. This superior performance in Reading is not 
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distribution, with the largest groups at both extremes, the self-reported ratings approximate a 

normal distribution, as seen in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30: Self-reported overall proficiency (n = 161) 

Table 3 shows the cross-tabulated distribution of years of study by self-reported overall 

proficiency. While the means demonstrate a strong upward trend in self-reported proficiency for 

each additional year of study, there is still a large amount of variation within the levels. A 

statistical test of correlation between the two variables found only a moderate level, r(159) = 

0.672, p < 0.001. Salient outliers can be found at almost every year of study level: a respondent 

with only 1 reported year of study rated her proficiency at 7, while two respondents with more 

than six years of study rated themselves at 3.47 The single respondent who rated her proficiency 

at 10 was one of the 11 heritage learners.  

  

                                                 
attributable, in my view, to intrinsic learner factors but rather to exogenous environmental ones, specifically the 
design of Arabic language textbooks and the reading- and analysis-focused manner in which Arabic is most often 
taught. 

47 As will be mentioned later in the findings, there are limitations to what the years of study question can 
tell us about language learning background. Respondents could conceivably have had minimal formal instruction 
(perhaps only one year) then have been subsequently very effective in a program of self-study. 
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 Proficiency            

Years of Study 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Grand Total Mean 

1 7 10 6 7 6 5 1    42 3.33 

2  1 5 5 8 1  1   21 4.33 

3  1 3 4 3 3 1 2   17 4.88 

4  2  2 2 4 5 1 1  17 5.76 

5    2 3 4 3 3 2  17 6.47 

6     2 1 2 4   9 6.89 

>6    2  2 9 7 13 4 1 38 7.08 

Grand Total 7 14 16 20 26 27 19 24 7 1 161 5.30 

Table 3: Cross-tabulation of years of study and self-reported proficiency (n = 161) 

In addition to a proficiency self-report, the questionnaire elicited respondents’ judgments 

about the difficulty of Arabic in two ways. The first was a set of six-point Likert scale ratings for 

the absolute difficulty of Arabic and for an array of subskills. Instructions told respondents to 

“Rate the following skills in terms of their difficulty to develop in Arabic. In the last line, rate the 

overall difficulty of Arabic. (1 = easy; 6 = highly difficult.)” The six subskills were grammar 

knowledge, vocabulary knowledge, conversational fluency, correct pronunciation/accent, 

cultural knowledge, and writing fluency. Conversational fluency was rated the most difficult 

(mean = 4.28), while cultural knowledge was rated by far the least difficult (mean = 2.79). As 

was the case for the proficiency self-report, the “Overall” rating is a separate rating, not an 

averaged composite of the subskills. The “Overall” difficulty rating (mean = 4.11) was higher 

than the rating for five of the six subskills (see Figure 31). 
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Figure 31: Mean overall and subskill difficulty ratings ( n = 161) 

The second difficulty judgment was a comparative rating. Those respondents who had 

studied another L2 besides Arabic (149 out of 161) were asked to rate the difficulty of Arabic 

compared to the difficulty of that other language. Participants who had studied multiple 

additional L2s were told to pick the L2 they knew best and to respond to this prompt: “Compared 

to learning the other language, learning Arabic is ____________.” Five radio buttons described 

degrees of comparative ease or difficulty: much easier, easier, of comparable difficulty, more 

difficult, much more difficult. These categories were recoded to numerical values 1 through 5, 

respectively. The mean rating was 3.59 (n = 149)—that is, between “of comparable difficulty” 

and “more difficult”—and the distribution of ratings is illustrated by Figure 32. 
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Figure 32: Difficulty of Arabic Compared to Other L2 (n = 149) 

Difficulty ratings were included in the questionnaire out of an interest in bringing 

empirical data to bear on a long-lived and relatively unquestioned assumption that is widespread 

among learners, teachers, and native speakers: namely, that Arabic is a highly complex and 

difficult language (Irving, 1957; Ferguson, 1997; Stevens, 2006; Abdalla & Al-Batal, 2012). A 

learner’s self-report is clearly not the same thing as an objective measure of difficulty, but no 

such objective measure exists. Complexity in some components of language structure may be 

identified and analyzed, but there is no clear indication how such component analyses can be 

properly weighted and then consolidated into a full description of L2 language difficulty. In the 

absence of a definitive metric, then, data about learners’ subjective experience of language 

difficulty are not without value. The difficulty ratings did not correspond to a primary research 

aim in the way that the proficiency self-report did, but they are tangentially related to questions 

of performance and learning that inform this project: at what rate is Arabic acquired as a second 

language, and what factors influence this learning? The opportunity to collect such data from a 

large number of respondents—in a sense, a “captive” audience—seemed one not to be wasted.  
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The data gleaned from the questionnaire depict a population of respondents that is 

diverse: respondents from more than 20 universities participated, in addition to numerous 

respondents who are no longer students; and the pool included a healthy mix of novice, 

intermediate, and advanced learners, whether measured by years of study or by self-reported 

proficiency. Yet it is also a population that is conspicuously experienced. More than 90% had 

studied another L2, 85% had studied an Arabic dialect, 50% had participated in a study abroad 

program (many of which were unusually long), and 41% had used Arabic in a professional 

context. These statistics suggest that some caution in generalizing the results of this study to the 

entire population of L2 Arabic learners may be prudent. The kind of learner who participates in a 

research project like this one is not the median student. The financial incentive ($15 or $20, 

depending on the phase of the study) was likely too modest by itself to induce the median learner 

to participate; the motivation for many must have been an intrinsic one, whether curiosity about 

the language itself or perhaps a desire to test their language abilities and learn something new. 

Yet, although the respondent population may not be representative in all ways of the larger 

Arabic L2 learner population, neither is it entirely unrepresentative. Studying Arabic as 

additional L2 (or L3) is not an unusual phenomenon in most university-level Arabic classrooms; 

nor, in my experience, is a high degree of intrinsic motivation. 
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 Results: Assessments and Groups 

9.1 Assessment Results 

9.1.1 YN 

The Arabic YN assessment exhibited excellent psychometric qualities. Results from the 

Winsteps Rasch analysis program (Linacre, 2015) returned a person reliability rating of 0.98 and 

a separation statistic of 7.53. These findings support the case that the instrument is sensitive 

enough to distinguish between test takers of higher and lower ability. A person-items map (see 

Appendix C.1) demonstrates that the population did include individuals with various amounts of 

the latent variable, which can be interpreted here as vocabulary knowledge. The reliability 

finding, along with the evidence from item analysis (Chapter 10), suggests that this instrument 

merits further investigation and application in different use scenarios. 

The scoring formula for the YN format is one of the most debated features in the 

literature. Some have argued for more mathematically subtle correction formulas, while others 

have concluded that the original Signal Detection Theory formula is as good as or better than the 

alternatives (Mochida & Harrington, 2006). A few have argued that there is no need for a 

correction formula, and possibly no need for the pseudowords at all: one can simply count up the 

number of correct responses and ignore false alarms—results from respondents who selected too 

many pseudowords can simply be rejected. In my scoring analysis, the original SDT formula was 

adopted because I was not persuaded of any additional benefit conveyed by the alternatives, 

which also had a cost of additional complexity. In this Arabic YN, there were 40 actual words 

and 20 pseudowords for each of the five frequency bands. Each word selected earned the 

respondent 0.5% on the total score, while each pseudoword selected incurred a penalty of -1%. A 

respondent who selected all 200 real words and all 100 pseudowords would earn a score of 0%—
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but would also have had her results discarded for erratic answering behavior. A respondent who 

had checked the boxes for 100 actual words and 2 pseudowords would have earned a total score 

of 48%. In most cases, as noted above, the pseudoword penalty did not change the total score 

dramatically.  

The mean of all respondents’ total scores for the YN format—53%—does not, by itself, 

prove particularly illuminating. Only by examining the distribution of scores by groups of 

persons and groups of items can salient patterns be identified. The primary means of grouping 

respondents was by (1) years of study and (2) self-reported proficiency; items were grouped by 

frequency band or item facility (IF). The pattern that emerged, which was attested for the VLT 

and WAF results as well, was a step-by-step increase in total YN scores for each additional year 

of study or point of self-reported proficiency. Figure 33 shows the mean scores per year of study. 

The pattern is not a perfect one—the increases between years 4, 5, and 6, for example, are 

modest—but it is consistent. The narrative suggested by the pattern matches real-world 

impressions at the most basic intuitive level: students who spend additional time learning a 

language should see that time translate into knowledge of additional words.  
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Figure 33: Total Score on YN Format per Year of Study 

Not all between-group differences for the years of study grouping are found to be 

statistically significant in an Analysis of Variation (ANOVA) test, as some of the groupings are 

too small to provide sufficient statistical power for the test. The 6 years of study group, for 

example, comprised only 9 respondents. It does not follow, however, that the differences in 

performance on the assessment are not, in fact, meaningful in a real-world sense; it simply means 

that we cannot reject the possibility, with the standard significance threshold of 95% confidence, 

that these results are the result of chance.48 A gain of 15% in performance on the YN test—such 

as the jump between years 2 and 3, or between 3 and 4—implies, in a rough interpretation at 

least, knowledge of 450 additional words from the 5000 represented by the B/P list. Depending 

                                                 
48 Conversely, one can imagine a situation in which the groupings were many times larger than they are in 

this study—say 1000 or more per year of study. In this scenario, even small differences in performance, of a mere 
percent or two, would be found statistically significant because it is unlikely, with groups of such size, that the 
difference could be due to chance alone. This would not mean, however, that there is a meaningful functional 
difference in the levels of performance. A one percent between-group performance difference could be at once 
statistically “significant” yet nearly meaningless in practice. 
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on the starting point, this gain could signify a dramatic or moderate increase in functional ability. 

Due to the effects of Zipf’s Law, moving from knowledge of 500 words to 950 words would 

imply a much larger functional benefit than moving from 4500 words to 4950 words.  

The years of study responses can, however, be re-grouped into four new “bins” of 

approximately equal size, as in Figure 34: 1 (n = 42); 2 and 3 (n = 38); 4, 5, and 6 (n = 43); and 

>6 (n = 38). 

 

Figure 34: Mean Total YN by Binned Years of Study 

These larger groups allow for statistically significant differences to be discerned. A 

MANOVA with post-hoc tests confirms statistically significant variation between all four of 

these new groupings at the p < 0.005 level; in other words, we can with 99.5% confidence reject 

the null hypothesis that these between-group differences occurred by chance. 

The cross-tabulation in Table 4 below provides greater granular detail regarding within-

group variation of scores by years of study than is revealed by the mean alone. Some of the 

results are surprising, such as the three respondents who claim to have studied only one year of 

Arabic yet who managed to achieve a mean total score of 70–80%, or the respondent in the 2 
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years of study grouping who scored greater than 90%.49 By contrast, there were three respondents 

from the greater than six years category who scored less than 50%.  

 

Table 4: Distribution of Total YN by Years of Study (n = 161) 

These cases are statistical outliers, though, and should not distract us from the central 

tendencies of those groups: for the 1 Year row, the majority of responses are found in the first 

three columns, and for the >6 Years row nearly all are found in the last two columns—in other 

words, at opposite ends of the performance spectrum. The variation in the 3 Years and 4 Years 

groups is striking, however, and for the 3 Years group in particular there is little central tendency 

(mean = 49.35, standard deviation = 29.24). Such within-group variation presents an opportune 

reminder that narratives crafted from means alone can mask underlying complications. On the 

other hand, the means tell a consistent story that even this variability cannot refute. 

Self-reported proficiency, as collected from the questionnaire, also demonstrated a clear 

correlation with total YN performance, as illustrated in Figure 35.  

                                                 
49 From this and other cases, it is apparent that the “How many years have you studied Arabic?” question 

does not capture the totality of respondents’ language backgrounds. To me, it does not seem reasonable that one 
could learn so many words in only one or two years of study. On further investigation, I discovered that of the 
outlying respondents in the one year of study category, one is an undergraduate, but the other two are not currently 
students and also never used a textbook. One of them has used Arabic in a professional context—again, not what 
one would expect from a first-year student. It is possible that these respondents completed only one formal year of 
study but then continued to study independently after that for any number of years.  

0-10% 10-20% 20-30% 30-40% 40-50% 50-60% 60-70% 70-80% 80-90% 90-100% Grand Total
1 Year 7 19 7 3 1 2 3 42
2 Years 1 2 3 11 2 1 1 21
3 Years 2 1 2 4 1 1 3 2 1 17
4 Years 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 2 3 17
5 Years 3 1 1 3 5 2 2 17
6 Years 1 2 4 2 9
>6 Years 2 1 2 1 14 18 38
Grand Total 10 23 13 24 6 9 11 18 20 27 161
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Figure 35: Mean Total YN by Self-reported Proficiency 

The one glaring exception to the overall rising trend is between the 9 and 10 ratings. That 

anomaly is due to the fact only one single respondent rated herself as a 10, and this respondent 

selected an anomalously high number of pseudowords, leading to a large correction penalty. As 

with the years of study groupings above, the number of respondents per proficiency rating, 

especially at the extremes, is not sufficient to establish statistical significance. A similar binning 

operation can be performed to create groups of comparable size: 1, 2, and 3 (n = 37); 4 and 5 (n 

= 46); 6 and 7 (n = 46); and 8, 9, and 10 (n = 32). Figure 36 shows the means for the binned 

groups. 
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Figure 36: Total YN by Binned Self-reported Proficiency 

A MANOVA with post-hoc tests shows a statistically significant (p < 0.005) difference 

for each of these groupings. 

Frequency bands demonstrated a pattern of implicational scaling: on average, knowledge 

of words in a lower frequency band implied (a greater level of) knowledge of words in a higher 

frequency band. The mean total correct consistently decreases as one moves from higher bands 

to lower bands, although there is a tapering effect after the third band, as illustrated in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37: Mean Total Score by Frequency Band 

The distribution of scores within each band changes shape as one progresses through the 

bands. Band 1 Figure 38 features a left-skewed distribution, Band 3 (Figure 39) patterns in a U 

shape, and Band 5 (Figure 40) is right-skewed.  

 

Figure 38: Left-skewed distribution of YN scores for Frequency Band 1 
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Figure 39: U-shaped distribution of YN scores for Frequency Band 3 

 

Figure 40: Right-skewed distribution of YN scores for Frequency Band 5 
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in the B/P frequency list were, on average, more likely to be answered correctly. The 

performance of individual items, including some that did not fit the otherwise generally linear 

difficulty/frequency relationship, will be examined in the item analysis section. 

9.1.2 Vocabulary Levels Test 

Reliability and separation measures were nearly as high for the VLT as for the YN: 0.95 

and 4.56, respectively. In addition, the mean results of the VLT patterned very closely with those 

on the YN format. The overall means were nearly indistinguishable: 53.40% of the YN versus 

54.57% on the VLT. Similar results patterns for years of study (Figure 41), self-reported 

proficiency (Figure 42), and frequency band (Figure 43) were observed for the VLT.  

 

Figure 41: Mean Total VLT scores by Years of Study 
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Figure 42: Mean Total VLT by Self-reported Proficiency 

 

 

Figure 43: Mean Total VLT by Frequency Band 
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formats, it was in the distribution at the top end of the results spectrum. Whereas 27 respondents 

scored 90% or higher on the YN format, 36 scored in the same range on the VLT. Seven 

respondents answered every question correctly on the VLT, while none scored 100 percent on 

the YN. These results are in line with other studies suggesting that the VLT could lead to 

vocabulary size overestimation. Kamimoto (2014), for example, found evidence that item 

dependence due to item clustering on the VLT led to 18% higher scores than a parallel version 

without clusters. Stubbe et al. (2010), comparing results on a YN and VLT, found that, contrary 

to expectations, their YN format led to more cases of underestimation than overestimation. The 

differences found here were small, however, and although there may be some small measure of 

support for the idea that the VLT leads to higher estimates of vocabulary size than those from a 

YN format, the evidence on the whole supports the argument that these two test formats are 

measuring the same underlying construct and that results on the one are highly predictive of 

results on the other. 

9.1.3 Word Associates Format 

Two scoring methods were adopted to evaluate WAF results. The Partial Credit (PC) 

method (as it is labeled on the figures below) awards one point for each associate identified, for a 

total of four possible points. If, however, respondents selected more than four answers, I 

subtracted a point for each additional answer over four.50 The Right/Wrong (R/W) method 

awards one point to respondents who select all four correct associates and only those four 

associates. Those who selected more than four options received zero points for that item 

according to the R/W method. The PC model will always result in an equal or higher percentage 

                                                 
50 For example, Participant A responds to an item by choosing 3 correct associates and 1 distractor; she 

receives 3 points for the item. Participant B responds to the same item by choosing 3 correct associates but 2 
distractors; he receives only 2 points for the item due to the penalty for extra guessing. 
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score than would result from the R/W approach. Figure 44 demonstrates the gap between the two 

methods of scoring. One way of appreciating the magnitude of this gap is to calculate the ratio of 

percentages scored via the two methods. For the 1 Year group the ratio is 7.12 (15.95/2.24), 

whereas in the >6 Years group it is 1.41; the ratio for most other groups fall between 2 and 3. 

The ratio will never be 1.0, as this would mean every item for which any correct associate was 

identified was, in fact, answered fully and completely. Yet the ratios observed for the least 

experienced groups indicate significant difficulty in identifying all correct associates even for 

words in the highest frequency bands. 

Reliability measures for the R/W format were lower than those for the YN and VLT: 0.85 

for person reliability with a separation measure of 2.34. This suggests a more limited ability of 

this instrument to sensitively distinguish between individuals with more or less of the latent 

variable. One reason for this, which is obvious from even a cursory glance at the results, is that 

so many of the participants scored so low; rather than an even distribution of results, a sizeable 

proportion of participants is clumped at the bottom of the scale. A separate analysis using a PC 

scoring approach, however, returned excellent measures: 0.98 reliability and 7.07 separation. 

These results need to be scrutinized because the model is operating with an assumption of item 

independence: each of the 200 possible associates is treated as an independent item, when in 

reality there are 50 clusters of items, each of which has 4 correct (and, to some extent, co-

dependent) associates. Further work would need to be done to build a case for one scoring 

method or the other in a particular context, but this preliminary analysis indicates that a partial 

credit approach offers significantly greater ability to discriminate between test takers on the 

latent variable. 

The distinct impression one gets from Figure 44 is that the WAF is too difficult for 
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participants who have completed only one or two years of study.51 For example, the mean for the 

1 Year group under the Right/Wrong method is 2.24%, equivalent to slightly more than one fully 

correct response on the entire assessment. (There are 50 total items, so each one is worth 2%.) 

This would suggest almost total futility, and I assume that most from this group gave up at some 

point. The 2 Years group fared only slightly better, scoring the equivalent of three fully correct 

responses. Partial Credit scoring seems to tell a rather different story, as the 1 Year group mean 

by this method (15.95%) does not seem so far removed from the mean performance of the same 

group on the YN format (22.61%). Yet the best evidence suggests that no reliable interpretation 

can be attached to partially correct responses (Schmitt, Ng, & Garras, 2011). They may indicate 

some knowledge of the stimulus word’s meaning and collocation patterns, or they may simply 

indicate guessing; where the correct interpretation lies will depend on the item and the 

individual.  

The WAF results confirm that there is an added measure of difficulty in the WAF task: a 

gap between performance on the breadth measures and on the WAF persists even when word 

frequency is controlled on all formats and items, as was done here. When the breadth tests 

suggest that 50% of the words from a given range are known, that same level of performance is 

not observed on a WAF constructed from the same word sources. This gap is seen across all 

groups, but it creates a bigger challenge for lower-proficiency students since their breadth (YN 

and VLT) scores are not that high to begin with. It is not unreasonable to be concerned that 

students at the lower proficiency levels will encounter negative washback from a test, such as the 

WAF, where the large majority of items will be too difficult for them. At the very least, it is 

                                                 
51 This would seem to justify the assumption made by Greidanus et al. (2004) that their word associates test 

would be too difficult for first-year students. They focused instead on more advanced learners. 
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opportune to take measures to mitigate these negative effects. These results suggest that there is a 

proficiency threshold beneath which it may not be beneficial, in terms of washback, to 

administer a full WAF.  Alternatively, one might develop a WAF version focused only on the 

highest-frequency items, analogous to what Abdullah et al. did for the VLT (2013). 

 

Figure 44: Mean Total % WAF by Years of Study 

9.2 Combined Charts 

Figure 45, Figure 46, and Figure 47 below illustrate the crux of the concurrent validity 

argument for the assessments. The four lines represent the three assessments, with the two 

scoring models (Partial Credit and Right/Wrong) distinguished for the WAF. The trendlines are 

clear and nearly parallel for each of the formats: rising for additional years of study or points of 

self-assessed proficiency, and falling from high-frequency to low-frequency vocabulary. 

Simultaneous presentation of the data points in the same chart—some points have been presented 

separately above—underscores the strength of the overall trends.  
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Figure 45: Mean Total Percent All Tests by Years of Study 

 

 

Figure 46: Mean Total Percent All Tests by Self-Assessed Proficiency 
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Figure 47: Mean Total Percent All Tests by Frequency Band 
 
 

9.3 Statistical Tests  

In addition to the MANOVA tests that identified four distinct performance groups (see 

Figure 34 and Figure 36), questionnaire data and tests results were subjected to statistical 

correlation and regression tests. 

 YN VLT WAF PC WAF R/W All Tests 

Years of Study .769 .771 .716 .696 .781 

Proficiency .785 .796 .723 .670 .798 

Years + Proficiency .845 .851 .783 .747 .858 

**All correlations are significant at the p < 0.001 level 

Table 5: Correlation for Independent Variables and Format Results 

Table 5 shows the results of a Pearson’s Correlation test comparing three independent 
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each original variable to a possible value of 1 and finding the sum of the two.52 As the table 

shows, this hybrid variable has greater predictive power than either of the independent variables 

on their own. One will also note that there are five score columns but only three formats. The 

two methods for scoring the WAF each receive their own column. The final column is a 

cumulative test score calculated by summing the simple percentage results of the YN, VLT, and 

partial credit WAF. Overall, results show moderate to high levels of correlation between the 

independent variables and test format results. The hybrid variable in particular yielded high 

correlations—for example, the correlation between the hybrid independent variable and 

cumulative test score was r(159) = 0.86.  

 

Figure 48: Scatterplot of Hybrid Independent Variable by Cumulative Test Performance 

                                                 
52 A respondent with >6 years of study and a self-reported 10 proficiency would have a score of 2.00 on 

this hybrid variable. 1 Year of Study and a proficiency of 3 would yield (1/7) + (3/10) = 0.44. 
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Figure 48 shows a scatterplot comparing the hybrid variable (Years of Study + 

Proficiency) with cumulative test performance. One of the reasons the correlation figure is high 

is due to the approximately equal distribution of data points above and below the trend line, 

leading to residuals that cancel each other out. The variance of the distribution is such, however, 

that one ought not over-interpret the predictive power of the hybrid variable for any one 

individual. The results for the population as a whole (and for sub-groups within the population), 

however, suggest that it is a promising metric and that further investigation is warranted. 

 YN VLT WAF PC WAF R/W 

YN -- .939 .861 .827 

VLT .939 -- .875 .837 

WAF PC .861 .875 -- .889 

**All correlations are significant at the p <0.001 level. 

Table 6: Correlation Between Test Formats 

The two tests of vocabulary breadth (YN and VLT) showed a high correlation (r = 0.94) 

with each other and a moderately high correlation with both methods of scoring for the WAF (r 

> 0.8 in all cases). This finding corroborates, and even exceeds, the results of Mochida and 

Harrington (2006). They designed an experiment to determine the ability a YN test to predict 

VLT performance when both tests were constructed from parallel frequency bands. They found 

correlations from r = 0.85 to r = 0.88, depending on the scoring correction method used for the 

YN, although their sample size was modest (n = 36). The strong correlation trend is illustrated in 

Figure 49, a scatterplot comparing YN and VLT scores. Apart from a handful of outliers that can 

likely be ignored, the data points fall very near the trend line. One observes a cluster of points 

near the top right and bottom left, reflecting the two largest groups of participants: those with 

only one year of study (n = 42) and those with more than six years (n = 38). 
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Figure 49: Scatterplot of Total YN and VLT Scores 

Figure 50 compares VLT results with WAF partial credit scores and demonstrates a 

noisier distribution.  The high- and low-performing clusters are again evident, with significant 

variance in the middle ranges. The slope of the trend line (y = -2.97 + 0.84x) indicates the 

relative greater difficulty of the WAF: on average each additional percentage point on the VLT 

score predicted only an additional 0.84 percentage points on the WAF. 
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Figure 50: Scatterplot of VLT and WAF Partial Credit 

The relatively high correlations between the two principal independent variables (Years 

of Study and Self-Assessed Proficiency) and test results do not prove that these variables have 

the greatest power to explain test results. (A third variable, itself correlated with the two 

variables above, may, in theory, prove better able to account for the dependent variable.) 

Regression analysis allows us to identify the specific variables, among a set of possible 

predictors, that are best able to explain the behavior of a dependent variable. Stepwise regression 

modelling using a range of independent variables from the questionnaire as potential predictors 

of total test performance (sum of YN, VLT, and WAF PC) identified five statistically significant 

(p < .05) variables: Gender, Student Status, Media Arabic, Years of Study, and Self-Assessed 

Proficiency. A multiple regression model using these five input variables explained a significant 

proportion of the dependent variable, R2 = .785, F(5, 150) = 118.12, p < 0.001. Examination of a 
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plot of regression residuals indicates a nearly random residual pattern, suggesting that other 

significant predictors have not been left out of the model. 

Table 7 shows the coefficients for the five input variables. Holding other variables 

constant, t statistics suggest that the final two variable (proficiency and years of study) have the 

greatest predictive weight.  

All Test Total Regression Model Coefficients 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) -4.317 9.816  -.440 .661 

Gender -18.896 6.796 -.104 -2.780 .006 

Student Status 16.653 5.227 .167 3.186 .002 

Media Arabic 21.032 8.273 .114 2.542 .012 

Self-rated Proficiency 17.461 2.148 .419 8.128 .000 

Years of study 12.644 2.219 .323 5.698 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: Total All Tests 

Table 7: Regression Coefficients for Predictors of All Test Total Results 

9.4 Vocabulary Size and Growth 

The measurement of vocabulary size (either of L1 and L2) has been a primary goal of 

vocabulary assessment research (Laufer, 2013). What lexical profile of L2 Arabic learners, 

individually and in aggregate, can be deduced from the Arabic YN and VLT results here? The 

first caveat to any answer is that judgments about vocabulary size will be more valid for groups 

of respondents than for individuals. With more refinement of test items and further validation of 

results against criterion measures such as translation or a word knowledge interview, we may be 

able to predict with more confidence an actual vocabulary size. As it is, judgments here are 

provisional but defensible. The second caveat is that, at best, we can provide a measurement of 
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vocabulary size for 5000 words covered by the B/P list. For some of the lower proficiency 

respondents in the population, this estimate of words known from the first 5000 is likely close to 

actual size, since they know few if any words beyond that range. For the highly proficient 

respondents, however—especially those who scored higher than 90% on both breadth formats 

(YN and VLT)—there is no precise way of knowing how many words they know at lower 

frequencies. Any attempt at an answer involves extrapolation and guesswork. I propose one 

extrapolation model below, which is, admittedly, conjecture based on a method. 

Figure 51 shows the estimated vocabulary size by years of study. Estimates were 

calculated by finding the mean percentage of the YN and VLT results and multiplying by 5000. 

This measure mirrors the linear trend, increasing for each additional year of study, evident in 

both vocabulary size formats.  

 

Figure 51: Vocabulary Size (5000 words) by Years of Study 
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limitation is imposed by the range of the B/P frequency list. For the 30 respondents whose 

average breadth score was greater than 90 percent, are there reasonable assumptions to make 

about the shape of their lexical profiles in lower ranges? For some, the decline in knowledge of 

lower frequency ranges may be sharp, while for others it may be gradual—there is no way of 

knowing for certain which trend we should extrapolate for any given individual respondent. For 

the purposes of this study, however, I posit a model of stepped attrition in vocabulary 

knowledge. The model works as follows. The overall average decline in the results from 

Frequency Band X to Frequency Band (X + 1) was 7.73%.53  The extrapolation model assumes 

the same average decline in coverage from Band 5 to Band 6, from Band 6 to Band 7, etc. For 

example, a respondent who had scored 100% on Band 5 was assumed to have 92.27% 

knowledge of Band 6, 84.54% knowledge of Band 7, and so forth. This stepwise attrition model 

was extrapolated for the first 15,000 words. This is an imperfect estimate, especially as a metric 

for individuals, but the methodology does have the virtue of being transparent. 

Results of the extrapolation are shown in Figure 52. It is important to remember that 

group 7 includes all test takers with “more than 6 years” of study—in reality, this number could 

be 7 years, 10 years, or more. The presence of respondents with various degrees of advanced 

experience may explain the large jump in vocabulary size estimated for this final group. 

                                                 
53 This figure disguises the variation among individual respondents’ attrition patterns as well as the 

variation between bands. The average decline in total score from the first band to the second was 10.36%, while the 
decline between the fourth and fifth bands was only, on average, 1.45%. Would the decline between fifth and sixth 
bands be equally small, or would it be closer to the average? Or would it be a more precipitous drop greater than any 
of the others? Does vocabulary knowledge reach a cliff or a plateau? The mean attrition rate was adopted as a 
compromise approach. 
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Figure 52: Vocabulary Size (15,000 words) by Years of Study 
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Years of Study Mean 5000 Median 5000 SD Mean 15,000 Median 15,000 SD Words 5000+ Words/year 

1 (n = 42) 1166 852 832 1359 855 1246 3 855 

2 (n = 21) 1690 1583 891 2040 1648 1859 65 824 

3 (n = 17) 2514 2188 1446 3639 2636 2808 448 877 

4 (n = 17) 3091 3233 1230 4876 4303 3105 1070 1075 

5 (n = 17) 3368 3642 1164 5462 4868 2950 1226 974 

6 (n = 9) 3780 3721 728 6117 5123 2591 1402 853 

7 (n = 38) 4304 4535 723 8057 8440 2168 3905 n/a 

Table 8: Vocabulary Breadth Estimates149 
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Table 8 gives descriptive statistics by years of study group for both 5000 and 15,000 word 

measures. High-performing outliers in several of the early groups had a significant effect on 

group mean, so for purposes of the final two columns the median student was used.54 The 

penultimate column represents the estimated number of words known beyond the first 5000 (i.e., 

beyond the range covered by the B/P list). As expected, this number is near zero for the first year 

of study group, who would hardly be expected to have knowledge of much low-frequency 

vocabulary, but increases steadily until it reaches nearly 4000 for the >6 years of study group. 

The final column reports an estimated number of words learned per year of study.55 Estimates 

range from a low of 824 words/per to a high of 1075 words/year (Mean = 910, SD = 96) but are, 

on the whole, strikingly consistent.  

Is 910 words/year a reasonable estimate for what the median student of L2 Arabic can 

learn? There are few studies that have tried to empirically measure vocabulary growth, and none 

that have worked with populations and instruments highly comparable to those found in this 

study. While many studies (including this one) adopt a synchronic design to measuring lexical 

knowledge, longitudinal research is best suited to answer questions of proficiency development 

over time (Bulte, Housen, Pierrard M, & Van Daele, 2008). Three recent studies have adopted 

the VLT as an instrument for longitudinal studies in Spain (Gallego & Llach, 2009), Taiwan 

(Webb & Chang, 2012), and mainland China (Zhang & Lu, 2013). Gallego and Llach (2009) 

tested a group of Spanish EFL primary school students annually over four consecutive years 

                                                 
54 This is likely due to a situation where respondents may have taken one year of formal study, but then 

continued on in a program of self-study. While their “1 year of study” answer may be technically correct, these 
respondents no longer represent the median member of that group by any commonsense definition.  

55 No estimate was given for the final group because, as noted, this is a catch-all bin for anyone who has 
studied more than six years. 
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using a 2000-word level section of the VLT. The rates of growth observed were modest: from a 

fourth-grade vocabulary size of 361 to a seventh-grade vocabulary size of 817, an increase of 

less than 200 per year. Webb and Chang (2012) used a VLT format to observe change in 

vocabulary breadth over time among a population of Taiwanese university students over a five-

year period. Their results suggest that a target goal of 400 words learned per year is a realizable 

if optimistic one. Zhang and Lu (2013) focused on investigating the correlation between 

vocabulary growth and fluency improvement (using a reaction time metric) in a population of 

EFL students in China. Their results suggest that 400 to 800 words per year is an achievable rate. 

Milton (2006; 2009) investigated the rate of vocabulary growth among both L2 French students 

in Britain and L2 English students in Greece. Results varied widely, but he suggests an average 

rate of 3–5 new words/class hour is a reasonable norm. 

Longitudinal growth studies have an important advantage over synchronic studies such as 

this one because they hold the most important factor—the population—constant. In this research, 

the groups separated into years of study categories may, in fact, differ in significant ways from 

each other; an exogenous factor other than the years of study variable could conceivably account 

for the observed differences between them. Methodologically, a synchronic study requires an 

assumption of ceteribus paribus group equivalency that cannot be conclusively corroborated and, 

therefore, can threaten the strength of the conclusions. Yet the longitudinal studies profiled here 

also have weaknesses. The use of the same instrument multiple times could lead to a 

performance advantage, if not for the items themselves then in structure and content of the 

format. The VLT, the instrument selected for many of this studies, is, as Nation himself 

acknowledged (Kamimoto, 2008), not intended to be a test of vocabulary size. The researchers 

appear to be aware of this but, in general, do not emphasize strongly enough that, at best, the 
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VLT could allow one to make claims about vocabulary growth for the frequency bands that are 

covered. One must either ignore the gaps or extrapolate. Finally, the generalizability of these 

studies is questionable. Each of these specific populations vary in terms of age, language 

background, educational context, and a host of other factors. How well can the rate of vocabulary 

acquisition of EFL students in Taiwan predict acquisition rates for EFL students in, say, 

Pakistan? There are no clear answers here. A synchronic study featuring a heterogeneous 

population from diverse geographical locations may, in fact, have a stronger generalizability 

claim than a localized longitudinal study. 

The answers we have observed here are limited and provisional. There does not appear to 

be a definable rate of vocabulary growth around which these studies’ findings coalesce. The 

numbers vary widely and appear contingent on the age, educational context, and location of the 

study population. There is no agreed upon unit of counting for growth rate, although Milton’s 

words/hour of class time metric appears to be the most promising for norming purposes. In 

general, though, the numbers reached in other rate of growth are lower than the 800–1000 

words/year found by this study. The one dramatic exception is Milton and Meara’s study, now 

somewhat dated, that concluded that advanced learners may be able to learn 2500 words during a 

one-year study abroad experience (1995), although the unusual nature of the population and the 

experiential context must certainly factor in to any interpretation of this finding. Yet students 

who study Arabic as a second language do not constitute a typical population, as evidenced by 

the fact that more than 90 percent had previously studied another foreign language (making 

Arabic for them an L3+). It seems reasonable that an experienced population, as a group, could 

achieve the rate of vocabulary growth indicated by these findings.  

Individual learner differences will inevitably lead to variability in student results, but it is 
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vitally important to establish norms about what lexical targets are achievable, as these can impact 

curriculum design, classroom strategies, program outcome setting, and program evaluation 

criteria. This finding of the study requires further investigation and refinement, but it represents a 

first effort to give an empirical foundation to what have, to this point, been anecdotal and 

impressionistic ideas about how much lexis students of L2 Arabic are actually learning (Al-

Batal, 2006). 
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  Item Analysis 

10.1 YN 

Stubbe and Stewart (2012) recommend that researchers “subject words and pseudowords 

they include on YN tests to item analysis, as is commonly done with more conventional test 

formats.” (p. 6). For the real words, a traditional item facility index can identify anomalous 

items, particularly those that do not fit the general assumption that higher frequency items will, 

on average, have a higher facility than lower frequency items. For pseudowords, the index is 

essentially a difficulty index: the more respondents select it (i.e. the greater the number of false 

alarms), the more appealing, and therefore difficult, it is. With the pseudowords, there is no 

default assumption of increasing difficulty (or facility). While in practice some pseudowords 

elicit more false alarms than do others, in theory they are designed to be equally false. For both 

pseudowords and real words, anomalous items can be subjected to qualitative analysis. 

Most respondents avoided choosing the Arabic pseudowords, either because they realized 

that these items were not real words and therefore had no meaning that could be known, or 

because they were being scrupulous in their self-reported knowledge about the listed words, 

whether or not they recognized the pseudowords for what they were. In this intuitive sense, at 

least, the pseudowords worked effectively. The number of pseudowords chosen per respondent 

was low (mean = 3.87, standard deviation = 5.25). The mode number of pseudowords chosen for 

the population was, rather strikingly, zero: 46 respondents successfully avoided all of the 

pseudowords. 28 respondents selected only one pseudoword, and 17 selected two. In other 

words, more than 50% of the respondents selected two or fewer pseudowords (out of 100 

possible). This was not merely a matter of these respondents having selected few words (real or 

pseudo) overall: some of these respondents scored highly on the format. At the other end of the 
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scale, 19 total respondents selected 10 or more pseudowords. The results from a small number of 

respondents who had selected more than 25% of the pseudowords were rejected, as they were 

deemed unreliable.56 In sum, while there is variability in response behavior and a continued role, 

as evidenced by the results here, for the pseudowords as a control against the minority of 

respondents who are overconfident in their answering behavior, a reasonable default assumption 

is that respondents have been more-or-less scrupulous in their answer patterns.  

Although the mode of pseudowords per person was zero, the mode for false alarms per 

pseudoword was three. Only four pseudowords were not selected by any respondent at all. Figure 

53 shows the distribution of pseudowords by number of false alarms. 82 pseudowords (out of 

100) had less than ten false alarms. Four had 20 or more false alarms.  

 

Figure 53: Pseudowords and False Alarms 

Several of the pseudowords that attracted the greatest number of false alarms can 

                                                 
56 I made one exception to this rule for the single respondent who had self-rated her proficiency at 10 

(“native speaker”), despite having answered the “Are you a native speaker of Arabic?” question in the negative. Her 
performance on the YN test was erratic: she selected most of the actual words but also chose 28 pseudowords. She 
scored highly on the other formats, including 100 percent correct on the VLT, suggesting that she did in fact know 
many Arabic words but had simply adopted an almost recklessly overconfident answering strategy on the YN.  
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illustrate some of the pitfalls of Arabic pseudoword design identified earlier. Pseudoword خسمية 

was selected by 31 respondents (out of 161), the highest number of false alarms received. 

Several possible interpretations for its appeal can be advanced. First, a minimal pair for this 

pseudoword exists that involves simply exchanging the initial letter for another from the same 

“graphical set”: حسمية (“finality”). Second, one of the confusable phoneme pairs (س and ص) can 

be switched out to make this pseudoword appear to be from a real root خصم. And a metathesis 

operation would also result in a real root, خمس (“five,” “fifth”). The second highest number of 

false alarms (26) was received by تهكل, which looks plausibly like it could derive from the 

genuine quadrilateral root هيكل.  The third, عافل, has a minimal pair from a graphical set, عاقل 

(“rational”). One can continue down the list of the most “difficult” pseudowords—those with the 

highest number of false alarms—and identify similar phenomena for almost all of them. 

Pseudowords selected least often tend to feature less frequent letters such as ض ,غ ,ط ,ذ, or خ, and 

occasionally more than one in the same word. Some, like عالر, which received zero false alarms, 

do not feature unusual letters. Absent a thorough follow-up interview or an experiment designed 

expressly to test certain pseudoword variables, one cannot know for certain why pseudowords 

were selected more frequently than others, or why certain words are not appealing. 

Impressionistic or qualitative analysis of the results of the Arabic YN format here, however, do 

suggest certain patterns that contribute to difficulty; these ought to be weighed in the design of 

future pseudowords. 

On the whole, however, the pseudowords worked as intended. There is a clear separation 

between the population of real words and that of pseudowords: the mean number of false alarms 

per pseudoword was 6.2, while the mean number of hits per real word was 92.1. Only one 
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pseudoword, حسمية, was selected more times than even the most difficult real words.57  

The dominant explanatory factor in the difficulty of the YN real word items is, as 

expected, word frequency (Culligan, 2015). Table 1 shows a cross-tabulated distribution of items 

by frequency band and item facility (IF).58  All of the twenty most difficult words (according to 

the IF index) are from the fourth and fifth frequency bands. The twenty least difficult words, 

with only one exception, are from the first and second frequency bands. There is a moderately 

strong negative correlation (r = -.66, p < 0.001) between frequency band and IF. 

 IF          

Frequency Band 0.9-1 0.8-0.9 0.7-0.8 0.6-0.7 0.5-0.6 0.4-0.5 0.3-0.4 0.2-0.3 0.1-0.2 Total 

Band 1 10 7 9 10 4     40 

Band 2 2 4 7 10 10 7    40 

Band 3   5 7 10 16 2   40 

Band 4 1  1 4 9 14 7 4  40 

Band 5   2 4 6 11 10 5 2 40 

Grand Total 13 11 24 35 39 48 19 9 2 200 

Table 9: Distribution of YN real word IF by Frequency Band 

The small number of outliers on the IF cross-tabulation can largely be explained by two 

factors: homographic ambiguity and a textbook effect. The lack of short vowels means that, on 

occasion, words from quite different frequency bands are homographs—that is, orthographically 

indistinguishable. This was the case the most anomalous result, the Band 4 word: ‘alam (“flag”), 

which looks identical to the Band 1 word ‘ilm (“knowledge”). The item’s IF (0.92) patterns just 

                                                 
57 The two real items with the lowest facility index, معشر and عنان, were selected 29 and 30 times 

respectively; خسمية received 31 false alarms. 
58 IF represents the percentage of test takers who correctly selected these items. An item facility of 0.85 is 

equivalent to selection by 85% of test takers. 
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like other words from Band 1, suggesting that the vowel-less word skeleton—all items were 

presented without vowels—is, in fact, being interpreted as the higher-frequency word. Two other 

items whose IF does not appear to match their frequency band can be explained via a 

homographic effect: the item shimaal (“left”), from Band 5, which can be interpreted as shamaal 

(“north”), from Band 1; and sam‘ (“hearing”), from Band 4, which can be interpreted as sami‘a 

(“to hear”), from Band 1. YN format items are vulnerable to a homograph ambiguity effect in a 

way that other formats are not: even the discrete (decontextualized) items on the VLT format 

require the test taker to demonstrate a form-meaning link. This effect undoubtedly exists for 

other language as well but is exacerbated by the additional ambiguity of Arabic’s writing 

conventions. In fact, even the item with the single highest IF (.98) can be read as a homograph. Is 

the word hum (“they”) or hamm (“worry,” “concern”)? In this case, the more frequent word was 

the one intended, but on the YN format, the evidence suggests that where a homographic 

ambiguity exists, one should assume it is being interpreted as the most frequent of the possible 

words that can be created, via short voweling, from a shared word skeleton. More research is 

needed, but this homographic effect should be considered in any Arabic YN design, especially 

when word frequency is adopted as a design principle. 

A second phenomenon that may explain a small number of words that do not conform to 

the general frequency-IF relationship on the YN is a textbook effect. The dominant Arabic 

textbook in the US market is Al-Kitaab, a series published by Georgetown University Press. In 

the questionnaire for this study, 132 out of 161 respondents identified Al-Kitaab as a textbook 

they use (either the sole textbook or one of a number of textbooks). It is not unreasonable to 

assume that words that feature prominently in Al-Kitaab’s chapters are more likely to be known 

by a student population—that is, more likely than the word’s corpus-based frequency alone 
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would predict. Two potential examples of this effect were most salient.  The word thaanawiya 

(“secondary”) is a word from Band 5 with an IF of .71; the mean IF for Band 5 items is .44. This 

word appears in an early chapter of Al-Kitaab Part One and is likely to have been encountered 

even by first-year students. A second example is fatHa (“opening”), a Band 5 item with an IF of 

.64. It is possible to explain this item’s greater-than-expected facility by pointing to the 

frequency of the root verb fataha (ranked #512 on B/P list). Another explanation is that this word 

appears in Alif Baa’, the introductory script book that is part of the Al-Kitaab series. FatHa is the 

name of one of the short vowel diacritical marks in Arabic, which are introduced in Alif Baa’. 

There is not extensive evidence for a pronounced “textbook” effect in this YN data—although I 

suspect a study designed to demonstrate it more thoroughly would be able to do so. It is not the 

case, however, that one should attempt to compensate for it in test design by avoiding textbook 

words: the vocabulary breadth measures should be as neutral an arbiter as possible, even if the 

results reflect a textbook-influenced lexical profile. 

IF indices alone simply identify which items were difficult for the population of test 

takers as a whole. These indices can reveal anomalous and potentially problematic items, but 

they cannot give a more sophisticated picture of which items were difficult for which test takers 

and, more important, whether the items were difficult for the individuals for whom we would 

have expected them to be difficult. Point biserial correlation measures (Appendix C.1) for the 

YN items reveal several that fall below the minimum acceptable threshold of 0.3. Only 29 items 

(out of 200) have a point biserial measure of less than 0.5, however, and almost all of these are 

among the easiest items at the beginning of the test. On the other hand, the large majority of YN 

items have a pronounced correlation between person performance on the item itself and overall 

test performance, a key metric of item quality in classical test theory. 
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Rasch measurement is an approach to item analysis that has become common, even 

dominant, in language testing research over the past two decades (Shillaw, 1999; Sick, 2008; 

McNamara & Knoch, 2012). The Rasch model assumes that both items and persons (test takers) 

can be measured and located on a linear, unidimensional scale of a latent construct (Bond & Fox, 

2015). This measurement of items and persons on the same scale allows one to make 

probabilistic judgments: if a person and item are at the same point on the scale, the model 

predicts that there is 50% chance of that person getting the item correct (Shillaw, 2009). The 

Winsteps software program (Linacre, 2015) allows one to apply a simple (right/wrong) Rasch 

model to assessment data. Results from the Arabic YN analyzed by Winsteps show high 

separation and reliability measures for both persons and items. These measures suggest that the 

population of test takers contains individuals with different amounts of the latent variable (i.e., 

vocabulary knowledge), and that the items on the YN are able to distinguish between these 

persons. The story is more complicated than that, of course. Two charts are included in Appendix 

C.1: a construct key map, on which items are mapped against the latent variable; and a map that 

matches persons to items that have an equivalent quantity of the underlying variable. One of the 

principal takeaways from this second chart is that the YN item set did not include enough items 

able to distinguish between persons at the top of the scale: those high-performing persons appear 

to have more of the latent variable than do even the most difficult items. To get a more accurate 

measure for those persons would require more difficult items, which, in turn, would require a 

frequency list that goes beyond the first 5000 words. 
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10.2 VLT 

 IF         

Frequency 0.9-1 0.8-0.9 0.7-0.8 0.6-0.7 0.5-0.6 0.4-0.5 0.3-0.4 0.2-0.3 Grand Total 

Band 1 2 3 6 2 2    15 

Band 2   5 5 4 1   15 

Band 3    3 5 3 4  15 

Band 4    1 2 7 3 2 15 

Band 5     3 6 5 1 15 

Grand Total 2 3 11 11 16 17 12 3 75 

Table 10: Distribution of VLT IF by Frequency Band 

Table 10 shows a cross-tabulated distribution of VLT IF by frequency band. If anything, 

the correlation between frequency and facility is even more pronounced than it was for the YN 

items (r = -0.75, p < .001). There are few outliers. One item that might indicate a textbook effect 

is SuHba (“friendship”), for which the defining word is Sadaaqa. The answer word is from Band 

4, but this item achieved an IF of .68, compared to a mean IF of .43 for this band. This defining 

word is presented in an early lesson of Al-Kitaab, and the item is clearly related to another word 

from the same root, SaaHib (“friend,” “owner”) presented in an early chapter. One item that was 

significantly more difficult than predicted was qiTaa‘ (“sector”) from Band 1, whose IF was .50 

compared to a mean IF of .74 for the band as a whole. The defining word minTaqa (“area”), 

besides being a high-frequency word on the B/P list (ranked #83), is learned in the very first 

lesson of Al-Kitaab, and so would be expected to be almost universally known by respondents. 

The difficulty in this case must lie in the item word itself.59  

                                                 
59 One possible explanation for the high rank of qiTaa‘ in the B/P list is its frequent occurrence in the 

proper noun formula qiTaa‘ ghaza (“Gaza Strip”). Anyone who follows the news of the Middle East can imagine 
how frequently this proper noun occurs in media Arabic, which, as noted, is heavily represented in the B/P corpus. 
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Point biserial measures for the VLT items were all ≥0.3. Only 10 items (out of 75) had a 

point biserial lower than 0.6 and, as for the YN items, these tended to be either very easy or very 

difficult. Given the importance of word frequency as an organizing principle for the assessments, 

it would not be easy to simply throw out the items with the lowest point biserial measures. The 

items sampled from the higher frequency bands will include some that are easy for almost all test 

takers, but they still need to be included to model the full lexical profile. Winsteps reports 

confirmed that, as for the YN, the VLT item set did not include items able to distinguish between 

the highest performers (Appendix C.2). 

10.3 WAF 

 IF        

Frequency 0.7-0.8 0.6-0.7 0.5-0.6 0.4-0.5 0.3-0.4 0.2-0.3 0.1-0.2 Grand Total 

Band 1 1 5 4     10 

Band 2   1 8 1   10 

Band 3    6 3 1  10 

Band 4   1 4 2 3  10 

Band 5     4 5 1 10 

Grand Total 1 5 6 18 10 9 1 50 

Table 11: Distribution of WAF PC IF by Frequency Band 

Table 11 shows the partial credit IF distribution for the WAF by frequency band. The 

negative correlation between frequency band and IF is even stronger than that observed on the 

YN and VLT (r = -.85, p < .001). This finding agrees with that of Greidanus, Beks, and Wakely 

                                                 
Not all students do follow the Arab news closely, however—certainly not many students in the first two years of 
study—and this may explain this item’s lower than expected IF. If occurrences of qiTaa‘ in the “Gaza Strip” proper 
noun formula were discarded from the corpus, its rank could possibly fall to a lower band. 
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(2005). They developed a WAF based on frequency bands from 5000 to 10,000 and observed a 

significant difference in item difficulty at the 10,000 level compared to the 5000 level. The 

decline in IF scores from the first to second bands is more pronounced (Band 1 mean IF = .63; 

Band 2 mean IF = .47) than the analogous decline on the other test formats, suggesting that only 

the highest-frequency items are appropriate for a population that includes lower-proficiency 

respondents.60   

Examination of results by associate type revealed that paradigmatic and syntagmatic 

associates were answered correctly at nearly the same rate (Table 12). Previous research with the 

WAF format has found that paradigmatic associates were answered correctly at a higher rate than 

syntagmatic associates (Read, 2012; Greidanus & Nienhuis, 2001). It is unclear why this 

phenomenon was not also observed for the Arabic WAF. The other WAF studies identified 

above did not control for part of speech (adjectives) as was the case here, so it is possible that 

paradigmatic associates for adjectives are more difficult to identify.  

Associate Type Percent correct 

Paradigmatic (n = 83) 43.03 

Syntagmatic (n = 117) 44.33 

Table 12: Percent correct by Associate Type 

IF facility ratings from the two modes of scoring (right/wrong and partial credit) were 

compared to calculate a ratio measure intended to identify poorly performing items. If all test 

takers who identified even one associate on an item also selected the other three correct 

associates, the ratio of Partial Credit IF to RW IF would be 1:1. In practice, this does not occur, 

as inevitably some respondents are able to identify one or more associates but not all four. When 

                                                 
60 YN Band 1 mean IF = .77; Band 2 mean IF = .64. VLT Band 1 mean IF = .74; Band 2 mean IF = .65. 
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the ratio becomes extreme, however—perhaps greater than 3:1—too few respondents are able to 

identify all associates, suggesting that at least one of the associates is not performing as hoped. 

An extreme example of an outlying IF ratio is the Band 5 stimulus word rashiid (“sensible,” 

“mature”.) The IF ratio is nearly 8:1, as only 7 respondents got full credit. Further investigation 

reveals that one of the paradigmatic associates baaligh (“adult”), was selected less frequently 

than one of the distractors, and likely should be discarded. Item revision to any future version of 

the Arabic WAF can be informed by unexpected results like these. 

Point biserial findings for partial credit scoring range from 0.29 to 0.83, but only 20 (out 

of 200) are lower than 0.5. R/W scoring point biserials had a comparable range and distribution. 

(Both charts can be found in Appendix C.3.) A person-item map generated using a Rasch 

analysis reveals that a large mass of test takers who have no items that “match” them on the 

latent trait scale: there are 75 or more respondents for whom there is no item that they would be 

expected to have a 50 percent probability of answering correctly. This confirms with greater 

precision the results data sorted by years of study above (Figure 44): the Arabic WAF task 

(correctly identifying all four associates) is too difficult for low-proficiency students. The PC 

WAF Rasch analysis treats each associate as a separate item, meaning there are 200 items rather 

than 50 on the RW. This high number of items contributes to much higher person separation and 

reliability indices. The item-person map reveals two groups for whom there are no matching 

items on the trait scale: about 5 of the highest performers, who have >.5 probability of getting 

any given associate correct; and about 20 of the lowest performers, who do not reach the .5 

threshold for any item. The map on the whole reveals a clustering of items at the middle of the 

scale, suggesting that there is need for both additional difficult and less difficult items than are 

found in the current item set.  
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  Conclusion 

11.1 Assessments 

This project had two main stages. The first aimed at developing frequency-based Arabic 

vocabulary assessments based on ESL models and to detail challenges uncovered in that 

development process. The second stage of the project tried to answer the question of whether the 

assessments actually “worked”—that is, whether they had performed well according to 

traditional measures of test reliability and item performance. The answer, in brief, to that 

question is yes: the psychometric qualities demonstrated by these Arabic vocabulary assessments 

are most encouraging. Reliability and item performance metrics support the case that these tests 

are able to effectively distinguish between test takers who know many words and those who 

know few. The greatest challenge for the instruments is presented by test takers at the top and 

bottom levels of the scale; these individuals may need additional items tailored for their ability 

level. For the moment, though, frequency-based vocabulary assessments are limited to sampling 

from the top 5000 words, so the knowledge of highly proficient learners will extend beyond what 

is currently possible to measure with accuracy. The majority of students at the undergraduate 

level—those with between one and four years of experience—will have a lexical profile that 

largely fits within the first 5000 words and can be effectively modeled by these instruments. The 

WAF results suggests that it could be a useful and appropriate instrument for learners at more 

advanced stages. On the whole, this battery of tests showed significant promise and—despite any 

number of linguistic differences between Arabic and English, or between learners of L2 Arabic 

and EFL learners—support the case that the ESL format models chosen were successfully 

adapted for an Arabic context. 

The case for the validity of these assessments can be made by pointing to previous 
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scrutiny of these formats, to the internal consistency of test results, and to their correlation with 

learner variables. Strong and consistent patterns demonstrate that, as expected, more experienced 

learners know more words, and that higher-frequency words are more likely to be known, for all 

population groupings, than lower-frequency words. A full validity evaluation would require their 

carefully studied use in a specific learning context, but the evidence assembled here adumbrates 

a possible kernel for a fully fleshed out validity argument. 

Other key findings from this project indicate that (1) word frequency is a powerful 

explanatory factor in L2 Arabic acquisition order, as has been attested for other languages; (2) 

years of study and self-assessed proficiency can serve as useful predictors of assessment 

performance, particularly at the group level; (3) vocabulary breadth results correlate with a 

measure of vocabulary depth; and (4) that data from the five frequency bands represented in 

these assessments can be combined with an extrapolation model to derive a rate of vocabulary 

growth estimation in the range of 800–1000 words/year.  

Results for these assessments conform with the many findings that frequency is a 

dominant factor in vocabulary acquisition. Item facility measures on all formats exhibited a 

moderate to strong negative correlation with frequency ranking (Table 13). They also suggest 

that the B/P corpus is a reasonable approximation of the frequency of natural language, and a 

valid source for projects that depend on lexical statistics. 

 YN VLT WAF PC 

Pearson’s r -.66 -.75 -.85 

Table 13: Correlation of IF with Frequency Band 

Correlation test and regression analysis support the conclusion that the independent 

variables Years of Study and Self-assessed Proficiency can predict performance on the 
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assessment formats (Table 7). These results concur with previous research that has indicated that 

“self-assessment typically provides robust concurrent validity with criterion variables” (Ross, 

1998, p. 16; Oscarson, 1989). In many cases, however, lengthy batteries, which include language 

histories and a series of “can do” statements, are used to develop these robust self-assessment 

profiles (Marian, Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya, 2007). This study suggests that even a minimal 

self-assessment questionnaire—in this case, perhaps no more than two questions—may be 

sufficient to provide data usable for purposes such as task or level selection (Malabonga, 

Kenyon, & Carpenter, 2005), although more investigation here is necessary. 

Correlation between the vocabulary breadth formats was high (r = 0.94, p < .001). These 

statistics are higher than those observed in previous studies (Mochida & Harrington, 2006; 

Culligan, 2015). The breadth measures also exhibited a moderately strong correlation index with 

both methods of scoring the WAF (Table 6). These findings buttress the argument that these 

assessments are, with tasks of varying complexity, measuring the same construct. 

11.2 Future Studies 

Several questions and topics for further investigation have been proposed at various 

moments of this project, some of which I will reiterate here. In general, much work remains to be 

done in the field of Arabic applied linguistics, both in assimilating advances achieved by 

researchers working with other languages, and in mining Arabic for unique insights that can be 

generalized to the wider field (Ferguson, 1990). 

x How is the construct of word impacted by Arabic’s set of morphological and syntactic 

clitics?  

x What are the limits of the lemma as a unit of counting for Arabic lexical studies? In 
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particular, to what extent does the system of nonconcatenative plurals render the lemma 

problematic (Albirini & Benmamoun, 2014)? 

x How can the concept of the word family (Bauer & Nation, 1993) be extended to Arabic? 

How does root-and-pattern derivational morphology impact the conceptualization of 

lexical sets and relations among native speakers or learners? 

x What Arabic-specific constraints exist for pseudoword construction? Are certain 

constraints more salient than others? 

x Longitudinal studies of lexical acquisition among learners of Arabic, including more 

precise measurement of rate of word acquisition, but also order of acquisition of lexical 

patterns and lexical-syntactic interaction effects. 

x Formulaic language in Arabic, including development of a list of most frequent n-grams 

(Martinez & Schmitt, 2012). Where do Arabic lexical couplets fit in the current formulaic 

language taxonomy? Do corpus advances allow us to measure their frequency precisely? 

x Corpus linguistics desiderata: large, publicly available tagged corpus of Arabic; extension 

of B/P list to 10,000-word level or beyond; more corpus investigation of registers, 

including spoken Arabic, and genres beyond media Arabic. 

x Studies designed to take advantage of unique characteristics of Arabic learners. For those 

for whom Arabic is an L3+, do we observe syntactic transfer effects from other L2s 

(Rothman & Amaro, 2010; Rothman, 2011)? 

x Development of an Arabic C-test, either for use as a measure of general proficiency or as 

an alternative word knowledge assessment. Do morphological features of Arabic, such as 

the prevalence of miim-initial word patterns, impact the behavior of a reduced 

redundancy format? 
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x What do breadth of lexical knowledge measures reveal about functional language ability 

in Arabic, specifically reading comprehension? How many words (or word families) must 

be learned to achieve threshold coverage for Arabic reading?  

x Evaluation of appropriateness of discrete vocabulary measures for classroom or program 

uses, specifically including diagnosis and placement.  

11.3 Conclusion 

McNamara (2011) has astutely observed that “Language testers typically enter the field 

from one of [two] sides: either statistics and measurement (the ‘testing’ side) or language and 

linguistics (the ‘language’ side), rarely both” (p. 435). As one who entered from the “language” 

side of this paradigm, I anticipated the need to learn about statistics and measurement in the 

process of carrying out this study. More surprising, however, were the many occasions to learn 

about Arabic’s lexical behavior and lexical shape. The act of developing test items while 

working extensively with ArabiCorpus and the B/P frequency list led to ideas and questions for 

further research, including some of those highlighted above. The enjoyment I felt, and continue 

to feel, as a learner of Arabic in a moment of lexical discovery or understanding was experienced 

often in the test development process and made the undertaking a rewarding one.  

Beyond the personal rewards of the project, however, it also represents a contribution to 

an under-examined field—assessment—of Arabic applied linguistics. The B/P frequency list 

represents a key milestone in the description of Arabic by means of modern tools and empirical 

methods. More remains to be done both in expanding and refining this description, and in 

applying its fruits, as this project aimed to do in the area of lexical assessment. This project’s 

major contribution lies in its successful development of frequency-based Arabic vocabulary 

instruments and their deployment to collect data about the lexical knowledge of a broad and 
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heterogeneous population of learners of Arabic. The project signals that models and methods 

from the wider field of assessment can and should be brought to bear on Arabic-focused research 

questions. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Assessment 

A.1 Questionnaire 

  



Please answer the following questions.

Are you a native speaker of Arabic?*

Yes

No

Native language (non-English)

What is your native language?

English

Other - please specify in comment box

Are you a heritage speaker of Arabic? 

(A heritage speaker is someone raised in a home where he or she was exposed to Arabic, and who is to

some degree bilingual in Arabic and another language.)

Yes

No

Are you currently a student? Which kind?

Undergraduate

Graduate

Not a Student

If you are currently a student, where are you enrolled?

What is your gender?

Female

Male

3



What is your age?

18 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45+

If you majored in a related field, please list it.

Are you majoring (or did you major) in Arabic or a related field?

Yes

No

How many years have you studied Arabic? (Round to closest whole number.)

When did you last study Arabic in a classroom setting?

Other course taught in Arabic (specify)

In your study of Arabic, did you take a course that focused specifically on any of the following? (Check all

that apply.)

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Grammar

Arabic Dialect

Literature

Media Arabic

Qur'an/Islamic studies

4



If you have studied an Arabic dialect (either in a classroom or on your own), which one(s) have you

studied? Check all that apply.

None

Moroccan

Algerian

Tunisian

Egyptian

Palestinian

Syrian

Lebanese

Jordanian

Iraqi

Yemeni

Saudi

Omani

Gulf dialect (Qatar, Bahrain, UAE, Kuwait)

Other (please specify)

What textbook did you use to study Arabic? (Check all that apply.)

Al-Kitaab fii ta'allum al-'Arabiyya

Ahlan wa Sahlan

Living Arabic

Elementary Modern Standard Arabic (EMSA)

Al-Kitaab al-Asaasi

Standard Arabic: an Advanced Course

Did not use a textbook

     

Estimate the ratio of Arabic to English used by the teachers in your Arabic classes. If your teachers taught

in another language (e.g., French), substitute that for English.

1 = all English, 6 = all Arabic.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Have you studied Arabic in the Arab world?

Yes

No

5



If yes, what country (or countries) did you study in? Check all that apply.

Morocco

Algeria

Tunisia

Libya

Egypt

Palestine

Lebanon

Syria

Jordan

Iraq

Saudi Arabia

Yemen

Oman

UAE

Qatar

Bahrain

Kuwait

If yes, how many months (approximately) did your program last?

1–2

3–4

5–6

7–12

More than 12

Have you used Arabic in a professional context?

Yes

No

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Writing

Reading

Speaking

Listening

Overall

Rate your Arabic proficiency in the following skill areas. In the last line, rate your overall proficiency. (1 =

complete novice; 10 = native speaker ability)

6



 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grammar knowledge

Vocabulary knowledge

Conversational fluency

Correct

pronunciation/Accent

Cultural knowledge

Writing fluency

Overall

Rate the following skills in terms of their difficulty to develop in Arabic. In the last line, rate the overall

difficulty of Arabic. (1 = easy; 6 = highly difficult.)

Have you studied other foreign languages besides Arabic?

Yes

No

If yes, which language(s)? List up to three languages.

    

If you studied another foreign language, how does the difficulty of learning that language compare to the

difficulty of learning Arabic? (If you have studied multiple other languages, pick the one you know best.) 

Compared to learning the other language, learning Arabic is

Much easier Easier Of comparable difficulty More difficult Much more difficult

When you are ready to continue to the assessment, click the "Next" button below.

7
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A.2 YN Format 

  



In the following section, each page will contain a list of sixty Arabic words with checkboxes by them. 

If you know a word, mark the checkbox next to it. If you do not know a word, leave the checkbox blank.

Click next to advance through the pages.

8



Select the checkbox next to words that you know.

يفكی

ةمالس

ركف

لتق

سكع

ةطلس

زیزع

خأ

مه

رشن

مدع

لضف

تاذ

ىناع

ةفاضإ

ينعی

قلعتی

ةردق

ملع

ةوق

ةكبش

ّفص

هجو

نانف

بلط

رصنع

ذإ

جورخ

ةیلوؤسم

ةنیدم

بعص

رثكأ

نایب

لعجی

ةدم

دیدحت

يساسأ

دحو

ةلواحم

لالتحا

ناقو

توفق

شوكعم

داشب

كاذتحا

ثیلط

ةیمسخ

لفاع

ةكوافم

ةقدن

ةیرونسأ

روظر

ءاوز

فیجآ

ةسومرم

جشحی

خفر

جملتسا

فیمخت

ةسغسغ

10



Select the checkbox next to words that you know.

ةكرب

لبق

لقتعم

بولسأ

جتنم

امنیح

يذیفنت

يقتلی

نیوكت

لخدتی

حاتتفا

ةلیبق

لدع

نوسمخ

ذاقنإ

بنج

ينادوس

لاثم

حجان

يدام

ّمهأ

رمق

حرسم

لماعتی

ةینقت

مسر

عسات

ىقیسوم

ةقیدح

ةلفح

بجاو

ةرضاحم

طیطخت

قدص

دعقم

ثارت

ةظفاحم

كردی

لایتغا

ةثج

نابیم

ًاینلد

ةاداكم

دیمل

ةمامج

سیمعت

ةشارك

ناردزا

رشه

شبنأ

ذامق

رلاع

ءانطل

نشفتسم

تماجتم

خملتم

مشرأت

ءامز

ةكیرض

ةیشلط

13



Select the checkbox next to words you know.

نیجس

رذح

دیلقت

يران

ةیرشب

يتوص

ةلطع

يواسی

رثع

امهم

سرع

رایهنا

رمثتسم

باقع

ةینازیم

فلس

بصنم

قفاوت

شیتفت

ّرطضا

ریذحت

رمد

ةربقم

عفترم

سلاج

ةعضب

لقتعا

ةرماؤم

يبسن

ةقادص

رئاس

لباق

ةناكم

ةزاجإ

ةفطاع

ةرقف

فقوت

ذیملت

يناجم

ةعقب

بادعتسا

ئشلی

يثارج

بیفخت

ةغوانم

حیمرت

خرازم

مرل

ءارمغ

بادزإ

ةلوطنم

لرص

ءامتفا

ةخلطم

بامترا

جلق

ةزراش

سأل

ناروب

يومه

16



Select the checkbox next to words you know.

ةرشن

لیلج

رظح

ردغ

ةعاجش

يمقر

داعبإ

حیحصت

مادعنا

مجاه

نمآ

جتن

مدقم

قیرع

عارذ

جیورت

ةمیخ

ىعار

لیبن

ينغی

عمس

معان

ةنده

نایع

ىذأ

ّقش

زیمت

ءطب

فدهتسم

لعج

ولحی

ملع

يروك

زیهجت

ةزع

ةیداعم

دیأ

راذتعا

كاردإ

يدرو

ةضرالم

بناب

ذوكل

لاعطصا

ناكمغ

لیئر

شداعم

رومك

قیلش

ةافع

قامل

مافشإ

عافطا

لكهت

قاخ

ذیست

ءيره

رثجم

رلذتسم

ةیمتر
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Select the checkbox next to words you know.

روط

ةحتف

ةیوناث

كرابت

لامش

بیقر

سأری

ددرت

عسو

ددجت

ثلثم

لداعت

ماقم

رشعم

رسك

فصاو

نانع

بعالت

ىمسأ

لوقنم

نضتحا

رابج

ةیضرأ

زورب

ماحز

مسرم

ّرز

ةءابع

فحصم

أجلم

بیر

كحاض

يكاب

ةبعش

قرب

كسمت

رخأت

يرورم

جیزم

قرخ

شرضنم

ةشنلم

أبق

مساغم

جماص

خرن

ةبایق

روالت

شمابت

سبارم

طملت

مفاض

ةلضر

ةافلم

نیبه

لنبأ

ئبجتم

ةیقشه

سذبنم

رینح

22
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A.3 VLT Format 

  



• There are 75 total questions in part two.

• For each question you will be given a brief definition using simple words. From the choices, you must choose the word that

matches the definition.

• Each group of three questions will have the same set of six choices.

• If you do not know the correct answer to a question, you may leave it blank. 

• Click next to advance through the pages. You may return to previous pages if necessary.

Below you will see a group of three example questions in English.

person who leads a class

force

food

summer

teacher

center

bed

hot time of the year

force

food

summer

teacher

center

bed

middle

force

food

summer

teacher

center

bed

For these example questions, one would choose "teacher" for "one who leads a class," "summer" for "hot time of the year," and "center"

for "middle."

When you are ready to begin the assessment, click on the next button below.
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ةقطنم

فقوم

نبا

عمتجم

ةموكح

رمع

عاطق

دلو

فقوم

نبا

عمتجم

ةموكح

رمع

عاطق

ءارزولاو سیئرلا 

فقوم

نبا

عمتجم

ةموكح

رمع

عاطق

________________________________________

________________________________________

نیبعاللا نم  ةعومجم 

ةحلصم

قیرف

ذاتسأ

ساسأ

ّدر

نایب

ةعماجلا يف  سّردی  صخش 

ةحلصم

قیرف

ذاتسأ

ساسأ

ّدر

نایب

يمسر حیرصت 

ةحلصم

قیرف

ذاتسأ

ساسأ

ّدر

نایب

________________________________________

________________________________________
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ةنس ةئم 

ةرئاط

نرق

لماعت

ةارابم

عمد

ىفشتسم

اهب / هب دیعب  ناكم  ىلإ  رفاسأ 

ةرئاط

نرق

لماعت

ةارابم

عمد

ىفشتسم

ىضرملا جالعل  ىنبم 

ةرئاط

نرق

لماعت

ةارابم

عمد

ىفشتسم

________________________________________

________________________________________

ثداحلا ىأر 

دارأ

لواح

دهش

حجن

ضفر

ماقأ

ناكم يف  شاع 

دارأ

لواح

دهش

حجن

ضفر

ماقأ

ءيشل ال "  " لاق

دارأ

لواح

دهش

حجن

ضفر

ماقأ

________________________________________

________________________________________
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رخآ دلب  نم 

يفاقث

دوجوم

درجم

يراجت

يبنجأ

يركسع

شیجلا يف 

يفاقث

دوجوم

درجم

يراجت

يبنجأ

يركسع

ناكم يف  رضاح 

يفاقث

دوجوم

درجم

يراجت

يبنجأ

يركسع

28



لیللاب رون  ردصم 

تبسلا

لامج

رمق

ةیاعر

رجف

داسف

مویلا ةیادب 

تبسلا

لامج

رمق

ةیاعر

رجف

داسف

ةئیس قالخأ 

تبسلا

لامج

رمق

ةیاعر

رجف

داسف

________________________________________

________________________________________

قلق

نكر

ةحفاكم

دعاسم

بوث

ّمه

فارتعا

عارص

نكر

ةحفاكم

دعاسم

بوث

ّمه

فارتعا

سبالملا نم  عون 

نكر

ةحفاكم

دعاسم

بوث

ّمه

فارتعا

________________________________________

________________________________________
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ةیوق ةدام 

دیدح

لالقتسا

راوج

ةقبط

ةمعن

رتوت

ةدایسو ةیرح 

دیدح

لالقتسا

راوج

ةقبط

ةمعن

رتوت

هللا نم  ةیده 

دیدح

لالقتسا

راوج

ةقبط

ةمعن

رتوت

________________________________________

________________________________________

ةلحر أدب 

لغتشا

مّلعت

لشف

ملح

نكس

قلطنا

ةفیظو يف  لمع 

لغتشا

مّلعت

لشف

ملح

نكس

قلطنا

ةدیدج ةدام  سرد 

لغتشا

مّلعت

لشف

ملح

نكس

قلطنا

________________________________________

________________________________________
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لام هدنع  سیل 

ّلقتسم

يوج

يلهأ

يونس

ریقف

يرحب

ماع لك 

ّلقتسم

يوج

يلهأ

يونس

ریقف

يرحب

ةرسألا نم 

ّلقتسم

يوج

يلهأ

يونس

ریقف

يرحب
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دیعب ناكم  ىلإ  رفاست  ةعومجم 

نیقی

ةیحرسم

دجم

ةثعب

ضیوعت

دیدجت

ةدیكأ ةفرعم 

نیقی

ةیحرسم

دجم

ةثعب

ضیوعت

دیدجت

ةیحضلل لام 

نیقی

ةیحرسم

دجم

ةثعب

ضیوعت

دیدجت

________________________________________

________________________________________

ةیقیقح ریغ  ةیؤر 

خانم

سیك

مهو

رحس

يبص

ةرزجم

ریغص باش 

خانم

سیك

مهو

رحس

يبص

ةرزجم

ماعلا وجلا 

خانم

سیك

مهو

رحس

يبص

ةرزجم

________________________________________

________________________________________
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هتنهم نع  ریثكلا  فرعی  صخش 

ةرمث

فرتحم

تابن

ةیعوت

ّدم

رمخ

بورشم

ةرمث

فرتحم

تابن

ةیعوت

ّدم

رمخ

دوهج ةجیتن 

ةرمث

فرتحم

تابن

ةیعوت

ّدم

رمخ

________________________________________

________________________________________

عورشمل اریدم  ناك 

حرش

عفن

تكس

ىنغ

مهسأ

فرشأ

ملكت ام 

حرش

عفن

تكس

ىنغ

مهسأ

فرشأ

ًادیفم ناك 

حرش

عفن

تكس

ىنغ

ىلوت

فرشأ

________________________________________

________________________________________
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ثیدح

يفخ

تفال

دئاس

بلطتم

فیظن

رصاعم

مامتهالل ریثم 

يفخ

تفال

دئاس

بلطتم

فیظن

رصاعم

رشتنم

يفخ

تفال

دئاس

بلطتم

فیظن

رصاعم
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رانلا قالطإ  فقو 

ىسأ

دصر

ذفنم

ةنده

سامح

عجرم

تامولعم هیف  باتك 

ىسأ

دصر

ذفنم

ةنده

سامح

عجرم

ةبقارم

ىسأ

دصر

ذفنم

ةنده

سامح

عجرم

________________________________________

________________________________________

لاملا يف  ةدایز 

ةرهس

ةوالع

ةاجن

ةیغاط

فیط

ةلهم

حبش

ةرهس

ةوالع

ةاجن

ةیغاط

فیط

ةلهم

ملاظ مكاح 

ةرهس

ةوالع

ةاجن

ةیغاط

فیط

ةلهم

________________________________________

________________________________________
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ةقادص

ةبحص

للحم

قباط

ظفل

ةخرص

راضخ

ةملك وأ  ریبعت 

ةبحص

للحم

قباط

ظفل

ةخرص

راضخ

ثادحألا حرشی  صخش 

ةبحص

للحم

قباط

ظفل

ةخرص

راضخ

________________________________________

________________________________________

جئاتن يف  بّبس 

معز

ىلجت

حاص

ثدحأ

كسم

بسان

خرص

معز

ىلجت

حاص

ثدحأ

كسم

بسان

ارهاظ حبصأ 

معز

ىلجت

حاص

ثدحأ

كسم

بسان

________________________________________

________________________________________
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تومی ال 

فدهتسم

فیطل

دلاخ

مظتنم

حومسم

لیلج

میظع

فدهتسم

فیطل

دلاخ

مظتنم

حومسم

لیلج

دوصقم

فدهتسم

فیطل

دلاخ

مظتنم

حومسم

لیلج
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ةینید ةدابع 

ىوقت

ةدایع

لفحم

راهدزا

ةماود

دعاقت

يداصتقا حاجن 

ىوقت

ةدایع

لفحم

راهدزا

ةماود

دعاقت

لمعلا كرت 

ىوقت

ةدایع

لفحم

راهدزا

ةماود

دعاقت

________________________________________

________________________________________

لوصو

قیرب

ةجاجز

مودق

قاحل

ةنمس

ةبوطر

نزولا يف  ةدایز 

قیرب

ةجاجز

مودق

قاحل

ةنمس

ةبوطر

ءاوهلا يف  ءاملا 

قیرب

ةجاجز

مودق

قاحل

ةنمس

ةبوطر

________________________________________

________________________________________
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حابص

ةرطاخ

ناقتحا

دیدست

ةماعز

ىحض

ةریشأت

ةركف

ةرطاخ

ناقتحا

دیدست

ةماعز

ىحض

ةریشأت

ةدایق

ةرطاخ

ناقتحا

دیدست

ةماعز

ىحض

ةریشأت

________________________________________

________________________________________

مامتهالا دقف 

لفك

فزن

قرشأ

ّلم

ددعت

حبر

نمض

لفك

فزن

قرشأ

ّلم

ددعت

حبر

رثك

لفك

فزن

قرشأ

ّلم

ددعت

حبر

________________________________________

________________________________________
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لمتحم

ضحم

حجرم

میقتسم

قراغ

يلاتق

لئافتم

ءاملا تحت 

ضحم

حجرم

میقتسم

قراغ

يلاتق

لئافتم

ةایحلل ةیباجیإ  ةرظن  هل 

ضحم

حجرم

میقتسم

قراغ

يلاتق

لئافتم
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A.4 WAF 

  



There are fifty total questions in part three.

• For each question, you will see a prompt word—an adjective—as well as other words in two columns. Your task is to

choose four words related to the prompt word, as explained below.

• From the left column, select adjectives that share a meaning with the prompt word. 

• From the right column, select nouns that the prompt word is likely to modify. These nouns can be masculine or feminine, singular or

plural. 

This relationship between prompt word and noun must be likely, not merely possible. For example, if your prompt (in English) were

"fast," correct answers could be "lane" (fast lane), "pace" (fast pace), or "friend" ( fast friend). Although it is possible to say fast sunset,

"sunset" would not be correct because this is not a common expression. 

• There will be at least one answer in each column. The total number of correct answers for each problem is four. Just

remember: try to find four related words for each item. 

• Some questions may be difficult. If you do not recognize the prompt word, you may skip the question. If you know some but not all

four of the associated words, select the ones you recognize.

Example #1:

Choose answers from both columns according to the instructions given above.

quiet

grand

silent

still

tall

neighborhood

connection

model

voice

There are four correct answers to Example #1—two from the left column and two from the right.

Left column

• still

• silent

Right column

• neighborhood

• voice

Example #2:

Choose answers from both columns according to the instructions given above.
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easy

major

special

simple

whole

decision

target

coach

solution

There are four total correct answers to Example #2—one from the left column and three from the right.

Left column

• simple

Right column

• decision

• target

• solution

Click "Next" when you are ready to begin the assessment. You may return to previous pages—including this instruction page—if

necessary.
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/ة لیمج

ولح

دحتم

قباس

دیج

ةأرما

مامأ

سلاجم

مالك

/ة يملاع

قباس

يلود

فلتخم

ّبش

باب

برح

داصتقا

ةكرش

/ة عئار

نكمم

میظع

زاتمم

ضیبأ

خأ

ةارابم

ملق

ةصرف

/ة مداق

مامت

لبقم

دیدش

فلتخم

نرق

مسوم

لیج

جوز

/ة يقیقح

حیحص

قداص

ریغص

بیرغ

ةلیل

حالصإ

عیباسأ

ةبغر
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/ة يساسأ

يسیئر

صاخ

يرورض

زیزع

ركش

رطم

میلعت

تامدخ

/ة يداع

يعیبط

يبرغ

يموی

بختنم

رحب

نطاوم

فسأ

ةایح

/ة ثیدح

يناسنإ

يعانص

دیدج

فورعم

خیرات

ةلود

رون

رصع

/ة يصخش

مئاد

صاخ

دوجوم

بیرغ

ةیرح

حلاصم

رمتؤم

ةقالع

/ة يجراخ

يفحص

يبنجأ

رداق

يوون

ةسایس

زوف

نوؤش

ةراجت

45



/ة ددحم

يسفن

نیعم

ّرمتسم

يمالعإ

دعوم

ةلجم

طرش

فده

/ة ریطخ

كرتشم

ّداح

ينوناق

ّماه

عضو

ضرم

ةفض

ةنجل

/ة يبلس

يونس

ریبخ

موهفم

ءيس

مالقأ

رعاشم

رثأ

تاروطت

/ة دیفم

دعاسم

عفان

يدام

عیرس

تامولعم

ةبرجت

نوسدنهم

توم

/ة يرشب

لماش

قیشر

ددعتم

يناسنإ

ةیمنت

دراوم

ذفاون

سفن

46



/ة لئاه

يحایس

مخض

ریبك

لوهجم

ددع

ةردابم

ظافح

مجح

/ة ّمات

لماك

قلطم

مدقتم

يلصأ

ضفر

ةفاسم

ةقث

قدنف

/ة يملس

ئداه

يكلم

لماح

يئاذغ

ّلح

ةریسم

قرف

ةیلمع

/ة لجاع

عیرس

ينف

ررقم

رشابم

عامتجا

فرش

ةین

ةلاسر

/ة ضیرع

ردان

عساو

صصختم

مدقم

ةرایز

طوطخ

عاطق

ةدعاق

47



/ة ّراح

عبرم

سلاج

حورطم

نخاس

ةجوم

سقط

عیزوت

بیحرت

/ة يریخ

يدلب

يناسنإ

فیظن

يدرف

لمع

لحاس

ةسسؤم

عورشم

/ة يرب

يضرأ

معان

میحر

يدرف

تاوق

دودح

تالؤاست

لقن

/ة صلخم

نیمأ

فلاخم

قداص

ينف

لشف

دوهج

لمع

بتاور

/ة حیرص

حضاو

فیظن

رشابم

قلغم

ةلاطب

فقوم

راوح

نیخدت
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/ة دئاز

لحار

حورطم

يفاضإ

لالح

نزو

ةعرس

فقس

ةقث

/ة مساح

عطاق

قلعم

يئاهن

يتوص

رود

ضوح

ةوطخ

فیس

/ة يدقن

نیبم

يلام

يفرصم

يئیب

قطان

ةسایس

علطم

ةدحو

/ة لطاب

بذاك

صیخر

ئطاخ

ریصق

ماهتا

جاوز

باحس

رذج

/ة دیرف

دیحو

حتاف

زیمتم

ءيلم

ةنایص

ةبرجت

جذومن

ةبرغ

49



/ة ظوحلم

ّرقتسم

زراب

رهاظ

تفال

ةضور

طفن

بكوك

عجارت

/ة لیبن

فلاخم

میرك

يبزح

فیرش

ئدابم

حلطصم

جاجز

فده

/ة عونمم

يقار

مرحم

يدو

ركاب

نیخدت

تاعقوت

بارتقا

داوم

/ة يلاثم

لماك

قرفتم

ریدق

يجذومن

ةریغ

ضفخ

ّلح

فظوم

/ة يبناج

يوناث

يمهو

يعرف

لهؤم

راذتعا

تاقفو

ضارعأ

عراوش

50



/ة سرش

دیدش

عشب

نطاب

فینع

ةسفانم

رورس

ةكرعم

ةدناسم

/ة بقترم

رظتنم

هیبش

يعامج

عقوتم

ةعمش

ءاقل

ةودق

ةمق

/ة لدتعم

طسوتم

فیطل

يبهذ

موعزم

ةفصو

حئاس

رایت

سقط

/ة نیمث

ماخ

ررضتم

يلاغ

زیزع

تقو

عزن

ةدهاعم

ةیده

/ة يئاقو

لواحم

مرصنم

يلایخ

عنام

تاءارجا

نمأ

ریبادت

تارفح

51



/ة لیئض

تئاف

ریغص

عدبم

يمسر

ردق

قراف

ةماخف

ةبسن

/ة دیشر

بغار

میكح

لقاع

غلاب

ةرادإ

ةثاغإ

میسن

ةیامح

/ة ضحم

حیسف

صلاخ

يلصأ

تحب

دفار

ةفدص

طیشنت

لایخ

/ة مراص

ئشان

يساق

ددشتم

يندب

تابوقع

ةنایخ

مامز

طورش

/ة نماك

ذیذل

ٍفاك

يفخ

لطاع

رطخ

ةقاط

تایلك

بابسأ

52



عمزم

ططخم

قفرم

رداص

بیرق

ةضایر

ءاتفتسا

عامتجا

ةشاش

/ة لهذم

نیعل

ءيطب

شهدم

بیجع

جئاتن

حلص

مدقت

لیصوت

/ة فولأم

داتعم

جردم

عئاض

عئاش

ةرهاظ

بیقر

دهشم

زئاوج

/ة طلتخم

حنام

جوزمم

حجرم

ءانب

رعاشم

باقعأ

داصتقا

میلعت

/ة نیتم

قلعتم

بیهر

بلص

تباث

رهظ

ةقالع

ساسأ

ةقفص

53
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A.5 Follow-up Questions 



Thank you for being willing to answer a few follow-up questions.

Was this assessment a fair measure of your Arabic vocabulary knowledge?

Yes

No

Not sure

Not at all Occasionally Frequently

When answering questions on this assessment, how often did you guess?

Part one of the assessment asked you to check the boxes next to words you knew. For you, what does it

mean to "know" a word? (1–2 sentences)

What strategies for vocabulary study have you found most effective?

What—if anything—do you find challenging about learning Arabic vocabulary?

56
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A.6 Consent Form 

  



Project Title

Measuring L2 Arabic Vocabulary Knowledge

Principal Investigator

Robert Ricks
rsr24@georgetown.edu

Purpose of the Study

This research is being conducted by Robert Ricks, a PhD candidate in the department of Arabic and Islamic 
Studies at Georgetown University. You are invited to participate in this study because you are either (1) an adult 
who has studied Arabic in an instructed setting or (2) an adult native speaker of Arabic.

The purpose of this research is to design and trial measures of vocabulary knowledge in Arabic. While Arabic 
has become increasingly common as a language taught and studied in American universities, comparatively few 
curriculum- independent instruments are available to measure Arabic language knowledge. Those that are 
available, such as the OPI, are typically time- or cost-intensive. This research aims to investigate vocabulary 
measurement in Arabic and to explore the possible validity of the research instruments as an alternative to 
currently available measures.

Procedures

Participants will be selected from adult (over 18) learners of Arabic, the majority of whom, it is anticipated, will 
be currently enrolled as students in American universities.

Participants will be asked to complete a language study questionnaire and three computer-delivered vocabulary 
assessments. On the first research instrument, for example, participants will be asked to mark a checklist next to 
Arabic words that they know. On the second instrument, they will be asked to match Arabic words with their 
correct definition in a multiple choice-style question. In total, the questionnaire and instruments will take 
between 45 to 75 minutes to complete. In pilot testing, the average time to complete the assessments was around 
55 minutes.

The following compensation scheme is planned. Participants in the pilot testing phase will receive $20 as 
financial remuneration. In the main data collection phase, participants will be offered $15.

Potential Risks

The risks of these research methods include none beyond the normal risks of computer use, such as mild fatigue 
or eye-strain, or the normal anxiety involved with assessments. As this is a low-stakes assessment with no 
bearing on a participant’s academic or professional status, such anxiety is anticipated to be minimal.

Potential Benefits

These research instruments are not designed to benefit participants personally, although completion of the 
assessments may convey to the participant a sense of his or her vocabulary proficiency in Arabic and may, 
indirectly, provoke reflection on how personal vocabulary learning might be improved. Both individual and 
aggregate results will be used to learn more about vocabulary knowledge among students of Arabic and how best 
to assess and measure this acquisition. This project aims to produce original research that will help the field of 



Arabic teaching as a whole. 

Confidentiality

In any public presentation or published report or article about this research project, your identity will be 
protected to the maximum extent possible; your name and/or initials will never be used, and any description of 
personal information will be limited to using your responses to the language study questionnaire in an aggregate 
way to draw conclusions about how the assessment results correlate with participant variables such as age, 
gender, number of years of study, university attended, etc. Neither in the text nor in the appendices of any 
published research will personally identifying information be revealed.

Every effort will be taken to secure data stored on computers or collected by paper. All the data will be stored on 
a password-protected computer and any attendant paper documents such as consent forms will be scanned and 
stored securely in digital format; the hard copy originals will be shredded and disposed of. 

Participant Rights

Your participation in this research is completely voluntary. You may choose not to take part at all. If you decide 
to participate in this research, you may stop participating at any time. 

Questions

If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, please contact the investigator: 

Robert Ricks
rsr24@georgetown.edu

You may also call the Georgetown University Institutional Review Board (IRB) Office at 202-687-6553 with 
any questions about your rights as a research participant. The IRB reference number of this project is 
2013-0166.

Statement of Consent

A positive answer to the Survey Monkey consent question indicates that you are at least 18 years of age; you 
have read this consent form or have had it read to you; your questions have been answered to your satisfaction; 
and you voluntarily agree to participate in this research study. You may keep a copy of this consent form for your 
records. 
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A.7 Information Sheet for Participants 



Vocabulary Selection

The words for these assessments were selected from 

Buckwalter, T., & Parkinson, D. (2011). A frequency dictionary of Arabic: Core vocabulary for learners. 
Routledge.

Assessment Design

(1) Part one is based on the Yes/No or checklist format developed by Paul Meara. Further readings:
Meara, P. (1992). EFL vocabulary tests. Centre for Applied Language Studies.

Mochida, A., & Harrington, M. (2006). The yes/no test as a measure of receptive vocabulary 
knowledge. Language Testing, 23(1), 73-98.

(2) Part two is based on the Vocabulary Levels Test developed by Paul Nation and revised by Norbert 
Schmitt. Further readings:

Nation, I. S. P. (2001). Learning vocabulary in another language. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press.

Schmitt, N., Schmitt, D., & Clapham, C. (2001). Developing and exploring the behaviour of two new 
versions of the vocabulary levels test. Language Testing, 18(1), 55–88.

(3) Part three is based on the Word Associates Format developed by John Read. Further readings:

Read, J. (1993). The development of a new measure of L2 vocabulary knowledge. Language Testing, 
10(3), 355-371.

Schmitt, N., Ng, J., & Garras, J. (2011). The word associates format: Validation evidence. Language 
Testing, 28(1), 105-126.

Examples of English versions of these tests (and others) can be found on Tom Cobb’s Lextutor 
website: http://www.lextutor.ca/tests/
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Appendix B: Item Facility Tables 

B.1 YN Pseudowords 

  



Pseudowords

Band Pseudoword False Alarms Item Difficulty

1 خسمية 31 0.1925
4 تهكل 26 0.1615
1 عافل 21 0.1304
2 جمامة 20 0.1242
3 جراثي 19 0.1180
1 زواء 18 0.1118
1 مرموسة 17 0.1056
2 هشر 17 0.1056
2 مستفشن 17 0.1056
3 استعداب 16 0.0994
4 عفاة 16 0.0994
1 مفاوكة 14 0.0870
4 اطفاع 14 0.0870
3 ألس 11 0.0683
4 هريء 11 0.0683
1 بشاد 10 0.0621
3 ترميح 10 0.0621
5 ملفاة 10 0.0621
2 تعميس 9 0.0559
3 غمراء 9 0.0559
4 خاق 9 0.0559
5 قبأ 9 0.0559
1 رفخ 8 0.0497
1 استلمج 8 0.0497
3 هموي 8 0.0497
5 هبين 8 0.0497
1 احتذاك 7 0.0435
2  ً دلنيا 7 0.0435
2 متجامت 7 0.0435
3 منطولة 7 0.0435
3 مطلخة 7 0.0435
5 متجبئ 7 0.0435
1 معكوش 6 0.0373
1 يحشج 6 0.0373
2 لميد 6 0.0373
2 كراشة 6 0.0373
2 ازدران 6 0.0373
3 يلشئ 6 0.0373
3 تخفيب 6 0.0373
3 قلج 6 0.0373
1 غسغسة 5 0.0311



2 ميبان 5 0.0311
2 مكاداة 5 0.0311
2 زماء 5 0.0311
3 إزداب 5 0.0311
3 بوران 5 0.0311
4 رئيل 5 0.0311
4 معادش 5 0.0311
5 قيابة 5 0.0311
5 ضافم 5 0.0311
1 وقان 4 0.0248
1 قفوت 4 0.0248
1 ندقة 4 0.0248
1 أسنورية 4 0.0248
2 أنبش 4 0.0248
2 متلمخ 4 0.0248
3 مزارخ 4 0.0248
3 لرم 4 0.0248
4 شليق 4 0.0248
5 مغاسم 4 0.0248
5 مرابس 4 0.0248
1 آجيف 3 0.0186
2 لطناء 3 0.0186
3 مناوغة 3 0.0186
3 شارزة 3 0.0186
4 بانب 3 0.0186
4 لكوذ 3 0.0186
4 اصطعال 3 0.0186
4 كمور 3 0.0186
4 لماق 3 0.0186
4 مجثر 3 0.0186
5 تلمط 3 0.0186
5 أبنل 3 0.0186
5 هشقية 3 0.0186
5 حنير 3 0.0186
1 رظور 2 0.0124
1 تخميف 2 0.0124
2 ضريكة 2 0.0124
3 افتماء 2 0.0124
4 إشفام 2 0.0124
4 مستذلر 2 0.0124
5 منضرش 2 0.0124
5 صامج 2 0.0124
5 تبامش 2 0.0124
5 رضلة 2 0.0124



1 طليث 1 0.0062
2 قماذ 1 0.0062
2 تأرشم 1 0.0062
3 صرل 1 0.0062
3 ارتماب 1 0.0062
4 غمكان 1 0.0062
4 تسيذ 1 0.0062
4 رتمية 1 0.0062
5 ملنشة 1 0.0062
5 نرخ 1 0.0062
5 تالور 1 0.0062
2 عالر 0 0.0000
2 طلشية 0 0.0000
4 مالرضة 0 0.0000
5 منبذس 0 0.0000
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B.2 YN Real word items 

  



Words

Word Band Item Facility

معشر 5 0.180
عنان 5 0.186

معادية 4 0.211
ريب 5 0.217

عباءة 5 0.267
أذى 4 0.273
غدر 4 0.280

احتضن 5 0.280
زحام 5 0.286
عيان 4 0.298
بروز 5 0.298

ترويج 4 0.304
هدنة 4 0.329
رقيب 5 0.335
مزيج 5 0.335
عريق 4 0.342

زرّ  5 0.342
يحلو 4 0.348
ملجأ 5 0.360
جبار 5 0.366

مروري 5 0.366
بقعة 3 0.373

تجهيز 4 0.373
مصحف 5 0.373

برق 5 0.373
سائر 3 0.379
راعى 4 0.391
كوري 4 0.391
منقول 5 0.398
خرق 5 0.398
تقنية 2 0.404
بضعة 3 0.404
اعتذار 4 0.404

مقام 5 0.404
انعدام 4 0.410
ناري 3 0.416
عثر 3 0.416
نتج 4 0.416

تالعب 5 0.416
باكي 5 0.416

اغتيال 2 0.422



سلف 3 0.429
مجاني 3 0.429

نبيل 4 0.429
انهيار 3 0.435
تنفيذي 2 0.441

عزة 4 0.441
مقبرة 3 0.447

مؤامرة 3 0.447
جليل 4 0.447

مرسم 5 0.447
تفتيش 3 0.453

حظر 4 0.453
إبعاد 4 0.453
مثلث 5 0.453
جثة 2 0.460

اضطرّ  3 0.460
طور 5 0.460
إنقاذ 2 0.466
ذراع 4 0.466
ناعم 4 0.466

يرأس 5 0.466
معتقل 2 0.472
عقاب 3 0.472
دمر 3 0.472

رقمي 4 0.472
أرضية 5 0.472

بطء 4 0.478
شعبة 5 0.478

تخطيط 2 0.484
مستثمر 3 0.484

اعتقل 3 0.484
إدراك 4 0.484
خيمة 4 0.491
تعادل 5 0.491

سجين 3 0.497
نسبي 3 0.497
تبارك 5 0.497

واصف 5 0.503
منتج 2 0.509

ميزانية 3 0.509
تحذير 3 0.509
تجدد 5 0.509

تمسك 5 0.509
يلتقي 2 0.516



شقّ  4 0.516
ضاحك 5 0.516

حذر 3 0.522
نشرة 4 0.522
تردد 5 0.522

عانى 1 0.528
يدرك 2 0.534

بشرية 3 0.534
حينما 2 0.540

شجاعة 4 0.540
أيد 4 0.540

عاطفة 3 0.547
هاجم 4 0.547

مستهدف 4 0.547
مادي 2 0.553

يساوي 3 0.553
تصحيح 4 0.553
وردي 4 0.553

عنصر 1 0.559
افتتاح 2 0.559
مقعد 2 0.559

مرتفع 3 0.559
تلميذ 3 0.565
يغني 4 0.565

يتعلق 1 0.571
تأخر 5 0.571

تكوين 2 0.578
مكانة 3 0.584

أسلوب 2 0.590
قدرة 1 0.596

مسرح 2 0.596
توافق 3 0.596
بيان 1 0.602

صوتي 3 0.602
تميز 4 0.602
يكفي 1 0.609
قبيلة 2 0.609
عدل 2 0.615
مقدم 4 0.615
كسر 5 0.615

محاولة 1 0.621
تقليد 3 0.621

عرس 3 0.621
مسؤولية 1 0.627



تراث 2 0.627
مهما 3 0.627
أسمى 5 0.627

يتعامل 2 0.640
محافظة 2 0.640

فقرة 3 0.640
فتحة 5 0.640

شبكة 1 0.646
جنب 2 0.646
ناجح 2 0.652
توقف 3 0.652

جعل 4 0.658
فنان 1 0.665

منصب 3 0.665
نشر 1 0.671

يتدخل 2 0.671
تاسع 2 0.671
عدم 1 0.677

يجعل 1 0.677
احتالل 1 0.677
بركة 2 0.689
وسع 5 0.689
آمن 4 0.696

ثانوية 5 0.708
مدة 1 0.714
أهمّ  2 0.714

عكس 1 0.720
وجه 1 0.720

جالس 3 0.720
قوة 1 0.727

صداقة 3 0.727
إجازة 3 0.727
ذات 1 0.733

تحديد 1 0.733
صدق 2 0.739
قابل 3 0.739
قمر 2 0.745
سمع 4 0.745

أساسي 1 0.752
حديقة 2 0.764

محاضرة 2 0.770
عطلة 3 0.776
شمال 5 0.776
قتل 1 0.783



عزيز 1 0.783
خمسون 2 0.783

مثال 2 0.783
إذ 1 0.801

سوداني 2 0.807
سلطة 1 0.820
رسم 2 0.820

موسيقى 2 0.820
حفلة 2 0.832
فكر 1 0.851

صفّ  1 0.851
خروج 1 0.857
فضل 1 0.888
وحد 1 0.894
يعني 1 0.907

واجب 2 0.913
سالمة 1 0.919
إضافة 1 0.919

علم 4 0.919
طلب 1 0.925

أخ 1 0.938
أكثر 1 0.938

مدينة 1 0.944
صعب 1 0.944

علم 1 0.957
قبل 2 0.975
هم 1 0.981
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B.3 VLT Items 

  



Definition Band Problem Number Number Correct Item Facility

ولد 1 2 151 0.938
شخص يدّرس في الجامعة 1 5 149 0.925

الرئيس والوزراء 1 3 136 0.845
قال "ال" لشيء 1 12 134 0.832

من بلد آخر 1 13 132 0.820
مئة سنة 1 7 126 0.783

درس مادة جديدة 2 27 126 0.783
أسافر إلى مكان بعيد به/بها 1 8 123 0.764

عمل في وظيفة 2 26 123 0.764
ليس عنده مال 2 28 120 0.745

من األسرة 2 30 120 0.745
رأى الحادث 1 10 118 0.733
في الجيش 1 14 118 0.733

مبنى لعالج المرضى 1 9 117 0.727
عاش في مكان 1 11 116 0.720

كل عام 2 29 116 0.720
مصدر نور بالليل 2 16 112 0.696

بداية اليوم 2 17 111 0.689
صداقة 4 52 110 0.683

نوع من المالبس 2 21 107 0.665
مجموعة من الالعبين 1 4 104 0.646

بدأ رحلة 2 25 103 0.640
شاب صغير 3 35 102 0.634

مشروب 3 38 102 0.634
حاضر في مكان 1 15 101 0.627

حرية وسيادة 2 23 101 0.627
شخص يعرف الكثير عن مهنته 3 37 97 0.602

أخالق سيئة 2 18 93 0.578
هدية من هللا 2 24 93 0.578

مادة قوية 2 22 91 0.565
ما تكلم 3 41 90 0.559

تصريح رسمي 1 6 89 0.553
مجموعة تسافر إلى مكان بعيد 3 31 89 0.553

تحت الماء 5 74 87 0.540
صراع 2 20 85 0.528

كتاب فيه معلومات 4 47 85 0.528
الماء في الهواء 5 66 84 0.522

كثر 5 72 84 0.522
الجو العام 3 36 83 0.516

تعبير أو كلمة 4 53 82 0.509
منطقة 1 1 81 0.503

كان مديرا لمشروع 3 40 81 0.503



حديث 3 43 81 0.503
نجاح اقتصادي 5 62 79 0.491
زيادة في الوزن 5 65 79 0.491

ال يموت 4 58 77 0.478
له نظرة إيجابية للحياة 5 75 77 0.478
شخص يشرح األحداث 4 54 76 0.472

مقصود 4 60 76 0.472
قيادة 5 69 76 0.472

مال للضحية 3 33 74 0.460
عظيم 4 59 71 0.441

معرفة أكيدة 3 32 70 0.435
وصول 5 64 69 0.429

وقف إطالق النار 4 46 68 0.422
نتيجة جهود 3 39 66 0.410

حاكم ظالم 4 51 66 0.410
قلق 2 19 65 0.404

صرخ 4 56 65 0.404
ترك العمل 5 63 65 0.404

منتشر 3 45 64 0.398
سبّب في نتائج 4 55 63 0.391

فقد االهتمام 5 70 63 0.391
مراقبة 4 48 61 0.379

رؤية غير حقيقية 3 34 59 0.366
كان مفيداً  3 42 57 0.354

مثير لالهتمام 3 44 56 0.348
أصبح ظاهرا 4 57 54 0.335

ضمن 5 71 53 0.329
محتمل 5 73 53 0.329

عبادة دينية 5 61 52 0.323
فكرة 5 68 52 0.323

صباح 5 67 47 0.292
زيادة في المال 4 49 44 0.273

شبح 4 50 39 0.242
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B.4 WAF Items 

  



Stimulus Word Frequency Band Partial credit Item Facility P/C Right/WrongItem Facility R/W Ratio of PC to RW

رشيد/ة 5 216 0.335 7 0.043 7.714
مزمع 5 100 0.155 5 0.031 5.000

محض/ة 5 134 0.208 7 0.043 4.786
جانبي/ة 4 268 0.416 17 0.106 3.941
ضئيل/ة 5 207 0.321 14 0.087 3.696
متين/ة 5 151 0.234 12 0.075 3.146

معتدل/ة 4 264 0.410 21 0.130 3.143
باطل/ة 3 198 0.307 16 0.099 3.094

بشري/ة 2 299 0.464 25 0.155 2.990
مختلط/ة 5 226 0.351 19 0.118 2.974
ثمين/ة 4 236 0.366 20 0.124 2.950
حارّ /ة 3 317 0.492 27 0.168 2.935

حاسم/ة 3 193 0.300 17 0.106 2.838
نقدي/ة 3 235 0.365 22 0.137 2.670
مثالي/ة 4 287 0.446 27 0.168 2.657

ملحوظ/ة 4 221 0.343 21 0.130 2.631
وقائي/ة 4 171 0.266 17 0.106 2.515
مرتقب/ة 4 160 0.248 16 0.099 2.500
شرس/ة 4 186 0.289 20 0.124 2.325
ممنوع/ة 4 322 0.500 35 0.217 2.300

فريد/ة 3 303 0.470 35 0.217 2.164
عريض/ة 2 240 0.373 28 0.174 2.143

خطير/ة 2 316 0.491 38 0.236 2.079
حديث/ة 1 378 0.587 46 0.286 2.054

مألوف/ة 5 171 0.266 21 0.130 2.036
كامن/ة 5 191 0.297 24 0.149 1.990

تامّ /ة 2 302 0.469 38 0.236 1.987
زائد/ة 3 303 0.470 39 0.242 1.942

مخلص/ة 3 266 0.413 35 0.217 1.900
صريح/ة 3 272 0.422 37 0.230 1.838

مفيد/ة 2 349 0.542 49 0.304 1.781



شخصي/ة 1 390 0.606 55 0.342 1.773
عاجل/ة 2 290 0.450 41 0.255 1.768
سلمي/ة 2 299 0.464 43 0.267 1.738
صارم/ة 5 232 0.360 34 0.211 1.706
قادم/ة 1 382 0.593 58 0.360 1.647

مذهل/ة 5 191 0.297 29 0.180 1.647
رائع/ة 1 384 0.596 59 0.366 1.627
عادي/ة 1 372 0.578 58 0.360 1.603
محدد/ة 2 314 0.488 49 0.304 1.602
جميل/ة 1 499 0.775 78 0.484 1.599
سلبي/ة 2 314 0.488 50 0.311 1.570
حقيقي/ة 1 426 0.661 68 0.422 1.566
أساسي/ة 1 398 0.618 64 0.398 1.555

نبيل/ة 4 280 0.435 46 0.286 1.522
هائل/ة 2 277 0.430 47 0.292 1.473

خيري/ة 3 315 0.489 54 0.335 1.458
بري/ة 3 256 0.398 44 0.273 1.455

خارجي/ة 1 403 0.626 71 0.441 1.419
عالمي/ة 1 428 0.665 81 0.503 1.321
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Appendix C: Winsteps Rasch analysis 

C.1 YN  

C.1.1 Person item map 

  



43-238WS
TABLE 12.2 Yes No Rasch 2                        ZOU238WS.TXT  Sep  2 21:31 2015
INPUT: 161 Person  200 Item  REPORTED: 161 Person  200 Item  2 CATS WINSTEPS 3.75.1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
MEASURE Person - MAP - Item
          <more>|<rare>
  120       XX  +
                |
                |
             X  |
                |
  110          T+
           XXX  |
                |
                |
         XXXXX  |
  100           +
             X  |
         XXXXX  |
            XX  |
   90   XXXXXX  +
           XXX  |  cnAn     mcpr
        XXXXXX  |  mcAdyQ
            XX  |T ryb
        XXXXXX S|
   80     XXXX  +  cbACQ
             X  |  AHtDn    Lve      gdr      zHAm
           XXX  |  brwz     cyAn     trwyj
             X  |  hdnQ
            XX  |  cryq     mzyj     rqyb     yHlw     zrr
   70      XXX  +  bqcQ     brq      jbAr     mSHf     mljL     mrwry
                   tjhyz
      XXXXXXXX  |S kwry     mnqwl    rAce     sAYr     xrq
          XXXX  |  ActvAr   AncdAm   bAky     bDcQ     cVr      mqAm
                   nAry     ntj      tlAcb    tqnyQ
        XXXXXX  |  AgtyAl   AnhyAr   czQ      mjAny    nbyl     slf
                   tnfyvy
             X  |  ADTrr    EbcAd    HZr      Twr      jVQ      jlyl
                   mVlV     mWAmrQ   mqbrQ    mrsm     tftyp
   60       XX  +  Actql    EdrAk    EnqAv    LrDyQ    bTC      cqAb
                   dmr      mctql    mstVmr   nAcm     pcbQ     rqmy
                   txTyT    vrAc     yrLs
          XXXX M|  nsby     sjyn     tbArk    tcAdl    wASf     xymQ
           XXX  |  DAHk     Hvr      cAne     mntj     myzAnyQ  nprQ
                   pqq      tHvyr    tjdd     tmsk     trdd     yltqy
            XX  |  HynmA    Lyd      bpryQ    cATfQ    hAjm     mAdy
                   msthdf   pjAcQ    tSHyH    wrdy     ydrk     ysAwy
   50        X  +M AfttAH   cnSr     mqcd     mrtfc    tLxr     tlmyv
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                   ygny     ytclq
            XX  |  Lslwb    mkAnQ    msrH     qdrQ     tkwyn    twAfq
      XXXXXXXX  |  Swty     byAn     cdl      crs      ksr      mHAwlQ
                   mqdm     qbylQ    tmyz     tqlyd    ykfy
          XXXX  |  Lsme     fqrQ     ftHQ     jnb      mHAfZQ   mhmA
                   msWwlyQ  pbkQ     trAV     ytcAml
      XXXXXXXX  |  fnAn     jcl      mnSb     nAjH     npr      tAsc
                   twqf     ytdxl
   40  XXXXXXX  +  AHtlAl   brkQ     cdm      wsc      yjcl
         XXXXX  |  ??mn     Lhmm     VAnwyQ   mdQ
            XX  |  EjAzQ    SdAqQ    Sdq      cks      jAls     qAbl
                   qwQ      tHdyd    vAt      wjh
          XXXX  |  LsAsy    qmr      smc
           XXX S|S HdyqQ    cTlQ     czyz     mHADrQ   mVAl     pmAl
                   qtl      xmswn
   30    XXXXX  +  Ev
          XXXX  |  mwsyqe   rsm      slTQ     swdAny
          XXXX  |  HflQ
           XXX  |  Sff      fkr      xrwj
      XXXXXXXX  |
   20           +  fDl      wHd
            XX  |  ycny
            XX  |T EDAfQ    clm      slAmQ    wAjb
            XX  |  Tlb
   10           +  LkVr     Lx
             X  |  Scb      mdynQ
                |  clm
               T|
                |
    0           +  qbl
                |
                |  hm
                |
                |
  -10           +
          <less>|<frequent>
 
 TABLE 12.12 Yes No Rasch 2                       ZOU238WS.TXT  Sep  2 21:31 2015
INPUT: 161 Person  200 Item  REPORTED: 161 Person  200 Item  2 CATS WINSTEPS 3.75.1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
MEASURE Person - MAP - Item
           <more>||<frequent>
  120        XX  ++
                 ||
                 ||
              X  ||
                 ||
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  110            ++
            XXX T||
                 ||
                 ||
                 ||  hm
  100     XXXXX  ++  qbl
                 ||
              X  ||
          XXXXX  ||
             XX  ||  clm
   90         X  ++  Scb      mdynQ
       XXXXXXXX  ||  LkVr     Lx
          XXXXX  ||  Tlb
             XX  ||T EDAfQ    clm      slAmQ    wAjb
            XXX S||  ycny
           XXXX  ||  fDl      wHd
   80     XXXXX  ++
                 ||  xrwj
           XXXX  ||  Sff      fkr
              X  ||  HflQ     mwsyqe   rsm      slTQ
              X  ||  Ev       swdAny
   70       XXX  ++  czyz     mVAl     qtl      xmswn
        XXXXXXX  ||S HdyqQ    cTlQ     mHADrQ   pmAl
           XXXX  ||  LsAsy    qmr      smc
         XXXXXX  ||  EjAzQ    SdAqQ    Sdq      cks      jAls     qAbl
                     qwQ      tHdyd    vAt      wjh
             XX  ||  Lhmm     VAnwyQ   mdQ
   60        XX  ++  ??mn     AHtlAl   brkQ     cdm      wsc      yjcl
              X M||  fnAn     jcl      mnSb     npr      tAsc     ytdxl
           XXXX  ||  fqrQ     ftHQ     jnb      mHAfZQ   nAjH     pbkQ
                     twqf     ytcAml
             XX  ||  Lsme     cdl      crs      ksr      mHAwlQ   mhmA
                     mqdm     msWwlyQ  tqlyd    trAV
             XX  ||  Lslwb    Swty     byAn     msrH     qbylQ    qdrQ
                     tmyz     twAfq    ykfy
   50         X  ++M mkAnQ    tLxr     tkwyn    ytclq
           XXXX  ||  AfttAH   cATfQ    cnSr     hAjm     mAdy     mqcd
                     mrtfc    msthdf   tSHyH    tlmyv    wrdy     ygny
                     ysAwy
         XXXXXX  ||  HynmA    Lyd      bpryQ    cAne     pjAcQ    ydrk
           XXXX  ||  DAHk     Hvr      mntj     myzAnyQ  nprQ     pqq
                     tHvyr    tjdd     tmsk     trdd     yltqy
        XXXXXXX  ||  Actql    EdrAk    mstVmr   nsby     sjyn     tbArk
                     tcAdl    txTyT    wASf     xymQ
   40  XXXXXXXX  ++  EnqAv    LrDyQ    bTC      cqAb     dmr      mctql
                     nAcm     pcbQ     rqmy     vrAc     yrLs
           XXXX  ||  ADTrr    EbcAd    HZr      Twr      jVQ      jlyl
                     mVlV     mWAmrQ   mqbrQ    mrsm     tftyp
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              X  ||  AgtyAl   AnhyAr   czQ      mjAny    nbyl     slf
                     tnfyvy
          XXXXX  ||  ActvAr   AncdAm   bAky     bDcQ     cVr      mqAm
                     nAry     ntj      tlAcb    tqnyQ
           XXXX  ||S kwry     mnqwl    rAce     xrq
   30        XX S++  bqcQ     brq      jbAr     mSHf     mrwry    sAYr
                     tjhyz
           XXXX  ||  mljL     yHlw
          XXXXX  ||  cryq     hdnQ     mzyj     rqyb     zrr
             XX  ||
      XXXXXXXXX  ||  brwz     cyAn     trwyj
             XX  ||  AHtDn    Lve      gdr      zHAm
   20            ++  cbACQ
             XX  ||
             XX  ||T ryb
             XX  ||  mcAdyQ
                 ||  cnAn
   10         X  ++  mcpr
           <less>||<rare>
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C.1.2 Construct key map 

  



41-238WS
TABLE 2.2 Yes No Rasch 2                         ZOU238WS.TXT  Sep  2 21:31 2015
INPUT: 161 Person  200 Item  REPORTED: 161 Person  200 Item  2 CATS WINSTEPS 3.75.1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
EXPECTED SCORE: MEAN  (Rasch-score-point threshold, ":" indicates Rasch-half-point 
threshold) (ILLUSTRATED BY AN OBSERVED CATEGORY)
-10    10      30      50      70      90     110     130
|-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------|  NUM   Item
0                                  0    :   1           1  174  mcpr
0                                  0   :    1           1  177  cnAn
0                                 0   :    1            1  156  mcAdyQ
0                                 0   :   1             1  191  ryb
0                               0   :   1               1  188  cbACQ
0                              0    :   1               1  145  Lve
0                              0   :    1               1  124  gdr
0                              0   :    1               1  181  AHtDn
0                              0   :    1               1  185  zHAm
0                             0    :   1                1  144  cyAn
0                             0    :   1                1  184  brwz
0                             0   :    1                1  136  trwyj
0                            0   :    1                 1  143  hdnQ
0                            0   :   1                  1  166  rqyb
0                            0   :   1                  1  199  mzyj
0                           0    :   1                  1  134  cryq
0                           0    :   1                  1  187  zrr
0                           0    :   1                  1  151  yHlw
0                           0   :   1                   1  190  mljL
0                          0    :   1                   1  182  jbAr
0                          0    :   1                   1  198  mrwry
0                          0    :   1                   1  120  bqcQ
0                          0    :   1                   1  154  tjhyz
0                          0    :   1                   1  189  mSHf
0                          0    :   1                   1  195  brq
0                          0   :    1                   1  111  sAYr
0                         0    :   1                    1  138  rAce
0                         0    :   1                    1  153  kwry
0                         0    :   1                    1  180  mnqwl
0                         0    :   1                    1  200  xrq
0                         0   :    1                    1   65  tqnyQ
0                         0   :    1                    1  106  bDcQ
0                         0   :    1                    1  158  ActvAr
0                         0   :    1                    1  173  mqAm
0                         0   :    1                    1  129  AncdAm
0                         0   :   1                     1   84  nAry
0                         0   :   1                     1   89  cVr
0                         0   :   1                     1  132  ntj
0                         0   :   1                     1  178  tlAcb
0                         0   :   1                     1  193  bAky
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0                        0    :   1                     1   79  AgtyAl
0                        0   :    1                     1   96  slf
0                        0   :    1                     1  119  mjAny
0                        0   :    1                     1  139  nbyl
0                        0   :    1                     1   92  AnhyAr
0                        0   :   1                      1   47  tnfyvy
0                        0   :   1                      1  155  czQ
0                       0    :   1                      1  103  mqbrQ
0                       0    :   1                      1  108  mWAmrQ
0                       0    :   1                      1  122  jlyl
0                       0    :   1                      1  186  mrsm
0                       0   :    1                      1   99  tftyp
0                       0   :    1                      1  123  HZr
0                       0   :    1                      1  127  EbcAd
0                       0   :    1                      1  171  mVlV
0                       0   :    1                      1   80  jVQ
0                       0   :    1                      1  100  ADTrr
0                       0   :    1                      1  161  Twr
0                       0   :   1                       1   55  EnqAv
0                       0   :   1                       1  135  vrAc
0                       0   :   1                       1  142  nAcm
0                       0   :   1                       1  167  yrLs
0                      0    :   1                       1   43  mctql
0                      0    :   1                       1   94  cqAb
0                      0    :   1                       1  102  dmr
0                      0    :   1                       1  126  rqmy
0                      0    :   1                       1  183  LrDyQ
0                      0    :   1                       1  148  bTC
0                      0    :   1                       1  194  pcbQ
0                      0   :    1                       1   73  txTyT
0                      0   :    1                       1   93  mstVmr
0                      0   :    1                       1  107  Actql
0                      0   :    1                       1  159  EdrAk
0                      0   :   1                        1  137  xymQ
0                      0   :   1                        1  172  tcAdl
0                     0    :   1                        1   81  sjyn
0                     0    :   1                        1  109  nsby
0                     0    :   1                        1  164  tbArk
0                     0    :   1                        1  176  wASf
0                     0   :    1                        1   45  mntj
0                     0   :    1                        1   95  myzAnyQ
0                     0   :    1                        1  101  tHvyr
0                     0   :    1                        1  170  tjdd
0                     0   :    1                        1  196  tmsk
0                     0   :    1                        1   48  yltqy
0                     0   :    1                        1  146  pqq
0                     0   :    1                        1  192  DAHk
0                     0   :   1                         1   82  Hvr
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0                     0   :   1                         1  121  nprQ
0                     0   :   1                         1  168  trdd
0                    0    :   1                         1   14  cAne
0                    0   :    1                         1   78  ydrk
0                    0   :    1                         1   85  bpryQ
0                    0   :    1                         1   46  HynmA
0                    0   :    1                         1  125  pjAcQ
0                    0   :    1                         1  157  Lyd
0                    0   :   1                          1  115  cATfQ
0                    0   :   1                          1  130  hAjm
0                    0   :   1                          1  149  msthdf
0                   0    :   1                          1   60  mAdy
0                   0    :   1                          1   88  ysAwy
0                   0    :   1                          1  128  tSHyH
0                   0    :   1                          1  160  wrdy
0                   0    :   1                          1   26  cnSr
0                   0    :   1                          1   51  AfttAH
0                   0    :   1                          1   75  mqcd
0                   0    :   1                          1  104  mrtfc
0                   0   :    1                          1  118  tlmyv
0                   0   :    1                          1  140  ygny
0                   0   :    1                          1   17  ytclq
0                   0   :    1                          1  197  tLxr
0                  0    :   1                           1   49  tkwyn
0                  0    :   1                           1  113  mkAnQ
0                  0   :    1                           1   44  Lslwb
0                  0   :    1                           1   18  qdrQ
0                  0   :    1                           1   63  msrH
0                  0   :    1                           1   98  twAfq
0                  0   :   1                            1   33  byAn
0                  0   :   1                            1   86  Swty
0                  0   :   1                            1  147  tmyz
0                 0    :   1                            1    1  ykfy
0                 0    :   1                            1   52  qbylQ
0                 0    :   1                            1   53  cdl
0                 0    :   1                            1  133  mqdm
0                 0    :   1                            1  175  ksr
0                 0   :    1                            1   39  mHAwlQ
0                 0   :    1                            1   83  tqlyd
0                 0   :    1                            1   91  crs
0                 0   :    1                            1   29  msWwlyQ
0                 0   :    1                            1   76  trAV
0                 0   :    1                            1   90  mhmA
0                 0   :    1                            1  179  Lsme
0                0    :   1                             1   64  ytcAml
0                0    :   1                             1   77  mHAfZQ
0                0    :   1                             1  116  fqrQ
0                0    :   1                             1  162  ftHQ
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0                0   :    1                             1   21  pbkQ
0                0   :    1                             1   56  jnb
0                0   :    1                             1   59  nAjH
0                0   :    1                             1  117  twqf
0                0   :   1                              1  150  jcl
0               0    :   1                              1   24  fnAn
0               0    :   1                              1   97  mnSb
0               0    :   1                              1   10  npr
0               0    :   1                              1   50  ytdxl
0               0    :   1                              1   67  tAsc
0               0   :    1                              1   11  cdm
0               0   :    1                              1   34  yjcl
0               0   :    1                              1   40  AHtlAl
0               0   :   1                               1   41  brkQ
0               0   :   1                               1  169  wsc
0              0    :   1                               1  131  ??mn
0              0   :    1                               1  163  VAnwyQ
0              0   :   1                                1   35  mdQ
0              0   :   1                                1   61  Lhmm
0             0    :   1                                1    5  cks
0             0    :   1                                1   23  wjh
0             0    :   1                                1  105  jAls
0             0    :   1                                1   20  qwQ
0             0    :   1                                1  110  SdAqQ
0             0    :   1                                1  114  EjAzQ
0             0   :    1                                1   13  vAt
0             0   :    1                                1   36  tHdyd
0             0   :    1                                1   74  Sdq
0             0   :    1                                1  112  qAbl
0            0    :   1                                 1   62  qmr
0            0    :   1                                 1  141  smc
0            0    :   1                                 1   37  LsAsy
0            0   :    1                                 1   69  HdyqQ
0            0   :   1                                  1   72  mHADrQ
0           0    :   1                                  1   87  cTlQ
0           0    :   1                                  1  165  pmAl
0           0   :    1                                  1    4  qtl
0           0   :    1                                  1    7  czyz
0           0   :    1                                  1   54  xmswn
0           0   :    1                                  1   58  mVAl
0          0    :   1                                   1   27  Ev
0          0   :    1                                   1   57  swdAny
0          0   :   1                                    1    6  slTQ
0          0   :   1                                    1   66  rsm
0          0   :   1                                    1   68  mwsyqe
0         0   :    1                                    1   70  HflQ
0        0    :   1                                     1    3  fkr
0        0    :   1                                     1   22  Sff
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0        0   :    1                                     1   28  xrwj
0      0    :   1                                       1   12  fDl
0      0   :    1                                       1   38  wHd
0     0    :   1                                        1   16  ycny
0     0   :    1                                        1   71  wAjb
0    0    :   1                                         1    2  slAmQ
0    0    :   1                                         1   15  EDAfQ
0    0    :   1                                         1  152  clm
0    0   :    1                                         1   25  Tlb
0   0   :    1                                          1    8  Lx
0   0   :    1                                          1   32  LkVr
0  0    :   1                                           1   30  mdynQ
0  0    :   1                                           1   31  Scb
0 0    :   1                                            1   19  clm
0   :   1                                               1   42  qbl
0  :   1                                                1    9  hm
|-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------|  NUM   Item
-10    10      30      50      70      90     110     130
 
             1      1
        113210265452097612342388324 563862515  3  1    2   Person
      T          S         M          S          T
        0   10  20 30 40  50 60  70   80 90           99   PERCENTILE
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C.1.1 Item polarity with point biserial measures 



26-771WS
TABLE 26.1 Yes No Rasch 2                        ZOU771WS.TXT  Dec 14 14:47 2015
INPUT: 161 Person  200 Item  REPORTED: 161 Person  200 Item  2 CATS WINSTEPS 3.75.1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Person: REAL SEP.: 7.53  REL.: .98 ... Item: REAL SEP.: 6.44  REL.: .98
 
         Item STATISTICS:  CORRELATION ORDER
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
|ENTRY   TOTAL  TOTAL           MODEL|   INFIT  |  OUTFIT  |PTBISERL-AL|EXACT MATCH|
       |
|NUMBER  SCORE  COUNT  MEASURE  S.E. |MNSQ  ZSTD|MNSQ  ZSTD|CORR.  EXP.| OBS%  EXP%|
Item   |
|------------------------------------+----------+----------+-----------+-----------+
--------|
|    42    157    161    -.11    5.29| .96    .1|9.90   9.9|  .11   .20| 97.5  97.5|
qbl    |
|    38    144    161   18.32    2.99|1.59   3.1|9.90   6.6|  .14   .41| 86.2  90.2|
wHd    |
|     9    158    161   -3.30    6.03|1.05    .3| .87    .0|  .15   .18| 98.1  98.1|
hm     |
|   152    148    161   14.42    3.27|1.25   1.3|8.10   5.1|  .24   .36| 92.5  92.0|
clm    |
|    31    152    161    9.53    3.76|1.02    .2|1.81   1.2|  .27   .30| 95.0  94.3|
Scb    |
|    30    152    161    9.53    3.76|1.03    .2|1.80   1.2|  .27   .30| 95.0  94.3|
mdynQ  |
|    19    154    161    6.40    4.16|1.01    .1| .41  -1.0|  .28   .27| 95.6  95.6|
clm    |
|     8    151    161   10.88    3.61|1.14    .6| .77   -.2|  .28   .32| 94.3  93.7|
Lx     |
|     2    148    161   14.42    3.27|1.28   1.4| .85    .0|  .31   .36| 89.9  92.0|
slAmQ  |
|   179    101    161   45.30    2.35|2.21   7.4|5.53   5.3|  .32   .71| 61.6  83.3|
Lsme   |
|    22    137    161   23.91    2.69|1.40   2.6|2.57   2.0|  .33   .49| 84.9  87.3|
Sff    |
|    57    130    161   28.67    2.53|1.57   3.9|5.12   3.7|  .34   .55| 78.0  85.7|
swdAny |
|    15    148    161   14.42    3.27|1.03    .2| .90    .0|  .34   .36| 93.7  92.0|
EDAfQ  |
|    32    151    161   10.88    3.61| .96   -.1| .36  -1.1|  .34   .32| 93.1  93.7|
LkVr   |
|   177     30    161   88.74    2.73|1.37   2.5|9.90   5.9|  .36   .54| 84.3  87.4|
cnAn   |
|    25    149    161   13.31    3.37|1.02    .2| .35  -1.2|  .38   .35| 91.2  92.6|
Tlb    |
|    71    147    161   15.46    3.19|1.05    .3| .48   -.8|  .38   .38| 91.2  91.5|
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wAjb   |
|    16    146    161   16.46    3.11| .88   -.7| .36  -1.2|  .43   .39| 92.5  91.0|
ycny   |
|   145     44    161   79.09    2.55|1.67   4.1|4.71   3.7|  .43   .64| 78.6  86.4|
Lve    |
|    12    143    161   19.19    2.93|1.01    .1| .49   -.8|  .44   .42| 89.3  89.7|
fDl    |
|    27    129    161   29.30    2.51|1.26   2.0|2.58   2.0|  .44   .55| 81.8  85.5|
Ev     |
|    68    132    161   27.37    2.57|1.24   1.8|2.41   1.9|  .45   .53| 84.3  86.1|
mwsyqe |
|    60     89    161   51.95    2.37|2.06   6.1|2.24   2.6|  .45   .74| 67.9  84.8|
mAdy   |
|    72    124    161   32.37    2.44|1.52   3.8|1.41    .8|  .45   .59| 72.3  84.8|
mHADrQ |
|   174     29    161   89.49    2.75|1.11    .8|3.14   2.3|  .45   .53| 87.4  87.6|
mcpr   |
|    54    126    161   31.17    2.47|1.39   2.9|3.09   2.4|  .47   .58| 77.4  85.1|
xmswn  |
|    87    125    161   31.77    2.46|1.29   2.2|4.25   3.2|  .48   .58| 79.2  84.9|
cTlQ   |
|    70    134    161   26.03    2.61|1.06    .5| .89    .0|  .48   .51| 87.4  86.6|
HflQ   |
|    28    138    161   23.18    2.73| .89   -.8| .95    .1|  .48   .48| 90.6  87.6|
xrwj   |
|   114    117    161   36.44    2.38|1.38   2.9|1.69   1.2|  .50   .63| 77.4  84.0|
EjAzQ  |
|   105    116    161   37.00    2.38|1.36   2.8|4.54   3.7|  .51   .64| 78.0  83.8|
jAls   |
|   191     35    161   85.15    2.64|1.20   1.5|1.60   1.0|  .52   .58| 83.0  86.8|
ryb    |
|     6    132    161   27.37    2.57|1.11    .8| .64   -.4|  .52   .53| 84.3  86.1|
slTQ   |
|   163    114    161   38.13    2.37|1.43   3.3|1.74   1.3|  .52   .65| 76.7  83.6|
VAnwyQ |
|   187     55    161   72.09    2.50|1.59   3.6|2.53   2.4|  .53   .70| 79.2  86.1|
zrr    |
|     3    137    161   23.91    2.69| .86  -1.0| .40  -1.1|  .53   .49| 87.4  87.3|
fkr    |
|    41    111    161   39.80    2.35|1.43   3.3|1.20    .5|  .55   .67| 74.2  83.3|
brkQ   |
|   112    119    161   35.30    2.40|1.17   1.4|2.47   2.0|  .55   .62| 82.4  84.2|
qAbl   |
|   194     77    161   58.83    2.42|1.74   4.4|1.57   1.5|  .57   .75| 72.3  85.4|
pcbQ   |
|   156     34    161   85.85    2.66| .92   -.6|1.57   1.0|  .57   .57| 88.1  86.9|
mcAdyQ |
|   182     59    161   69.62    2.48|1.43   2.7|2.71   2.8|  .57   .72| 81.1  85.7|
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jbAr   |
|    58    126    161   31.17    2.47|1.02    .2| .65   -.4|  .57   .58| 83.6  85.1|
mVAl   |
|     7    126    161   31.17    2.47|1.05    .4| .60   -.5|  .58   .58| 83.6  85.1|
czyz   |
|    66    132    161   27.37    2.57| .80  -1.6| .42  -1.0|  .58   .53| 91.8  86.1|
rsm    |
|   124     45    161   78.44    2.55|1.27   1.9|2.36   1.9|  .58   .65| 82.4  86.5|
gdr    |
|   151     56    161   71.47    2.49|1.41   2.6|2.13   2.0|  .58   .70| 80.5  86.0|
yHlw   |
|   166     54    161   72.72    2.50|1.46   2.9|1.76   1.4|  .59   .69| 79.2  86.2|
rqyb   |
|   113     94    161   49.16    2.36|1.49   3.3|1.67   1.5|  .59   .73| 75.5  84.2|
mkAnQ  |
|   144     48    161   76.51    2.53|1.44   2.8|1.18    .5|  .59   .66| 78.0  86.4|
cyAn   |
|   176     81    161   56.51    2.40|1.58   3.6|1.68   1.7|  .60   .75| 77.4  85.3|
wASf   |
|   165    125    161   31.77    2.46| .90   -.8| .61   -.5|  .60   .58| 86.8  84.9|
pmAl   |
|    69    123    161   32.97    2.43| .90   -.9|5.69   4.1|  .60   .60| 87.4  84.7|
HdyqQ  |
|   193     67    161   64.76    2.45|1.60   3.6|1.63   1.5|  .60   .74| 77.4  85.3|
bAky   |
|    63     96    161   48.05    2.35|1.37   2.6|1.98   2.0|  .61   .73| 79.2  83.9|
msrH   |
|   146     83    161   55.36    2.40|1.53   3.3|1.34   1.0|  .61   .75| 75.5  85.2|
pqq    |
|   185     46    161   77.79    2.54|1.15   1.1|2.55   2.1|  .61   .65| 85.5  86.5|
zHAm   |
|    67    108    161   41.45    2.35|1.16   1.3|1.93   1.6|  .62   .68| 81.8  83.1|
tAsc   |
|   141    120    161   34.72    2.40| .81  -1.6|1.67   1.2|  .62   .62| 91.8  84.3|
smc    |
|   157     87    161   53.08    2.38|1.41   2.7|2.25   2.6|  .63   .75| 78.0  85.0|
Lyd    |
|   153     63    161   67.17    2.47|1.31   2.1|2.00   2.1|  .63   .73| 80.5  85.4|
kwry   |
|   188     43    161   79.74    2.56|1.01    .1|1.02    .2|  .63   .63| 86.8  86.4|
cbACQ  |
|   161     74    161   60.59    2.43|1.48   3.0|1.81   2.0|  .63   .75| 78.0  85.5|
Twr    |
|   143     53    161   73.34    2.50|1.13    .9|1.46   1.0|  .63   .69| 84.9  86.2|
hdnQ   |
|    74    119    161   35.30    2.40| .97   -.2| .69   -.4|  .63   .62| 84.9  84.2|
Sdq    |
|   139     69    161   63.56    2.45|1.40   2.6|1.79   1.9|  .63   .74| 80.5  85.3|
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nbyl   |
|    62    120    161   34.72    2.40| .94   -.5| .59   -.6|  .64   .62| 84.3  84.3|
qmr    |
|   131    112    161   39.24    2.36|1.05    .4|1.34    .8|  .64   .66| 84.9  83.4|
??mn   |
|   184     48    161   76.51    2.53|1.01    .1|1.20    .5|  .64   .66| 88.1  86.4|
brwz   |
|    97    107    161   42.00    2.35|1.13   1.1| .94    .0|  .65   .68| 80.5  83.1|
mnSb   |
|    36    118    161   35.87    2.39| .98   -.1| .60   -.6|  .65   .63| 81.8  84.1|
tHdyd  |
|   122     72    161   61.77    2.44|1.35   2.3|1.60   1.6|  .65   .75| 78.0  85.4|
jlyl   |
|   162    103    161   44.20    2.34|1.16   1.3|1.24    .6|  .65   .70| 76.7  83.2|
ftHQ   |
|   136     49    161   75.87    2.52| .94   -.4| .88   -.1|  .66   .67| 87.4  86.4|
trwyj  |
|    61    115    161   37.57    2.37| .87  -1.1|1.77   1.3|  .66   .64| 88.1  83.7|
Lhmm   |
|   110    117    161   36.44    2.38| .92   -.7| .57   -.7|  .66   .63| 87.4  84.0|
SdAqQ  |
|   199     54    161   72.72    2.50|1.13    .9|1.20    .5|  .66   .69| 85.5  86.2|
mzyj   |
|    91    100    161   45.84    2.35|1.15   1.2|1.01    .2|  .67   .71| 78.0  83.4|
crs    |
|   169    111    161   39.80    2.35| .91   -.7|1.75   1.4|  .67   .67| 85.5  83.3|
wsc    |
|   116    103    161   44.20    2.34|1.10    .9| .87   -.1|  .67   .70| 80.5  83.2|
fqrQ   |
|   167     75    161   60.00    2.43|1.28   1.9|1.28    .9|  .68   .75| 81.1  85.5|
yrLs   |
|   155     71    161   62.37    2.44|1.21   1.5|1.51   1.4|  .68   .75| 83.0  85.4|
czQ    |
|   123     73    161   61.18    2.43|1.23   1.6|1.49   1.3|  .68   .75| 82.4  85.4|
HZr    |
|    20    117    161   36.44    2.38| .86  -1.2| .53   -.8|  .68   .63| 87.4  84.0|
qwQ    |
|     4    126    161   31.17    2.47| .54  -4.5| .27  -1.5|  .69   .58| 95.0  85.1|
qtl    |
|    50    108    161   41.45    2.35|1.01    .1| .67   -.6|  .69   .68| 83.0  83.1|
ytdxl  |
|    84     67    161   64.76    2.45|1.11    .8|1.75   1.8|  .69   .74| 82.4  85.3|
nAry   |
|    35    115    161   37.57    2.37| .83  -1.5| .58   -.7|  .69   .64| 88.1  83.7|
mdQ    |
|   198     59    161   69.62    2.48|1.10    .8| .98    .1|  .69   .72| 83.6  85.7|
mrwry  |
|   195     60    161   69.00    2.48|1.05    .4|1.04    .3|  .69   .72| 85.5  85.6|
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brq    |
|    23    116    161   37.00    2.38| .70  -2.8|1.16    .5|  .69   .64| 91.8  83.8|
wjh    |
|    37    121    161   34.14    2.41| .69  -2.9| .38  -1.2|  .70   .61| 89.3  84.4|
LsAsy  |
|   126     76    161   59.42    2.42|1.19   1.3|1.58   1.5|  .70   .75| 82.4  85.4|
rqmy   |
|   186     72    161   61.77    2.44|1.23   1.5|1.20    .6|  .70   .75| 81.8  85.4|
mrsm   |
|   189     60    161   69.00    2.48|1.03    .3|1.05    .3|  .70   .72| 86.8  85.6|
mSHf   |
|   117    105    161   43.10    2.34| .96   -.3| .88   -.1|  .70   .69| 81.8  83.1|
twqf   |
|    59    105    161   43.10    2.34| .99    .0| .93    .0|  .70   .69| 84.3  83.1|
nAjH   |
|   164     80    161   57.09    2.41|1.19   1.3|1.05    .3|  .70   .75| 79.9  85.3|
tbArk  |
|    24    107    161   42.00    2.35| .93   -.6| .94    .0|  .70   .68| 85.5  83.1|
fnAn   |
|    13    118    161   35.87    2.39| .68  -3.0| .49   -.9|  .70   .63| 91.8  84.1|
vAt    |
|   111     61    161   68.39    2.47|1.03    .2| .97    .1|  .70   .72| 84.9  85.5|
sAYr   |
|     5    116    161   37.00    2.38| .76  -2.2| .49   -.9|  .70   .64| 89.3  83.8|
cks    |
|   147     97    161   47.50    2.35|1.05    .4|1.10    .4|  .71   .72| 81.1  83.8|
tmyz   |
|    49     93    161   49.71    2.36|1.11    .8| .88   -.2|  .71   .73| 83.6  84.3|
tkwyn  |
|    56    104    161   43.65    2.34| .96   -.3| .67   -.6|  .71   .70| 82.4  83.1|
jnb    |
|   130     88    161   52.52    2.38|1.12    .9|1.25    .7|  .71   .74| 82.4  84.9|
hAjm   |
|    52     98    161   46.95    2.35| .98   -.1|3.74   4.0|  .72   .72| 85.5  83.6|
qbylQ  |
|   140     91    161   50.83    2.37|1.06    .5|1.25    .7|  .72   .74| 84.3  84.6|
ygny   |
|   137     79    161   57.67    2.41|1.13   1.0| .99    .1|  .72   .75| 81.8  85.4|
xymQ   |
|   173     65    161   65.96    2.46|1.00    .0| .82   -.3|  .72   .73| 84.3  85.3|
mqAm   |
|   181     45    161   78.44    2.55| .55  -3.8| .27  -1.6|  .73   .65| 95.0  86.5|
AHtDn  |
|   197     92    161   50.27    2.36|1.03    .3| .78   -.5|  .73   .74| 82.4  84.5|
tLxr   |
|   120     60    161   69.00    2.48| .87   -.9|1.22    .6|  .73   .72| 88.1  85.6|
bqcQ   |
|   150    106    161   42.55    2.34| .83  -1.5| .58   -.9|  .74   .69| 88.7  83.1|
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jcl    |
|    82     84    161   54.79    2.39|1.00    .1|1.44   1.2|  .74   .75| 86.8  85.1|
Hvr    |
|    90    101    161   45.30    2.35| .90   -.8|1.32    .8|  .74   .71| 84.3  83.3|
mhmA   |
|   142     75    161   60.00    2.43|1.03    .3| .95    .0|  .74   .75| 84.9  85.5|
nAcm   |
|   160     89    161   51.95    2.37|1.03    .3| .71   -.7|  .74   .74| 83.0  84.8|
wrdy   |
|   175     99    161   46.39    2.35| .93   -.6| .64   -.8|  .74   .72| 84.9  83.5|
ksr    |
|   103     72    161   61.77    2.44|1.04    .3| .92   -.1|  .74   .75| 85.5  85.4|
mqbrQ  |
|   138     63    161   67.17    2.47| .93   -.5| .88   -.2|  .74   .73| 85.5  85.4|
rAce   |
|    89     67    161   64.76    2.45| .94   -.4|1.08    .3|  .74   .74| 87.4  85.3|
cVr    |
|   183     76    161   59.42    2.42|1.06    .5|1.05    .3|  .74   .75| 83.6  85.4|
LrDyQ  |
|    10    108    161   41.45    2.35| .78  -2.0| .44  -1.3|  .74   .68| 86.8  83.1|
npr    |
|    11    109    161   40.90    2.35| .78  -2.0| .46  -1.2|  .74   .68| 89.3  83.1|
cdm    |
|   106     65    161   65.96    2.46| .91   -.6|1.05    .3|  .75   .73| 85.5  85.3|
bDcQ   |
|   115     88    161   52.52    2.38| .98   -.1| .83   -.4|  .75   .74| 86.2  84.9|
cATfQ  |
|    76    101    161   45.30    2.35| .84  -1.3| .55  -1.0|  .75   .71| 84.3  83.3|
trAV   |
|   149     88    161   52.52    2.38| .97   -.1| .78   -.5|  .75   .74| 84.9  84.9|
msthdf |
|    40    109    161   40.90    2.35| .65  -3.4|2.71   2.5|  .75   .68| 93.1  83.1|
AHtlAl |
|   154     60    161   69.00    2.48| .77  -1.7| .75   -.5|  .75   .72| 90.6  85.6|
tjhyz  |
|   180     64    161   66.57    2.46| .91   -.6| .63   -.9|  .75   .73| 84.9  85.4|
mnqwl  |
|   133     99    161   46.39    2.35| .86  -1.1| .84   -.2|  .76   .72| 86.2  83.5|
mqdm   |
|   109     80    161   57.09    2.41| .97   -.2| .75   -.6|  .76   .75| 84.9  85.3|
nsby   |
|   200     64    161   66.57    2.46| .84  -1.1| .70   -.7|  .76   .73| 87.4  85.4|
xrq    |
|    14     85    161   54.22    2.39| .95   -.3| .75   -.6|  .77   .75| 84.9  85.1|
cAne   |
|   134     55    161   72.09    2.50| .73  -2.1| .39  -1.5|  .77   .70| 89.3  86.1|
cryq   |
|    64    103    161   44.20    2.34| .75  -2.2| .50  -1.2|  .77   .70| 90.6  83.2|
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ytcAml |
|    81     80    161   57.09    2.41| .94   -.4| .91   -.1|  .77   .75| 86.2  85.3|
sjyn   |
|    86     97    161   47.50    2.35| .82  -1.5| .80   -.4|  .77   .72| 87.4  83.8|
Swty   |
|    77    103    161   44.20    2.34| .77  -2.0| .48  -1.3|  .77   .70| 89.3  83.2|
mHAfZQ |
|    53     99    161   46.39    2.35| .79  -1.8| .66   -.7|  .77   .72| 86.2  83.5|
cdl    |
|    21    104    161   43.65    2.34| .74  -2.3| .43  -1.4|  .77   .70| 87.4  83.1|
pbkQ   |
|   125     87    161   53.08    2.38| .91   -.6| .61  -1.1|  .77   .75| 84.3  85.0|
pjAcQ  |
|    98     96    161   48.05    2.35| .79  -1.7| .91   -.1|  .78   .73| 88.1  83.9|
twAfq  |
|    34    109    161   40.90    2.35| .63  -3.6| .35  -1.6|  .78   .68| 91.8  83.1|
yjcl   |
|    88     89    161   51.95    2.37| .87  -1.0| .74   -.6|  .78   .74| 86.8  84.8|
ysAwy  |
|   132     67    161   64.76    2.45| .85  -1.0| .83   -.4|  .78   .74| 88.7  85.3|
ntj    |
|    85     86    161   53.65    2.39| .84  -1.2|1.04    .2|  .78   .75| 89.9  85.0|
bpryQ  |
|    75     90    161   51.39    2.37| .81  -1.5|1.34    .9|  .78   .74| 88.7  84.7|
mqcd   |
|   118     91    161   50.83    2.37| .83  -1.3| .92   -.1|  .78   .74| 86.8  84.6|
tlmyv  |
|    48     83    161   55.36    2.40| .86  -1.0| .74   -.7|  .79   .75| 86.8  85.2|
yltqy  |
|   102     76    161   59.42    2.42| .84  -1.2| .81   -.5|  .79   .75| 89.9  85.4|
dmr    |
|    45     82    161   55.94    2.40| .88   -.8| .59  -1.3|  .79   .75| 86.8  85.2|
mntj   |
|    29    101    161   45.30    2.35| .71  -2.6| .48  -1.3|  .79   .71| 88.1  83.3|
msWwlyQ|
|    96     69    161   63.56    2.45| .82  -1.3| .64  -1.0|  .79   .74| 88.1  85.3|
slf    |
|   121     84    161   54.79    2.39| .83  -1.2|1.19    .6|  .79   .75| 89.3  85.1|
nprQ   |
|     1     98    161   46.95    2.35| .72  -2.4| .71   -.6|  .79   .72| 86.8  83.6|
ykfy   |
|   158     65    161   65.96    2.46| .65  -2.7| .58  -1.1|  .80   .73| 93.1  85.3|
ActvAr |
|    73     78    161   58.25    2.41| .82  -1.3| .58  -1.3|  .80   .75| 88.1  85.4|
txTyT  |
|   171     73    161   61.18    2.43| .83  -1.3| .52  -1.6|  .80   .75| 88.7  85.4|
mVlV   |
|    43     76    161   59.42    2.42| .80  -1.4| .63  -1.1|  .80   .75| 88.7  85.4|
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mctql  |
|    80     74    161   60.59    2.43| .78  -1.6|1.09    .4|  .80   .75| 91.8  85.5|
jVQ    |
|    33     97    161   47.50    2.35| .73  -2.3| .49  -1.4|  .80   .72| 88.7  83.8|
byAn   |
|   178     67    161   64.76    2.45| .71  -2.2| .67   -.9|  .80   .74| 88.7  85.3|
tlAcb  |
|   129     66    161   65.36    2.46| .73  -2.0| .59  -1.1|  .81   .74| 89.9  85.3|
AncdAm |
|    95     82    161   55.94    2.40| .80  -1.5| .52  -1.5|  .81   .75| 86.8  85.2|
myzAnyQ|
|   108     72    161   61.77    2.44| .74  -2.0| .58  -1.3|  .81   .75| 88.1  85.4|
mWAmrQ |
|   128     89    161   51.95    2.37| .74  -2.1| .86   -.3|  .81   .74| 90.6  84.8|
tSHyH  |
|    51     90    161   51.39    2.37| .73  -2.2|2.22   2.5|  .81   .74| 88.7  84.7|
AfttAH |
|    83    100    161   45.84    2.35| .64  -3.3| .38  -1.7|  .81   .71| 89.3  83.4|
tqlyd  |
|   190     58    161   70.23    2.48| .56  -3.6| .29  -2.1|  .81   .71| 91.2  85.8|
mljL   |
|   192     83    161   55.36    2.40| .78  -1.7| .60  -1.2|  .81   .75| 90.6  85.2|
DAHk   |
|    99     73    161   61.18    2.43| .73  -2.1| .73   -.7|  .81   .75| 89.9  85.4|
tftyp  |
|   100     74    161   60.59    2.43| .77  -1.7| .44  -1.9|  .81   .75| 86.8  85.5|
ADTrr  |
|   172     79    161   57.67    2.41| .77  -1.7| .58  -1.3|  .81   .75| 90.6  85.4|
tcAdl  |
|    39    100    161   45.84    2.35| .64  -3.3| .36  -1.8|  .82   .71| 90.6  83.4|
mHAwlQ |
|    92     70    161   62.96    2.44| .67  -2.6| .54  -1.4|  .82   .74| 90.6  85.3|
AnhyAr |
|    44     95    161   48.60    2.36| .67  -2.9| .51  -1.3|  .82   .73| 89.9  84.1|
Lslwb  |
|   170     82    161   55.94    2.40| .73  -2.1| .49  -1.7|  .82   .75| 89.3  85.2|
tjdd   |
|   119     69    161   63.56    2.45| .66  -2.6| .44  -1.8|  .82   .74| 91.8  85.3|
mjAny  |
|    65     65    161   65.96    2.46| .60  -3.3| .42  -1.8|  .82   .73| 91.8  85.3|
tqnyQ  |
|   135     75    161   60.00    2.43| .73  -2.0| .42  -2.0|  .83   .75| 88.7  85.5|
vrAc   |
|    26     90    161   51.39    2.37| .69  -2.6| .41  -1.9|  .83   .74| 88.7  84.7|
cnSr   |
|    94     76    161   59.42    2.42| .69  -2.4| .65  -1.0|  .83   .75| 91.2  85.4|
cqAb   |
|    55     75    161   60.00    2.43| .70  -2.3| .45  -1.9|  .83   .75| 89.9  85.5|
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EnqAv  |
|   127     73    161   61.18    2.43| .69  -2.4| .44  -1.9|  .83   .75| 91.2  85.4|
EbcAd  |
|    18     96    161   48.05    2.35| .62  -3.4| .39  -1.8|  .83   .73| 93.1  83.9|
qdrQ   |
|    46     87    161   53.08    2.38| .67  -2.7| .77   -.6|  .83   .75| 89.3  85.0|
HynmA  |
|    17     92    161   50.27    2.36| .64  -3.1| .54  -1.2|  .83   .74| 92.5  84.5|
ytclq  |
|   104     90    161   51.39    2.37| .66  -2.8| .43  -1.8|  .83   .74| 89.9  84.7|
mrtfc  |
|    79     68    161   64.16    2.45| .61  -3.2| .39  -2.0|  .84   .74| 90.6  85.3|
AgtyAl |
|   196     82    161   55.94    2.40| .65  -2.8| .41  -2.1|  .84   .75| 93.1  85.2|
tmsk   |
|   159     78    161   58.25    2.41| .65  -2.8| .40  -2.2|  .84   .75| 90.6  85.4|
EdrAk  |
|    47     71    161   62.37    2.44| .63  -3.0| .38  -2.2|  .84   .75| 91.8  85.4|
tnfyvy |
|   101     82    161   55.94    2.40| .63  -3.0| .40  -2.1|  .85   .75| 93.1  85.2|
tHvyr  |
|    93     78    161   58.25    2.41| .64  -2.9| .37  -2.3|  .85   .75| 90.6  85.4|
mstVmr |
|    78     86    161   53.65    2.39| .62  -3.1| .39  -2.1|  .85   .75| 91.2  85.0|
ydrk   |
|   107     78    161   58.25    2.41| .62  -3.1| .39  -2.2|  .85   .75| 91.8  85.4|
Actql  |
|   168     84    161   54.79    2.39| .59  -3.4| .36  -2.3|  .86   .75| 91.8  85.1|
trdd   |
|   148     77    161   58.83    2.42| .55  -3.8| .37  -2.3|  .86   .75| 95.0  85.4|
bTC    |
|------------------------------------+----------+----------+-----------+-----------+
--------|
| MEAN    92.1  161.0   50.00    2.52| .98   -.3|1.30    .1|           | 86.2  85.5|
       |
| S.D.    28.5     .0   17.50     .42| .29   2.1|1.50   1.8|           |  5.4   2.5|
       |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
 
 TABLE 26.3 Yes No Rasch 2                        ZOU771WS.TXT  Dec 14 14:47 2015
INPUT: 161 Person  200 Item  REPORTED: 161 Person  200 Item  2 CATS WINSTEPS 3.75.1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
         Item CATEGORY/OPTION/DISTRACTOR FREQUENCIES:  CORRELATION ORDER
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
|ENTRY   DATA  SCORE |     DATA   | AVERAGE  S.E.  OUTF PTBSA|        |
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C.2 VLT 

C.2.1 Person item map 

  



43-877WS
TABLE 12.2 Vocabulary Levels Test                ZOU877WS.TXT  Sep  2 20:38 2015
INPUT: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  REPORTED: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  2 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------
 
MEASURE Participant - MAP - VLT Item
            <more>|<rare>
  110    XXXXXXX  +
                  |
                  |
                  |
                 T|
           XXXXX  |
  100             +
                  |
                  |
            XXXX  |
                  |
   90 XXXXXXXXXX  +
                  |
              XX  |
            XXXX  |
                  |
               X  |T
   80        XXX  +  pbH
             XXX S|
            XXXX  |  zyAdQ fy AlmAl
             XXX  |  SbAH
                  |
             XXX  |  Dmn                         cbAdQ dynyQ
                     fkrQ                        mHtml
   70       XXXX  +  LSbH ZAhrA                  mVyr llAhtmAm
         XXXXXXX  |  kAn mfyd??                  rWyQ gyr HqyqyQ
             XXX  |S mrAqbQ
            XXXX  |  Srx                         fqd AlAhtmAm
                     mntpr                       qlq
                     sb~b fy ntAYj               trk Alcml
              XX  |  HAkm ZAlm                   ntyjQ jhwd
                     wqf ETlAq AlnAr
   60         XX  +  cZym                        mcrfQ LkydQ
                     wSwl
               X  |  mAl llDHyQ
              XX  |  lA ymwt                     lh nZrQ EyjAbyQ llHyAQ
                     mqSwd                       pxS yprH AlLHdAV
                     qyAdQ
              XX  |  njAH AqtSAdy                zyAdQ fy Alwzn
           XXXXX M|  Aljw AlcAm                  HdyV
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                     kAn mdyrA lmprwc            mnTqQ
                     tcbyr Lw klmQ
           XXXXX  |  AlmAC fy AlhwAC             SrAc
                     kVr                         ktAb fyh mclwmAt
   50       XXXX  +M mjmwcQ tsAfr Ele mkAn bcyd  tHt AlmAC
                     tSryH rsmy
                  |  LxlAq syYQ                  hdyQ mn Allh
                     mA tklm                     mAdQ qwyQ
           XXXXX  |
             XXX  |  pxS ycrf AlkVyr cn mhnth
              XX  |  HADr fy mkAn                HryQ wsyAdQ
                     mprwb                       pAb Sgyr
   40       XXXX  +  bdL rHlQ                    mjmwcQ mn AllAcbyn
             XXX  |  nwc mn AlmlAbs
         XXXXXXX  |  SdAqQ                       bdAyQ Alywm
                     mSdr nwr bAllyl
             XXX  |
              XX  |S cAp fy mkAn                 fy Aljyp
                     kl cAm                      mbne lclAj AlmrDe
                     rLe AlHAdV
         XXXXXXX  |  lys cndh mAl                mn AlLsrQ
   30     XXXXXX  +  LsAfr Ele mkAn bcyd bh/bhA  cml fy wZyfQ
           XXXXX S|  drs mAdQ jdydQ              mYQ snQ
             XXX  |
            XXXX  |  mn bld ?xr
           XXXXX  |  qAl "lA" lpyC
              XX  |  AlrYys wAlwzrAC
   20             +T
             XXX  |
               X  |
                  |
                  |
   10             +
                  |  pxS yd?~s fy AljAmcQ
                  |  wld
                  |
                 T|
           XXXXX  |
    0          X  +
            <less>|<frequent>
 
 TABLE 12.12 Vocabulary Levels Test               ZOU877WS.TXT  Sep  2 20:38 2015
INPUT: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  REPORTED: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  2 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------
 
MEASURE Participant - MAP - VLT Item
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            <more>||<frequent>
  110    XXXXXXX  ++
                  ||
                  ||
                  ||
                 T||
           XXXXX  ||
  100             ++
                  ||
                  ||
            XXXX  ||  wld
                  ||
   90 XXXXXXXXXX  ++  pxS yd?~s fy AljAmcQ
                  ||
              XX  ||
            XXXX  ||
                  ||
               X  ||T
   80        XXX  ++
             XXX S||  AlrYys wAlwzrAC
            XXXX  ||  qAl "lA" lpyC
             XXX  ||  mn bld ?xr
                  ||
             XXX  ||  drs mAdQ jdydQ              mYQ snQ
   70       XXXX  ++  LsAfr Ele mkAn bcyd bh/bhA  cml fy wZyfQ
         XXXXXXX  ||  fy Aljyp                    lys cndh mAl
                      mn AlLsrQ                   rLe AlHAdV
             XXX  ||S cAp fy mkAn                 kl cAm
                      mbne lclAj AlmrDe
            XXXX  ||  mSdr nwr bAllyl
              XX  ||  SdAqQ                       bdAyQ Alywm
   60         XX  ++  nwc mn AlmlAbs
               X  ||  bdL rHlQ                    mjmwcQ mn AllAcbyn
                      mprwb                       pAb Sgyr
              XX  ||  HADr fy mkAn                HryQ wsyAdQ
              XX  ||  pxS ycrf AlkVyr cn mhnth
           XXXXX M||  LxlAq syYQ                  hdyQ mn Allh
           XXXXX  ||  mA tklm                     mAdQ qwyQ
                      mjmwcQ tsAfr Ele mkAn bcyd  tSryH rsmy
   50       XXXX  ++M tHt AlmAC
                  ||  Aljw AlcAm                  AlmAC fy AlhwAC
                      SrAc                        kVr
                      ktAb fyh mclwmAt
           XXXXX  ||  HdyV                        kAn mdyrA lmprwc
                      mnTqQ                       tcbyr Lw klmQ
             XXX  ||  lA ymwt                     lh nZrQ EyjAbyQ llHyAQ
                      njAH AqtSAdy                zyAdQ fy Alwzn
              XX  ||  mAl llDHyQ                  mqSwd
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                      pxS yprH AlLHdAV            qyAdQ
   40       XXXX  ++  cZym                        mcrfQ LkydQ
             XXX  ||  wSwl                        wqf ETlAq AlnAr
         XXXXXXX  ||  HAkm ZAlm                   Srx
                      ntyjQ jhwd                  qlq
                      trk Alcml
             XXX  ||  fqd AlAhtmAm                mntpr
                      sb~b fy ntAYj
              XX  ||S mrAqbQ                      rWyQ gyr HqyqyQ
         XXXXXXX  ||  kAn mfyd??                  mVyr llAhtmAm
   30     XXXXXX  ++  Dmn                         LSbH ZAhrA
                      mHtml
           XXXXX S||  cbAdQ dynyQ                 fkrQ
             XXX  ||
            XXXX  ||  SbAH
           XXXXX  ||  zyAdQ fy AlmAl
              XX  ||
   20             ++T pbH
             XXX  ||
               X  ||
                  ||
                  ||
   10             ++
                  ||
                  ||
                  ||
                 T||
           XXXXX  ||
    0          X  ++
            <less>||<rare>
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C.2.2 Construct key map 
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TABLE 2.2 Vocabulary Levels Test                 ZOU877WS.TXT  Sep  2 20:38 2015
INPUT: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  REPORTED: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  2 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------
 
EXPECTED SCORE: MEAN  (Rasch-score-point threshold, ":" indicates Rasch-half-point 
threshold) (ILLUSTRATED BY AN OBSERVED CATEGORY)
0        20        40        60        80       100       120
|---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------|  NUM   VLT Item
1                                  1    :    5              5   50  pbH
1                                1    :     2               2   49  zyAdQ fy AlmAl
1                               1    :     5                5   67  SbAH
2                             2     :    1                  1   61  cbAdQ dynyQ
2                             2     :    1                  1   68  fkrQ
2                             2    :     1                  1   71  Dmn
1                             1    :     2                  2   73  mHtml
1                            1     :    2                   2   57  LSbH ZAhrA
1                            1    :     2                   2   44  mVyr llAhtmAm
1                           1     :    2                    2   42  kAn mfyd??
1                           1    :     3                    3   34  rWyQ gyr HqyqyQ
1                          1     :    2                     2   48  mrAqbQ
1                          1    :     4                     4   55  sb~b fy ntAYj
1                          1    :     4                     4   70  fqd AlAhtmAm
1                         1     :    3                      3   45  mntpr
1                         1     :    5                      5   19  qlq
1                         1     :    3                      3   56  Srx
1                         1     :    6                      6   63  trk Alcml
2                         2    :     1                      1   39  ntyjQ jhwd
1                         1    :     4                      4   51  HAkm ZAlm
1                        1     :    4                       4   46  wqf ETlAq AlnAr
1                        1    :     3                       3   64  wSwl
2                        2    :     1                       1   32  mcrfQ LkydQ
1                       1     :    6                        6   59  cZym
1                      1     :    5                         5   33  mAl llDHyQ
1                      1    :     2                         2   54  pxS yprH AlLHdAV
2                      2    :     1                         1   60  mqSwd
1                      1    :     4                         4   69  qyAdQ
1                      1    :    3                          3   58  lA ymwt
1                      1    :    6                          6   75  lh nZrQ EyjAbyQ 
llHyAQ
1                     1    :     4                          4   62  njAH AqtSAdy
1                     1    :     5                          5   65  zyAdQ fy Alwzn
1                    1     :    6                           6    1  mnTqQ
1                    1     :    6                           6   40  kAn mdyrA lmprwc
1                    1     :    6                           6   43  HdyV
1                    1     :    4                           4   53  tcbyr Lw klmQ
2                    2    :     1                           1   36  Aljw AlcAm
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1                    1    :     6                           6   66  AlmAC fy AlhwAC
1                    1    :     5                           5   72  kVr
1                   1     :    2                            2   20  SrAc
1                   1     :    6                            6   47  ktAb fyh mclwmAt
1                   1    :     4                            4   74  tHt AlmAC
1                  1     :    6                             6    6  tSryH rsmy
1                  1     :    4                             4   31  mjmwcQ tsAfr Ele
mkAn bcyd
1                  1    :     3                             3   41  mA tklm
2                  2    :     1                             1   22  mAdQ qwyQ
1                 1     :    6                              6   18  LxlAq syYQ
1                 1     :    5                              5   24  hdyQ mn Allh
1                1    :     2                               2   37  pxS ycrf AlkVyr 
cn mhnth
1               1    :     2                                2   15  HADr fy mkAn
1               1    :     2                                2   23  HryQ wsyAdQ
1               1    :     5                                5   35  pAb Sgyr
1               1    :     6                                6   38  mprwb
1              1     :    6                                 6   25  bdL rHlQ
1              1     :    2                                 2    4  mjmwcQ mn 
AllAcbyn
1             1     :    4                                  4   21  nwc mn AlmlAbs
2            2     :    1                                   1   52  SdAqQ
1            1     :    5                                   5   17  bdAyQ Alywm
1            1    :     3                                   3   16  mSdr nwr bAllyl
1           1    :     6                                    6   11  cAp fy mkAn
1           1    :     4                                    4   29  kl cAm
1          1     :    6                                     6    9  mbne lclAj 
AlmrDe
1          1     :    3                                     3   10  rLe AlHAdV
1          1     :    6                                     6   14  fy Aljyp
1          1    :     5                                     5   28  lys cndh mAl
1          1    :     3                                     3   30  mn AlLsrQ
2         2    :     1                                      1    8  LsAfr Ele mkAn 
bcyd bh/bhA
2         2    :     1                                      1   26  cml fy wZyfQ
1        1    :     2                                       2    7  mYQ snQ
1        1    :     2                                       2   27  drs mAdQ jdydQ
1      1    :     5                                         5   13  mn bld ?xr
1     1     :    5                                          5   12  qAl "lA" lpyC
1    1     :    4                                           4    3  AlrYys wAlwzrAC
1    :    3                                                 3    5  pxS yd?~s fy 
AljAmcQ
1  :     2                                                  2    2  wld
|---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------|  NUM   VLT Item
0        20        40        60        80       100       120
 
                                             1
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15      1324175674634345 4833122656223433142 0 4   5     7     Participant
T             S             M             S             T
0          10 20 30  40  50    60 70    80  90          99     PERCENTILE
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C.1.1 Item polarity with point biserial measures 



26-059WS
TABLE 26.1 Vocabulary Levels Test                ZOU059WS.TXT  Dec 14 14:38 2015
INPUT: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  REPORTED: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  2 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------
Participant: REAL SEP.: 4.56  REL.: .95 ... VLT Item: REAL SEP.: 5.90  REL.: .97
 
         VLT Item STATISTICS:  CORRELATION ORDER
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------
|ENTRY   TOTAL  TOTAL           MODEL|   INFIT  |  OUTFIT  |PTBISERL-AL|EXACT MATCH|
                          |
|NUMBER  SCORE  COUNT  MEASURE  S.E. |MNSQ  ZSTD|MNSQ  ZSTD|CORR.  EXP.| OBS%  EXP%|
VLT Item                  |
|------------------------------------+----------+----------+-----------+-----------+
---------------------------|
|     2    151    161    6.61    3.95|1.51   1.7| .68   -.3|  .30   .33| 90.8  94.8|
wld                       |
|     5    149    161    9.49    3.64|1.24   1.0| .81   -.1|  .33   .36| 92.2  93.9|
pxS yd?~s fy AljAmcQ      |
|     3    136    161   21.96    2.72|1.31   2.0|9.90   9.6|  .34   .49| 85.0  87.4|
AlrYys wAlwzrAC           |
|     8    123    161   30.46    2.44|1.18   1.5|5.66   4.3|  .48   .59| 79.7  83.4|
LsAfr Ele mkAn bcyd bh/bhA|
|    12    134    161   23.41    2.66|1.01    .2| .60   -.6|  .51   .51| 86.3  86.6|
qAl "lA" lpyC             |
|    50     39    161   80.00    2.71|1.13    .9|1.98   1.4|  .57   .63| 87.6  87.4|
pbH                       |
|    26    123    161   30.46    2.44|1.03    .3|2.00   1.6|  .57   .59| 81.0  83.4|
cml fy wZyfQ              |
|    68     52    161   71.11    2.54|1.36   2.4|2.34   2.3|  .57   .70| 81.7  85.8|
fkrQ                      |
|    49     44    161   76.45    2.63|1.23   1.5|2.89   2.5|  .59   .66| 85.0  86.7|
zyAdQ fy AlmAl            |
|    10    118    161   33.36    2.39| .98   -.2|2.91   2.5|  .59   .62| 85.0  82.9|
rLe AlHAdV                |
|    13    132    161   24.79    2.60| .71  -2.5| .33  -1.4|  .60   .53| 89.5  85.8|
mn bld ?xr                |
|     1     81    161   53.72    2.38|1.50   3.3|2.78   3.5|  .60   .75| 77.1  84.0|
mnTqQ                     |
|    61     52    161   71.11    2.54|1.26   1.8|2.64   2.7|  .60   .70| 84.3  85.8|
cbAdQ dynyQ               |
|    55     63    161   64.23    2.46|1.53   3.3|2.03   2.2|  .61   .73| 77.8  84.8|
sb~b fy ntAYj             |
|    72     84    161   52.04    2.37|1.45   3.0|1.77   1.9|  .62   .74| 75.8  83.7|
kVr                       |
|    37     97    161   44.88    2.33|1.33   2.4|1.17    .5|  .62   .71| 75.2  83.1|
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pxS ycrf AlkVyr cn mhnth  |
|    67     47    161   74.40    2.59|1.14   1.0|1.30    .7|  .62   .67| 84.3  86.4|
SbAH                      |
|    27    126    161   28.65    2.48| .74  -2.4| .38  -1.2|  .64   .57| 89.5  84.0|
drs mAdQ jdydQ            |
|     7    126    161   28.65    2.48| .77  -2.1| .38  -1.2|  .64   .57| 86.9  84.0|
mYQ snQ                   |
|    52    110    161   37.81    2.34|1.10    .8| .72   -.5|  .65   .66| 81.0  82.6|
SdAqQ                     |
|    35    102    161   42.17    2.33|1.16   1.3|1.21    .6|  .65   .70| 81.7  82.9|
pAb Sgyr                  |
|    40     81    161   53.72    2.38|1.34   2.3|1.44   1.2|  .66   .75| 78.4  84.0|
kAn mdyrA lmprwc          |
|    30    120    161   32.22    2.40| .83  -1.5| .45  -1.0|  .66   .61| 84.3  83.1|
mn AlLsrQ                 |
|    16    112    161   36.71    2.35| .94   -.5| .75   -.3|  .67   .65| 84.3  82.6|
mSdr nwr bAllyl           |
|    63     65    161   63.03    2.45|1.18   1.3|1.68   1.6|  .67   .74| 84.3  84.8|
trk Alcml                 |
|     9    117    161   33.93    2.38| .79  -1.9|1.20    .5|  .67   .62| 88.2  82.8|
mbne lclAj AlmrDe         |
|    29    116    161   34.49    2.37| .79  -1.9|2.12   1.8|  .68   .63| 86.3  82.8|
kl cAm                    |
|    11    116    161   34.49    2.37| .87  -1.2| .50  -1.0|  .68   .63| 85.0  82.8|
cAp fy mkAn               |
|    32     70    161   60.06    2.43|1.20   1.4|1.52   1.3|  .68   .74| 82.4  84.7|
mcrfQ LkydQ               |
|    71     53    161   70.46    2.53| .94   -.4|1.24    .7|  .68   .70| 88.2  85.7|
Dmn                       |
|    28    120    161   32.22    2.40| .71  -2.9| .38  -1.2|  .69   .61| 90.8  83.1|
lys cndh mAl              |
|    41     90    161   48.71    2.35|1.11    .9|1.28    .8|  .69   .73| 83.0  83.5|
mA tklm                   |
|    73     53    161   70.46    2.53| .88   -.8|1.25    .7|  .70   .70| 86.9  85.7|
mHtml                     |
|    57     54    161   69.82    2.53| .95   -.3|1.29    .8|  .70   .70| 86.3  85.5|
LSbH ZAhrA                |
|    17    111    161   37.27    2.35| .90   -.9| .59   -.8|  .70   .66| 84.3  82.6|
bdAyQ Alywm               |
|    45     64    161   63.63    2.46|1.05    .4|1.69   1.6|  .70   .73| 85.0  84.8|
mntpr                     |
|    64     69    161   60.65    2.43|1.17   1.2| .96    .0|  .70   .74| 83.0  84.8|
wSwl                      |
|    47     85    161   51.48    2.36|1.14   1.0|1.47   1.3|  .70   .74| 79.7  83.6|
ktAb fyh mclwmAt          |
|    62     79    161   54.86    2.39|1.12    .9|1.19    .6|  .71   .75| 81.0  84.2|
njAH AqtSAdy              |
|    34     59    161   66.68    2.49| .91   -.6|1.96   2.0|  .72   .72| 87.6  84.9|
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rWyQ gyr HqyqyQ           |
|    23    101    161   42.71    2.33| .95   -.3| .73   -.5|  .72   .70| 84.3  82.9|
HryQ wsyAdQ               |
|    14    118    161   33.36    2.39| .63  -3.7| .34  -1.4|  .72   .62| 92.8  82.9|
fy Aljyp                  |
|    58     77    161   56.00    2.40|1.12    .9| .88   -.2|  .72   .75| 79.7  84.3|
lA ymwt                   |
|    46     68    161   61.24    2.44|1.08    .6|1.19    .6|  .72   .74| 83.7  84.8|
wqf ETlAq AlnAr           |
|    53     82    161   53.16    2.38|1.08    .6|1.11    .4|  .72   .75| 80.4  83.9|
tcbyr Lw klmQ             |
|    38    102    161   42.17    2.33| .93   -.5| .73   -.5|  .72   .70| 83.0  82.9|
mprwb                     |
|    42     57    161   67.93    2.50| .97   -.2| .78   -.4|  .72   .72| 85.6  85.1|
kAn mfyd??                |
|    48     61    161   65.45    2.48| .96   -.2|1.02    .2|  .73   .73| 86.9  84.9|
mrAqbQ                    |
|    21    107    161   39.45    2.33| .75  -2.3|1.82   1.5|  .73   .68| 90.2  82.7|
nwc mn AlmlAbs            |
|    60     76    161   56.57    2.40|1.06    .5| .89   -.2|  .73   .75| 81.7  84.4|
mqSwd                     |
|     4    104    161   41.08    2.33| .83  -1.4| .61   -.8|  .74   .69| 86.9  82.8|
mjmwcQ mn AllAcbyn        |
|    25    103    161   41.62    2.33| .83  -1.5| .59   -.9|  .74   .69| 86.3  82.9|
bdL rHlQ                  |
|    33     74    161   57.73    2.41| .99    .0|1.08    .3|  .74   .75| 85.6  84.6|
mAl llDHyQ                |
|    69     76    161   56.57    2.40| .96   -.2|1.08    .3|  .75   .75| 88.2  84.4|
qyAdQ                     |
|    39     66    161   62.43    2.45| .93   -.5| .92   -.1|  .75   .74| 86.3  84.8|
ntyjQ jhwd                |
|    59     71    161   59.47    2.42| .95   -.4| .77   -.5|  .76   .75| 84.3  84.7|
cZym                      |
|    56     65    161   63.03    2.45| .85  -1.1| .95    .0|  .76   .74| 86.9  84.8|
Srx                       |
|    31     89    161   49.26    2.35| .92   -.6| .72   -.7|  .76   .73| 82.4  83.5|
mjmwcQ tsAfr Ele mkAn bcyd|
|    15    101    161   42.71    2.33| .76  -2.1| .72   -.5|  .77   .70| 88.2  82.9|
HADr fy mkAn              |
|    24     93    161   47.06    2.34| .84  -1.3|1.06    .3|  .77   .73| 86.3  83.3|
hdyQ mn Allh              |
|    44     56    161   68.55    2.51| .67  -2.6| .83   -.3|  .77   .71| 91.5  85.2|
mVyr llAhtmAm             |
|    70     63    161   64.23    2.46| .78  -1.7| .77   -.5|  .77   .73| 89.5  84.8|
fqd AlAhtmAm              |
|    74     87    161   50.37    2.36| .86  -1.1|1.15    .5|  .78   .74| 85.0  83.5|
tHt AlmAC                 |
|    51     66    161   62.43    2.45| .82  -1.3| .76   -.6|  .78   .74| 88.9  84.8|
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HAkm ZAlm                 |
|    43     81    161   53.72    2.38| .87  -1.0| .88   -.2|  .78   .75| 86.3  84.0|
HdyV                      |
|    20     85    161   51.48    2.36| .85  -1.2| .74   -.7|  .78   .74| 88.9  83.6|
SrAc                      |
|    75     77    161   56.00    2.40| .84  -1.2| .80   -.5|  .79   .75| 87.6  84.3|
lh nZrQ EyjAbyQ llHyAQ    |
|    54     76    161   56.57    2.40| .84  -1.2| .58  -1.2|  .79   .75| 86.9  84.4|
pxS yprH AlLHdAV          |
|     6     89    161   49.26    2.35| .80  -1.6| .60  -1.1|  .79   .73| 88.9  83.5|
tSryH rsmy                |
|    22     91    161   48.16    2.35| .78  -1.8| .55  -1.3|  .79   .73| 87.6  83.4|
mAdQ qwyQ                 |
|    19     65    161   63.03    2.45| .77  -1.7| .65   -.9|  .80   .74| 86.9  84.8|
qlq                       |
|    66     84    161   52.04    2.37| .80  -1.6| .55  -1.4|  .80   .74| 85.0  83.7|
AlmAC fy AlhwAC           |
|    65     79    161   54.86    2.39| .75  -2.0| .48  -1.7|  .82   .75| 87.6  84.2|
zyAdQ fy Alwzn            |
|    36     83    161   52.60    2.37| .72  -2.3| .52  -1.5|  .82   .74| 88.2  83.8|
Aljw AlcAm                |
|    18     93    161   47.06    2.34| .61  -3.5| .40  -1.8|  .83   .73| 91.5  83.3|
LxlAq syYQ                |
|------------------------------------+----------+----------+-----------+-----------+
---------------------------|
| MEAN    87.9  161.0   50.00    2.46| .98   -.3|1.28    .3|           | 85.3  84.5|
                          |
| S.D.    26.3     .0   15.49     .24| .22   1.6|1.29   1.7|           |  3.8   2.0|
                          |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------
 
 TABLE 26.3 Vocabulary Levels Test                ZOU059WS.TXT  Dec 14 14:38 2015
INPUT: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  REPORTED: 161 Participant  75 VLT Item  2 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------
 
         VLT Item CATEGORY/OPTION/DISTRACTOR FREQUENCIES:  CORRELATION ORDER
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------
|ENTRY   DATA  SCORE |     DATA   | AVERAGE  S.E.  OUTF PTBSA|                      
    |
|NUMBER  CODE  VALUE |  COUNT   % | ABILITY  MEAN  MNSQ CORR.| VLT Item             
    |
|--------------------+------------+--------------------------+----------------------
-----|
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C.3 WAF 

C.3.1 Partial credit person item map  

  



16-895WS
TABLE 16.3 Word Associates One Point             ZOU895WS.TXT  Sep  3 12:25 2015
INPUT: 161 Person  200 Associate  REPORTED: 161 Person  200 Associate  2 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
 
MEASURE Associate - MAP - Person
               <rare>|<more>
                     |T 3960675568
   90                +
                     |  3877844017  3961195803  3965170191
                     |  3923889121
                  .  |  3954510941
                     |  3886185211
   80                +  3875952965  3928621187  3955591044  3960083495
                        3961252628
                     |  3924889048  3964820272
                  #  |  3883512702  3923971723  3929219233  3934922938
                        3967171240
                    T|  3876179305  3887818707  3925009362
                  #  |  3929340220  3931621291  3960762496
   70            ##  +  3877735161  3906112527  3930981522
                  #  |S 3924714662  3930204536  3941102203
                .##  |  3878001859  3967979561
               .###  |  3928716499  3959119984  3959164985  3961688764
                        3962468745  3964504395
             .##### S|  3925725588  3961215018
            .######  |  3889465711  3924573662
   60          ####  +  3880546331  3887502119  3923978655  3985016252
                        3993153859
               ####  |  3892436131  3925801729  3925815128  3926750826
                        3964245036
             .#####  |  3881171332  3887709777  3968922615
           .#######  |  3878273218  3880446136  3896892134  3899436491
                        3924050668  3943932965  3959102837
            #######  |  3876147676  3898282968  3933387853  3964324230
   50         ##### M+  3876170379  3882906575  3890394068  3890720398
                        3891674831  3898549603  3923918764  3954885129
                        3967338758  4020286967
              .####  |  3876994920  3888421794  3924398585  3924685744
           ########  |  3898212834  3899186986  3900468542  3901187556
                        3956339893  3987754741
               ####  |M
               .###  |  3876142501  3899399617  3914711715  3924381140
                        3962288791
   40          .###  +  3876748852  3880957561  3969859138  3971765209
                ### S|  3880771919  3930700766  3955557996  3955752297
                        3964662903
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16-895WS
              .####  |  3889301737  3891991637  3900282040  3924984616
                        3933942870  3960556763  3967635054
                .##  |  3876868323  3902196586  3926386156  3953791501
                ###  |  3905521171  3918410809
   30          .###  +
                  #  |  3890488551  3900126198  3939977464
                     |
                  # T|  3899141386  3899316500  3901531810  3914709166
                        3928879059  3942410954
                     |  3888328457  3943843754  3969817262
   20                +S 3897876085  3900919529  3987515894
                     |  3903614619  3933239051
                     |  3889085216  3908282331  3909338254  3929130477
                        3931559297
                  #  |  3894491756  3959338944
                     |  3889121079  3889990033  3938730723  3959319923
                        3970910680
   10                +  3960975893
                  .  |  3878336103  3890234533  3936575825  3960792273
                     |  3880911441
                     |  3877693394  3902672979  3961090574
                     |  3881012969  3938471236  3965086333
                     |
    0                +  3883612925  3898305347
                     |T
                     |
                     |
                     |
  -10                +
                     |  3953363423  3965053090
                     |
                     |
                     |
  -20                +  3924056970  3960707588
             <frequen|<less>
EACH "#" IS 2. EACH "." IS 1.
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C.1.1 Partial credit item polarity with point biserial measures 



26-139WS
fArq     |
|   170     24    161   76.17    2.74|1.00    .1|1.94   1.4|  .46   .50| 89.9  88.0|
bHt      |
|   116     39    161   66.36    2.42|1.42   2.9|2.17   1.8|  .46   .60| 78.0  84.9|
zwAj     |
|   172     30    161   71.94    2.58|1.27   1.8|1.17    .5|  .46   .55| 84.3  86.6|
xyAl     |
|   159     41    161   65.20    2.39|1.42   2.9|1.69   1.3|  .47   .61| 81.8  84.6|
Lmn      |
|    83    118    161   24.75    2.51|1.72   4.2|1.31    .7|  .50   .61| 74.8  86.1|
Tqs      |
|   148     31    161   71.29    2.56|1.15   1.1| .85   -.1|  .52   .56| 84.9  86.4|
qmQ      |
|   171     38    161   66.94    2.43|1.28   2.0| .93    .1|  .53   .60| 79.2  85.1|
SdfQ     |
|   154     44    161   63.51    2.36|1.27   2.0|1.00    .2|  .54   .63| 79.2  84.1|
czyz     |
|   169     44    161   63.51    2.36|1.29   2.2|1.01    .2|  .54   .63| 79.2  84.1|
xAlS     |
|   195     47    161   61.87    2.33|1.30   2.3|1.17    .5|  .54   .64| 77.4  83.6|
AqtSAd   |
|    93     50    161   60.27    2.30|1.26   2.1|1.41   1.0|  .55   .65| 78.0  83.1|
Lmyn     |
|    30     94    161   38.32    2.28|1.36   2.7|2.62   3.4|  .56   .69| 76.7  82.7|
tAryx    |
|   145     42    161   64.63    2.38|1.09    .8| .89    .0|  .58   .62| 83.6  84.3|
mntZr    |
|   155     46    161   62.41    2.34|1.15   1.2|1.64   1.3|  .58   .64| 79.9  83.8|
wqt      |
|    18     97    161   36.75    2.30|1.37   2.7|1.57   1.5|  .58   .68| 77.4  83.1|
SAdq     |
|   112     44    161   63.51    2.36|1.15   1.2|1.22    .6|  .58   .63| 80.5  84.1|
wHdQ     |
|   141     36    161   68.14    2.46|1.02    .2| .78   -.2|  .59   .59| 86.2  85.5|
pdyd     |
|    33    112    161   28.40    2.43|1.16   1.1|1.16    .5|  .59   .64| 82.4  85.6|
xAS      |
|   166     55    161   57.67    2.26|1.21   1.7|1.44   1.1|  .59   .67| 79.9  82.4|
cAql     |
|   113     47    161   61.87    2.33|1.15   1.2| .94    .0|  .60   .64| 82.4  83.6|
kAvb     |
|   160     43    161   64.07    2.37|1.03    .3| .87   -.1|  .60   .62| 84.9  84.2|
tdAbyr   |
|    31     87    161   41.88    2.24|1.31   2.5|1.46   1.3|  .60   .70| 75.5  82.1|
dwlQ     |
|    82     47    161   61.87    2.33|1.10    .8|1.65   1.3|  .60   .64| 81.1  83.6|
mwjQ     |
|   198     33    161   70.00    2.52| .87   -.9| .69   -.4|  .60   .57| 88.1  86.1|
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VAbt     |
|    98     58    161   56.15    2.25|1.21   1.7|1.33    .9|  .61   .67| 78.0  82.0|
mbApr    |
|   199     44    161   63.51    2.36|1.05    .4|1.05    .3|  .61   .63| 84.3  84.1|
clAqQ    |
|    13    109    161   30.15    2.40|1.13   1.0|1.60   1.3|  .61   .65| 81.8  85.2|
mqbl     |
|    22     90    161   40.37    2.25|1.19   1.6|1.59   1.6|  .61   .69| 79.2  82.3|
Drwry    |
|    36    108    161   30.73    2.39|1.21   1.5| .94    .0|  .61   .65| 81.1  85.1|
clAqQ    |
|   131     61    161   54.64    2.23|1.20   1.7|1.19    .6|  .61   .68| 78.0  81.7|
AqtrAb   |
|    84     54    161   58.18    2.27|1.13   1.1|2.31   2.4|  .61   .66| 78.6  82.5|
trHyb    |
|    32     99    161   35.69    2.31|1.13   1.0|1.75   1.8|  .62   .68| 81.1  83.4|
cSr      |
|   147     49    161   60.79    2.31|1.10    .9| .78   -.4|  .62   .65| 79.9  83.3|
lqAC     |
|     6     99    161   35.69    2.31|1.18   1.4|1.48   1.3|  .62   .68| 81.1  83.4|
Hrb      |
|    29    107    161   31.30    2.38|1.15   1.1|1.10    .4|  .62   .66| 83.0  84.9|
jdyd     |
|    11     89    161   40.87    2.25|1.19   1.6|2.21   2.9|  .62   .69| 80.5  82.3|
mbArAQ   |
|   157     36    161   68.14    2.46| .86  -1.1| .59   -.7|  .62   .59| 88.7  85.5|
mAnc     |
|   196     52    161   59.22    2.28|1.12   1.0|1.09    .3|  .62   .66| 81.8  82.8|
tclym    |
|   197     41    161   65.20    2.39| .89   -.8|1.66   1.2|  .62   .61| 89.3  84.6|
Slb      |
|   162     45    161   62.96    2.35|1.06    .5| .72   -.5|  .63   .63| 83.0  83.9|
qdr      |
|   179     42    161   64.63    2.38|1.03    .3| .67   -.5|  .63   .62| 84.9  84.3|
TAqQ     |
|   189     40    161   65.77    2.41| .91   -.7| .71   -.4|  .63   .61| 87.4  84.7|
mctAd    |
|   167     59    161   55.64    2.24|1.14   1.2|1.22    .7|  .63   .68| 79.9  81.9|
EdArQ    |
|   106     51    161   59.74    2.29|1.04    .3|1.44   1.0|  .63   .65| 82.4  83.0|
nhAYy    |
|     5    109    161   30.15    2.40|1.12    .9| .81   -.3|  .63   .65| 83.0  85.2|
dwly     |
|   124     47    161   61.87    2.33|1.08    .7| .73   -.4|  .63   .64| 79.9  83.6|
trAjc    |
|     7    113    161   27.81    2.44|1.02    .2| .75   -.4|  .63   .63| 85.5  85.7|
AqtSAd   |
|    34     99    161   35.69    2.31|1.19   1.4| .99    .1|  .63   .68| 77.4  83.4|
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HryQ     |
|     8    107    161   31.30    2.38|1.07    .6|1.09    .3|  .64   .66| 84.3  84.9|
prkQ     |
|    14    107    161   31.30    2.38|1.08    .6| .82   -.3|  .64   .66| 81.8  84.9|
qrn      |
|    53     88    161   41.38    2.24|1.14   1.1|1.28    .9|  .64   .69| 80.5  82.2|
msAcd    |
|    79     64    161   53.16    2.22|1.13   1.2|1.08    .3|  .64   .68| 78.6  81.3|
qTAc     |
|    21    102    161   34.07    2.34|1.07    .6|1.36   1.0|  .64   .67| 83.0  83.9|
rYysy    |
|   146     39    161   66.36    2.42| .85  -1.1| .59   -.7|  .65   .60| 88.1  84.9|
mtwqc    |
|    72     80    161   45.34    2.22|1.17   1.5|1.07    .3|  .65   .70| 78.6  81.5|
cmlyQ    |
|    46     65    161   52.67    2.22|1.13   1.2| .93   -.1|  .65   .69| 76.1  81.3|
hAm~     |
|    66     60    161   55.14    2.24|1.10    .9| .85   -.3|  .65   .68| 79.2  81.8|
mTlq     |
|    54     69    161   50.71    2.21|1.13   1.1|1.00    .1|  .65   .69| 76.1  81.0|
nAfc     |
|   105     46    161   62.41    2.34| .95   -.4| .68   -.6|  .65   .64| 83.6  83.8|
qATc     |
|   137     62    161   54.15    2.23|1.07    .6|1.25    .7|  .65   .68| 81.8  81.6|
VAnwy    |
|    10    110    161   29.58    2.41|1.02    .2| .87   -.1|  .65   .65| 87.4  85.4|
mmtAz    |
|    26     86    161   42.38    2.23|1.08    .7|1.27    .9|  .66   .70| 81.1  82.0|
ywmy     |
|    12     99    161   35.69    2.31|1.13   1.0|1.11    .4|  .66   .68| 81.1  83.4|
frSQ     |
|   107     45    161   62.96    2.35| .95   -.4| .62   -.7|  .66   .63| 83.0  83.9|
dwr      |
|   158     51    161   59.74    2.29| .97   -.2| .77   -.4|  .66   .65| 83.6  83.0|
AjrACAt  |
|   123     48    161   61.33    2.32| .99    .0| .65   -.7|  .66   .64| 83.0  83.5|
lAft     |
|    40    101    161   34.62    2.33|1.09    .7| .87   -.2|  .66   .67| 81.8  83.7|
tjArQ    |
|   129     98    161   36.22    2.30|1.08    .7|1.20    .7|  .66   .68| 80.5  83.2|
mHrm     |
|   104     60    161   55.14    2.24|1.06    .6| .79   -.5|  .66   .68| 79.2  81.8|
VqQ      |
|   109     70    161   50.22    2.21|1.09    .8| .93   -.1|  .66   .69| 75.5  81.0|
mAly     |
|   138     63    161   53.65    2.22|1.05    .5| .83   -.4|  .67   .68| 82.4  81.5|
frcy     |
|   130     97    161   36.75    2.30|1.09    .8| .93   -.1|  .67   .68| 78.6  83.1|
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tdxyn    |
|   178     47    161   61.87    2.33| .88  -1.0| .86   -.1|  .67   .64| 86.2  83.6|
xTr      |
|    23    108    161   30.73    2.39| .95   -.4| .66   -.7|  .67   .65| 84.9  85.1|
tclym    |
|    80     46    161   62.41    2.34| .89   -.8| .61   -.8|  .67   .64| 84.9  83.8|
qAcdQ    |
|    81     99    161   35.69    2.31|1.07    .6| .96    .0|  .67   .68| 81.1  83.4|
sAxn     |
|   188     47    161   61.87    2.33| .90   -.8| .60   -.8|  .67   .64| 83.6  83.6|
tqdm     |
|   164     64    161   53.16    2.22|1.04    .4| .78   -.5|  .68   .68| 77.4  81.3|
nsbQ     |
|    19    103    161   33.53    2.34| .98   -.1| .72   -.6|  .68   .67| 83.6  84.1|
ESlAH    |
|   110     57    161   56.65    2.25|1.02    .2| .70   -.7|  .68   .67| 78.6  82.1|
mSrfy    |
|    16     89    161   40.87    2.25|1.07    .6| .76   -.7|  .68   .69| 79.2  82.3|
jyl      |
|    37    108    161   30.73    2.39| .87  -1.0| .74   -.5|  .68   .65| 87.4  85.1|
Ljnby    |
|    38    106    161   31.86    2.37| .92   -.6| .68   -.7|  .68   .66| 86.2  84.7|
syAsQ    |
|    45     74    161   48.27    2.21|1.02    .2| .87   -.3|  .69   .70| 79.9  81.1|
HAd~     |
|    96     82    161   44.36    2.22|1.03    .3| .89   -.2|  .69   .70| 79.2  81.7|
cml      |
|   142     48    161   61.33    2.32| .85  -1.2| .78   -.3|  .69   .64| 86.8  83.5|
cnyf     |
|   114     59    161   55.64    2.24| .94   -.5| .79   -.4|  .69   .68| 82.4  81.9|
xATY     |
|    27     85    161   42.88    2.23|1.03    .3| .77   -.7|  .69   .70| 79.9  81.9|
mwATn    |
|   140     91    161   39.86    2.26|1.03    .3|1.02    .2|  .69   .69| 83.6  82.4|
pwArc    |
|    20     94    161   38.32    2.28| .99    .0| .84   -.4|  .69   .69| 84.3  82.7|
rgbQ     |
|   177     50    161   60.27    2.30| .88  -1.0| .60   -.9|  .69   .65| 84.3  83.1|
xfy      |
|   132     66    161   52.18    2.22| .97   -.3|1.12    .4|  .70   .69| 79.2  81.2|
mwAd     |
|    74     67    161   51.69    2.21| .97   -.2|1.04    .2|  .70   .69| 83.6  81.1|
mbApr    |
|    90     73    161   48.76    2.21|1.00    .1| .75   -.7|  .70   .70| 82.4  81.0|
qwAt     |
|    57     96    161   37.28    2.29| .99    .0| .65  -1.0|  .70   .68| 81.8  83.0|
EnsAny   |
|    94     72    161   49.25    2.21|1.00    .1| .72   -.8|  .70   .69| 81.1  80.9|
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SAdq     |
|    24    102    161   34.07    2.34| .87  -1.0| .61  -1.0|  .70   .67| 85.5  83.9|
xdmAt    |
|   191     48    161   61.33    2.32| .83  -1.4| .56  -1.0|  .70   .64| 88.1  83.5|
ZAhrQ    |
|     9    105    161   32.42    2.36| .90   -.8| .59  -1.0|  .70   .66| 86.2  84.5|
cZym     |
|    25     96    161   37.28    2.29| .97   -.2| .64  -1.0|  .70   .68| 83.0  83.0|
Tbycy    |
|   190     38    161   66.94    2.43| .65  -3.0| .40  -1.3|  .70   .60| 91.8  85.1|
pAYc     |
|   118     65    161   52.67    2.22| .97   -.3| .68   -.9|  .70   .69| 81.1  81.3|
mtmyz    |
|   126     69    161   50.71    2.21| .96   -.3|1.07    .3|  .71   .69| 79.9  81.0|
pryf     |
|    35     75    161   47.79    2.21| .97   -.3| .87   -.3|  .71   .70| 83.0  81.2|
mSAlH    |
|   165     74    161   48.27    2.21| .99   -.1| .66  -1.1|  .71   .70| 77.4  81.1|
Hkym     |
|    67     73    161   48.76    2.21| .96   -.4| .88   -.3|  .71   .70| 82.4  81.0|
rfD      |
|   180     56    161   57.16    2.26| .89  -1.0| .57  -1.1|  .71   .67| 83.6  82.3|
LsbAb    |
|   119     78    161   46.32    2.21| .96   -.4| .88   -.3|  .71   .70| 80.5  81.4|
tjrbQ    |
|    70     82    161   44.36    2.22| .97   -.2|1.11    .4|  .71   .70| 81.8  81.7|
Hl~      |
|   115     53    161   58.70    2.28| .79  -1.8| .80   -.3|  .71   .66| 89.9  82.7|
AthAm    |
|    28    105    161   32.42    2.36| .81  -1.5| .54  -1.2|  .71   .66| 88.7  84.5|
HyAQ     |
|   187     49    161   60.79    2.31| .77  -2.0| .58   -.9|  .71   .65| 87.4  83.3|
ntAYj    |
|    58     75    161   47.79    2.21| .96   -.3| .74   -.8|  .71   .70| 80.5  81.2|
tnmyQ    |
|   151     66    161   52.18    2.22| .94   -.5| .64  -1.1|  .71   .69| 80.5  81.2|
tyAr     |
|   185     52    161   59.22    2.28| .83  -1.5| .51  -1.2|  .72   .66| 85.5  82.8|
mdhp     |
|   120     78    161   46.32    2.21| .94   -.5| .71   -.9|  .72   .70| 81.8  81.4|
nmwvj    |
|    15     79    161   45.83    2.21| .94   -.5|1.10    .4|  .72   .70| 80.5  81.4|
mwsm     |
|    75     58    161   56.15    2.25| .88  -1.0| .71   -.7|  .72   .67| 84.3  82.0|
AjtmAc   |
|    39     90    161   40.37    2.25| .91   -.8| .73   -.8|  .72   .69| 83.0  82.3|
pWwn     |
|    86     83    161   43.87    2.22| .94   -.5| .80   -.6|  .72   .70| 78.6  81.8|
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cml      |
|   103     74    161   48.27    2.21| .94   -.5| .73   -.8|  .72   .70| 81.1  81.1|
srcQ     |
|   122     69    161   50.71    2.21| .92   -.7| .70   -.9|  .72   .69| 83.6  81.0|
ZAhr     |
|   136     84    161   43.37    2.23| .95   -.4| .76   -.7|  .72   .70| 83.0  81.9|
mwZf     |
|   161     65    161   52.67    2.22| .91   -.8| .61  -1.2|  .72   .69| 82.4  81.3|
Sgyr     |
|   108     55    161   57.67    2.26| .82  -1.6| .63   -.9|  .72   .67| 84.9  82.4|
xTwQ     |
|   111     68    161   51.20    2.21| .91   -.8| .67  -1.0|  .72   .69| 81.8  81.0|
syAsQ    |
|    59     68    161   51.20    2.21| .90   -.9| .73   -.7|  .73   .69| 81.8  81.0|
mwArd    |
|   101     90    161   40.37    2.25| .90   -.8| .64  -1.2|  .73   .69| 81.8  82.3|
EDAfy    |
|    78     69    161   50.71    2.21| .90   -.9| .75   -.7|  .73   .69| 83.6  81.0|
xTwT     |
|   143     49    161   60.79    2.31| .78  -2.0| .50  -1.2|  .73   .65| 87.4  83.3|
mnAfsQ   |
|    42     79    161   45.83    2.21| .92   -.7| .75   -.7|  .73   .70| 83.0  81.4|
mwcd     |
|   121     65    161   52.67    2.22| .89  -1.0| .60  -1.2|  .73   .69| 82.4  81.3|
bArz     |
|    55    100    161   35.16    2.32| .83  -1.4| .54  -1.3|  .73   .68| 88.7  83.5|
mclwmAt  |
|   117     88    161   41.38    2.24| .88  -1.0| .73   -.8|  .73   .69| 83.0  82.2|
wHyd     |
|    71     63    161   53.65    2.22| .86  -1.3| .75   -.6|  .73   .68| 81.1  81.5|
msyrQ    |
|   156     77    161   46.81    2.21| .92   -.7| .63  -1.2|  .73   .70| 82.4  81.3|
hdyQ     |
|   192     48    161   61.33    2.32| .73  -2.4| .53  -1.0|  .73   .64| 90.6  83.5|
mphd     |
|    77     64    161   53.16    2.22| .86  -1.2| .70   -.8|  .73   .68| 84.9  81.3|
wAsc     |
|    99     68    161   51.20    2.21| .88  -1.1| .63  -1.1|  .73   .69| 83.0  81.0|
mwqf     |
|    51     79    161   45.83    2.21| .89  -1.0| .82   -.5|  .73   .70| 84.3  81.4|
LVr      |
|    48     93    161   38.83    2.27| .83  -1.4| .58  -1.3|  .74   .69| 85.5  82.6|
mrD      |
|   186     46    161   62.41    2.34| .69  -2.7| .41  -1.4|  .74   .64| 88.7  83.8|
cjyb     |
|    95     67    161   51.69    2.21| .87  -1.2| .59  -1.3|  .74   .69| 82.4  81.1|
jhwd     |
|    56     98    161   36.22    2.30| .81  -1.6| .53  -1.4|  .74   .68| 88.1  83.2|
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tjrbQ    |
|    91     65    161   52.67    2.22| .85  -1.4| .56  -1.3|  .74   .69| 83.6  81.3|
Hdwd     |
|   125     86    161   42.38    2.23| .89  -1.0| .80   -.6|  .74   .70| 83.6  82.0|
krym     |
|   144     58    161   56.15    2.25| .81  -1.8| .51  -1.4|  .74   .67| 85.5  82.0|
mcrkQ    |
|   152     78    161   46.32    2.21| .87  -1.2| .77   -.7|  .74   .70| 84.3  81.4|
Tqs      |
|    85     80    161   45.34    2.22| .88  -1.0| .64  -1.1|  .74   .70| 81.1  81.5|
EnsAny   |
|    65     93    161   38.83    2.27| .81  -1.6| .54  -1.5|  .75   .69| 85.5  82.6|
kAml     |
|    76     84    161   43.37    2.23| .85  -1.3| .66  -1.1|  .75   .70| 84.3  81.9|
rsAlQ    |
|   174     56    161   57.16    2.26| .78  -2.0| .50  -1.4|  .75   .67| 87.4  82.3|
mtpdd    |
|    73     82    161   44.36    2.22| .87  -1.2| .56  -1.5|  .75   .70| 83.0  81.7|
sryc     |
|   135     81    161   44.85    2.22| .86  -1.3| .57  -1.5|  .75   .70| 83.6  81.6|
Hl~      |
|   153     72    161   49.25    2.21| .85  -1.4| .55  -1.5|  .75   .69| 84.9  80.9|
gAly     |
|    52     81    161   44.85    2.22| .82  -1.7| .79   -.6|  .75   .70| 86.2  81.6|
tTwrAt   |
|   134     73    161   48.76    2.21| .84  -1.5| .56  -1.5|  .75   .70| 82.4  81.0|
nmwvjy   |
|   193     63    161   53.65    2.22| .79  -2.0| .83   -.4|  .75   .68| 86.2  81.5|
mmzwj    |
|    92     57    161   56.65    2.25| .75  -2.3| .48  -1.5|  .76   .67| 84.9  82.1|
nql      |
|    63     65    161   52.67    2.22| .78  -2.1| .61  -1.2|  .76   .69| 84.9  81.3|
cdd      |
|    68     79    161   45.83    2.21| .83  -1.5| .53  -1.6|  .76   .70| 83.0  81.4|
VqQ      |
|    41     78    161   46.32    2.21| .81  -1.8| .61  -1.3|  .76   .70| 85.5  81.4|
mcyn     |
|    89     64    161   53.16    2.22| .77  -2.1| .67   -.9|  .76   .68| 87.4  81.3|
LrDy     |
|   127     61    161   54.64    2.23| .75  -2.4| .49  -1.5|  .77   .68| 86.8  81.7|
mbAdY    |
|    62     76    161   47.30    2.21| .80  -1.9| .57  -1.4|  .77   .70| 84.9  81.2|
kbyr     |
|   176     62    161   54.15    2.23| .74  -2.5| .52  -1.4|  .77   .68| 86.8  81.6|
prwT     |
|   173     60    161   55.14    2.24| .73  -2.6| .51  -1.4|  .77   .68| 88.1  81.8|
qAsy     |
|   102     80    161   45.34    2.22| .79  -2.0| .54  -1.6|  .77   .70| 86.2  81.5|
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wzn      |
|    47     89    161   40.87    2.25| .74  -2.4| .52  -1.7|  .77   .69| 88.1  82.3|
wDc      |
|    44     82    161   44.36    2.22| .78  -2.0| .51  -1.7|  .78   .70| 85.5  81.7|
hdf      |
|   149     80    161   45.34    2.22| .78  -2.0| .61  -1.3|  .78   .70| 86.2  81.5|
mtwsT    |
|   194     66    161   52.18    2.22| .75  -2.5| .60  -1.2|  .78   .69| 85.5  81.2|
mpAcr    |
|    49     85    161   42.88    2.23| .77  -2.1| .53  -1.7|  .78   .70| 86.2  81.9|
syC      |
|    88     79    161   45.83    2.21| .76  -2.3| .63  -1.2|  .78   .70| 86.8  81.4|
mprwc    |
|    50     70    161   50.22    2.21| .75  -2.5| .60  -1.3|  .78   .69| 88.1  81.0|
mpAcr    |
|   128     69    161   50.71    2.21| .75  -2.5| .47  -1.8|  .78   .69| 86.2  81.0|
hdf      |
|    43     82    161   44.36    2.22| .73  -2.6| .66  -1.1|  .78   .70| 89.3  81.7|
prT      |
|   100     73    161   48.76    2.21| .73  -2.7| .49  -1.8|  .79   .70| 86.2  81.0|
HwAr     |
|    87     80    161   45.34    2.22| .74  -2.5| .45  -2.0|  .79   .70| 83.6  81.5|
mWssQ    |
|    97     74    161   48.27    2.21| .73  -2.7| .48  -1.9|  .79   .70| 86.2  81.1|
wADH     |
|   175     59    161   55.64    2.24| .63  -3.7| .41  -1.8|  .80   .68| 91.2  81.9|
cqwbAt   |
|    69     76    161   47.30    2.21| .69  -3.1| .43  -2.1|  .81   .70| 88.7  81.2|
hAdY     |
|    64     73    161   48.76    2.21| .63  -3.8| .39  -2.3|  .82   .70| 88.7  81.0|
Hjm      |
|    61     70    161   50.22    2.21| .61  -4.0| .38  -2.4|  .83   .69| 89.3  81.0|
Dxm      |
|------------------------------------+----------+----------+-----------+-----------+
----------|
| MEAN    70.6  161.0   50.00    2.31|1.01   -.1|1.00   -.2|           | 82.9  82.9|
         |
| S.D.    23.7     .0   12.43     .13| .23   1.8| .84   1.3|           |  4.0   1.9|
         |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------
 
 TABLE 26.3 Word Associates One Point             ZOU139WS.TXT  Dec 14 15:09 2015
INPUT: 161 Person  200 Associate  REPORTED: 161 Person  200 Associate  2 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
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C.3.2 Right/wrong person item map  

  



16-352WS
TABLE 16.3 Word Associates Test                  ZOU352WS.TXT  Sep  2 23:34 2015
INPUT: 161 Participant  50 Item  REPORTED: 161 Participant  50 Item  100 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
 
MEASURE Item - MAP - Participant
         <rare>|<more>
            X  |
              T|
   80          +T 3960675568  3965170191
            X  |
               |
               |  3877844017  3923889121  3954510941
               |
               |  3961195803
           XX  |  3961252628
   70          +
            X  |  3876179305  3928621187  3960083495  3964820272
           XX  |  3886185211
          XXX S|  3929219233
               |  3924889048  3955591044
          XXX  |  3934922938
          XXX  |  3877735161
   60       X  +  3883512702  3967171240
           XX  |  3967979561
               |S
          XXX  |  3925009362  3941102203
            X  |  3930204536  3930981522
               |  3875952965  3887818707  3931621291  3959164985
               |  3960762496  3961215018  3961688764  3964504395
   50    XXXX M+  3878001859  3924714662
            X  |
          XXX  |  3880546331  3923978655  3929340220
            X  |  3887709777  3892436131  3923971723  3985016252
            X  |  3881171332  3906112527  3924573662  3925815128  3926750826
                  3962468745
            X  |
   40     XXX  +  3928716499  3959119984
           XX  |  3878273218  3959102837
            X  |  3964245036
               |  3887502119  4020286967
           XX S|  3967338758
               |M 3925725588  3925801729
          XXX  |  3876147676  3898282968  3924685744
   30          +  3888421794  3889465711  3924050668
               |  3898212834  3923918764
            X  |
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               |  3876994920  3896892134  3914711715  3971765209
            X  |  3890720398  3962288791  3969859138
            X  |
               |  3876142501  3880771919  3901187556  3930700766
   20          +  3876748852  3968922615
              T|
            X  |  3900126198  3955557996  3987754741  3993153859
            X  |
               |
               |  3882906575  3924381140  3924984616  3933942870  3956339893
                  3964324230
               |
   10          +S
               |  3880446136  3888328457  3901531810  3933387853  3942410954
                  3959338944  3960556763  3967635054
               |
               |
               |
               |
               |
    0          +  3876170379  3876868323  3877693394  3878336103  3880911441
                  3880957561  3881012969  3883612925  3889085216  3889121079
                  3889301737  3889990033  3890234533  3890394068  3890488551
                  3891674831  3891991637  3894491756  3897876085  3898305347
                  3898549603  3899141386  3899186986  3899316500  3899399617
                  3899436491  3900282040  3900468542  3900919529  3902196586
                  3902672979  3903614619  3905521171  3908282331  3909338254
                  3914709166  3918410809  3924056970  3924398585  3926386156
                  3928879059  3929130477  3931559297  3933239051  3936575825
                  3938471236  3938730723  3939977464  3943843754  3943932965
                  3953363423  3953791501  3954885129  3955752297  3959319923
                  3960707588  3960792273  3960975893  3961090574  3964662903
                  3965053090  3965086333  3969817262  3970910680  3987515894
       <frequen|<less>
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26-309WS
TABLE 26.1 Word Associates Test                  ZOU309WS.TXT  Dec 14 15:01 2015
INPUT: 161 Participant  50 Item  REPORTED: 161 Participant  50 Item  100 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
Participant: REAL SEP.: 2.34  REL.: .85 ... Item: REAL SEP.: 4.84  REL.: .96
 
         Item STATISTICS:  CORRELATION ORDER
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------
|ENTRY   TOTAL  TOTAL           MODEL|   INFIT  |  OUTFIT  |PTBISERL-AL|EXACT MATCH|
          |
|NUMBER  SCORE  COUNT  MEASURE  S.E. |MNSQ  ZSTD|MNSQ  ZSTD|CORR.  EXP.| OBS%  EXP%|
Item    G |
|------------------------------------+----------+----------+-----------+-----------+
-----------|
|    42      7    161   78.94    4.43|1.09    .4|2.18   1.4|  .33   .40| 93.9  94.1|
rpyd/Q  0 |
|    46      5    161   83.39    5.04| .91   -.1| .33   -.9|  .38   .35| 95.6  95.6|
mzmc    0 |
|    43      7    161   78.94    4.43| .98    .0| .26  -1.1|  .45   .40| 93.9  94.1|
mHD/Q   0 |
|    49     19    161   62.85    3.19|1.35   1.8|1.17    .5|  .49   .60| 84.2  87.9|
mxtlT/Q 0 |
|    50     12    161   70.94    3.67| .98    .0| .65   -.2|  .50   .51| 92.1  91.0|
mtyn/Q  0 |
|    35     17    161   64.94    3.29|1.15    .8| .76   -.1|  .54   .58| 84.2  88.6|
jAnby/Q 0 |
|    41     14    161   68.38    3.49| .99    .0| .50   -.5|  .55   .54| 90.4  90.0|
DYyl/Q  0 |
|    40     17    161   64.94    3.29|1.15    .8| .56   -.4|  .56   .58| 86.0  88.6|
wqAYy/Q 0 |
|    37     16    161   66.05    3.35| .95   -.2| .69   -.2|  .58   .57| 90.4  89.0|
mrtqb/Q 0 |
|    15     25    161   57.21    2.96|1.16   1.0|1.70   1.0|  .59   .66| 86.8  85.9|
bpry/Q  0 |
|    39     20    161   61.85    3.14|1.00    .1|2.46   1.6|  .60   .61| 89.5  87.6|
Vmyn/Q  0 |
|     1     78    161   17.76    2.77|1.84   4.5|2.18   1.8|  .60   .72| 68.4  84.1|
jmyl/Q  0 |
|    29     16    161   66.05    3.35| .87   -.6| .46   -.6|  .60   .57| 90.4  89.0|
bATl/Q  0 |
|    36     20    161   61.85    3.14|1.05    .4| .56   -.4|  .61   .61| 86.0  87.6|
prs/Q   0 |
|    28     22    161   59.93    3.06| .99    .0|1.00    .3|  .62   .63| 86.8  86.9|
nqdy/Q  0 |
|    38     21    161   60.88    3.10|1.03    .3| .58   -.4|  .62   .62| 87.7  87.3|
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mctdl/Q 0 |
|    34     27    161   55.49    2.91|1.14    .9| .82    .0|  .63   .67| 79.8  85.2|
mVAly/Q 0 |
|     3     59    161   31.71    2.68|1.47   2.9|2.17   2.7|  .64   .76| 74.6  82.8|
rAYc/Q  0 |
|    31     21    161   60.88    3.10| .93   -.4| .65   -.3|  .64   .62| 89.5  87.3|
mlHwZ/Q 0 |
|    24     35    161   49.09    2.77|1.23   1.6|2.18   1.9|  .64   .72| 79.8  83.4|
mxlS/Q  0 |
|     6     64    161   28.12    2.69|1.39   2.4|1.87   2.0|  .65   .75| 74.6  82.9|
LsAsy/Q 0 |
|     8     46    161   40.99    2.68|1.33   2.1|1.43   1.2|  .66   .75| 74.6  82.7|
HdyV/Q  0 |
|     2     81    161   15.45    2.79|1.11    .8|1.38    .8|  .68   .70| 81.6  84.2|
cAlmy/Q 0 |
|    27     17    161   64.94    3.29| .65  -2.1| .27  -1.1|  .68   .58| 93.0  88.6|
HAsm/Q  0 |
|    14     49    161   38.84    2.67|1.28   1.9|1.64   1.7|  .69   .76| 78.9  82.7|
mfyd/Q  0 |
|    30     35    161   49.09    2.77|1.10    .7| .85   -.1|  .70   .72| 76.3  83.4|
fryd/Q  0 |
|    48     21    161   60.88    3.10| .74  -1.6| .34   -.9|  .71   .62| 91.2  87.3|
mLlwf/Q 0 |
|    45     24    161   58.10    2.99| .79  -1.3| .41   -.7|  .72   .65| 90.4  86.2|
kAmn/Q  0 |
|    25     37    161   47.57    2.74|1.02    .2| .97    .1|  .72   .73| 83.3  83.1|
SryH/Q  0 |
|    19     41    161   44.61    2.71|1.07    .5|1.11    .4|  .72   .74| 80.7  82.6|
cAjl/Q  0 |
|    20     28    161   54.65    2.89| .88   -.7| .49   -.7|  .72   .68| 86.0  84.9|
cryD/Q  0 |
|    33     35    161   49.09    2.77| .95   -.3| .93    .0|  .73   .72| 83.3  83.4|
mmnwc/Q 0 |
|    47     29    161   53.82    2.87| .81  -1.3| .51   -.7|  .74   .69| 90.4  84.5|
mvhl/Q  0 |
|     4     58    161   32.43    2.67|1.08    .6|1.00    .1|  .74   .76| 81.6  82.8|
qAdm/Q  0 |
|    10     71    161   23.01    2.72| .85  -1.0| .88   -.1|  .75   .74| 86.8  83.5|
xArjy/Q 0 |
|     5     68    161   25.22    2.71| .94   -.3| .92    .0|  .75   .75| 86.0  83.2|
Hqyqy/Q 0 |
|    12     38    161   46.82    2.73| .92   -.5| .79   -.3|  .75   .73| 86.0  83.0|
xTyr/Q  0 |
|    17     38    161   46.82    2.73| .92   -.6| .60   -.9|  .76   .73| 86.0  83.0|
tAm~/Q  0 |
|    21     27    161   55.49    2.91| .71  -2.0| .38   -.9|  .76   .67| 90.4  85.2|
HA?~/Q  0 |
|    23     44    161   42.43    2.69| .95   -.3| .86   -.2|  .76   .75| 81.6  82.6|
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bry/Q   0 |
|    11     49    161   38.84    2.67| .94   -.3| .81   -.5|  .76   .76| 82.5  82.7|
mHdd/Q  0 |
|     7     58    161   32.43    2.67| .93   -.4| .87   -.3|  .77   .76| 81.6  82.8|
cAdy/Q  0 |
|     9     55    161   34.57    2.67| .94   -.3| .88   -.3|  .77   .76| 84.2  82.8|
pxSy/Q  0 |
|    44     34    161   49.85    2.78| .76  -1.8| .45  -1.1|  .79   .71| 89.5  83.5|
SArm/Q  0 |
|    26     39    161   46.08    2.72| .81  -1.4| .49  -1.3|  .79   .73| 85.1  82.8|
zAYd/Q  0 |
|    13     50    161   38.13    2.67| .81  -1.4| .63  -1.1|  .80   .76| 88.6  82.7|
slby/Q  0 |
|    22     54    161   35.28    2.67| .77  -1.6| .61  -1.3|  .80   .76| 86.0  82.8|
xyry/Q  0 |
|    16     47    161   40.27    2.68| .77  -1.7| .48  -1.7|  .82   .76| 84.2  82.7|
hAYl/Q  0 |
|    32     46    161   40.99    2.68| .68  -2.5| .42  -1.9|  .84   .75| 88.6  82.7|
nbyl/Q  0 |
|    18     43    161   43.15    2.70| .64  -2.9| .39  -1.9|  .84   .75| 90.4  82.5|
slmy/Q  0 |
|------------------------------------+----------+----------+-----------+-----------+
-----------|
| MEAN    35.7  161.0   50.00    3.00|1.00   -.1| .91   -.1|           | 85.5  85.5|
          |
| S.D.    18.9     .0   15.59     .49| .22   1.4| .57   1.0|           |  5.6   3.3|
          |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------
 
 TABLE 26.3 Word Associates Test                  ZOU309WS.TXT  Dec 14 15:01 2015
INPUT: 161 Participant  50 Item  REPORTED: 161 Participant  50 Item  100 CATS 
WINSTEPS 3.75.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
 
         Item CATEGORY/OPTION/DISTRACTOR FREQUENCIES:  CORRELATION ORDER
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
|ENTRY   DATA  SCORE |     DATA   | AVERAGE  S.E.  OUTF PTBSA|        |
|NUMBER  CODE  VALUE |  COUNT   % | ABILITY  MEAN  MNSQ CORR.| Item   |
|--------------------+------------+--------------------------+--------|
|   42   0000100   0 |      1   1 |  -12.40         .0  -.07 |rpyd/Q  |
|        0000100   0 |      1   1 |  -12.40         .0  -.07 |        |
|        0001100   0 |      1   1 |  -12.40         .0  -.07 |        |
|        0010000   0 |      1   1 |  -12.40         .0  -.07 |        |
|        0100010   0 |      1   1 |  -12.40         .0  -.07 |        |
|        0110011   0 |      1   1 |  -12.40         .0  -.07 |        |
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